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Abstract

The ease with which our brains learn to control our bodies belies intricate neural pro-

cessing which remains poorly understood. We know that a network of brain regions

work together in a carefully coordinated fashion to allow us to move from one place

to another. In mammals, we know that the motor cortex plays a central role in this

process, but precisely how its activity contributes to control is a matter of long and

continued debate. In this thesis we demonstrate the need for developing mechanistic

neural network models to address this question. Using such models, we show that con-

tentious response properties of non-human primate primary motor cortex (M1) neurons

can be understood as reflecting control processes which take into account the physics

of the body. And we develop new computational techniques for teaching neural network

models how to execute control. In the first study (Chapter 2), we critically examined a

recently developed correlation-based descriptive model for characterizing the activity

of M1 neuron activity. In the second study (Chapter 3), we developed neural network

control laws which performed reaching and postural tasks using a physics model of

the upper limb. We show that the population of artificial neurons in these networks ex-

hibit preferences for certain directions of movement and certain forces applied during

posture. These patterns parallel empirical observations in M1, and the model shows

that the patterns reflect particular features of the biomechanics of the arm. The final
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study (Chapter 4) develops new techniques for building network models. To understand

how the brain solves difficult control tasks we need to be able to construct mechanistic

models which can do the same. And, we need to be able to construct controllers that

compute via simple neuron-like units. In this study, we combine tools for automatic com-

putation of derivatives with recently developed ideas about second-order approaches

to optimization to build better neural network control laws. Taken together, this thesis

helps develop arguments for, and the tools to build mechanistic neural network models

to understand how motor cortex contributes to control of the body.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

With practice, our brains learn to accomplish some astounding things. From scaling

a mountain to performing slight of hand tricks with a deck of cards, skilled individuals

makes these tasks appear easy, even trivial. But we are reminded of their difficulty

when we imagine trying to have a computer accomplish the same feats. Indeed, we still

struggle to get a robot to solve problems as mundane as picking up a coffee mug.

I want to understand how the brain controls movement of the body, that is, how the cen-

tral nervous system (CNS) acts in concert with the musculoskeletal system to produce

appropriate behaviour. We already have a good idea about how the musculoskele-

tal system works - our knowledge of physics and the properties of muscles lets us

build working models of the body (Goldstein, 1962; Sakitt, 1980; Hollerback and Flash,

1982; Hogan, 1985; Zajac, 1989; Sciavicco and Siciliano, 1996; Brown et al., 1999;

Cheng and Scott, 2000; Brown and Loeb, 2000; Graham and Scott, 2003; Spong and

Vidyasagar, 2008). What is missing are coherent models of how the CNS produces the

behaviours we observe.

The question of how the brain controls the body is sprawling and ill-defined. This disser-

tation focuses on contributing to just one particular facet of this question. It develops

new models of control implemented by artificial neural networks. And it uses these
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

models to explain neural activity in primary motor cortex (M1) – a central player in the

mammalian motor system (Kandel et al., 2000).

In spite of more than a century of work, the function of M1 remains poorly understood.

Many basic anatomical features of M1 have been established, but just how neural ac-

tivity is coordinated to cause movements is contentious. By placing a stimulating elec-

trode into M1 and delivering trains of electrical activity it is possible to elicit movement

fragments (Leyton and Sherrington, 1917; Phillips and Porter, 1977), and even full-

blown reaching behaviours (Graziano et al., 2002; Aflalo and Graziano, 2006). M1

sends the largest number of axons to the spinal cord to drive movement via muscle

contraction (Porter and Lemon, 1993). These axon collaterals cross over the midline

of the body, so that the right hand motor cortex enervates the left side of the body, and

vice versa. The majority of M1 neurons descending to the spinal cord synapse onto

interneurons, which make recurrent connections among themselves and drive motor

neurons, which in turn activate muscles (Kandel et al., 2000). Given these facts, it

is unsurprising that lesions to motor cortex can cause many deficits, including partial

paralysis of the limbs, and difficulties coordinating movement of different parts of the

body (Wade et al., 1985; Whishaw et al., 1991; Nudo and Milliken, 1996; Cirstea and

Levin, 2000; Whishaw, 2000).

Starting in the 1960s, electrophysiological work studied spiking in M1 neurons1 in

unanaesthetized animals (Evarts, 1968, 1969).

Monkeys were trained to perform a variety of tasks, such as reaching to targets, and

1One limitation which faces the current attempts to understand how M1 contributes to motor function
is that neural recordings are primarily made from cortical layer V pyramidal neurons. These neurons are
large, and thus much easier to record with an electrode. In fact, it usually only the largest of these which
tend to be recorded. Throughout this document, when speaking about neural activity in M1 I will take
this to mean layer V pyramidal neurons in the ‘arm-area’ of M1, unless otherwise specified.
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countering forces applied to their upper-limb. Such studies have demonstrated corre-

lations between M1 spiking and a myriad of movement and task variables. Cells have

been found to be tuned to muscle activity (Evarts, 1968; Fetz and Cheney, 1987; Kakei

et al., 1999; Holdefer and Miller, 2002), applied and exerted forces (Kalaska et al.,

1989; Sergio and Kalaska, 2003; Herter et al., 2007), movement direction (Georgopou-

los et al., 1986; Kalaska et al., 1989; Moran and Schwartz, 1999; Kakei et al., 1999),

target location (Churchland et al., 2010), joint angles and velocities (Scott and Kalaska,

1997), and intentions related to the behavioural task (Evarts and Tanji, 1976; Church-

land et al., 2006). While interesting, this diversity of correlations has been problematic

for the field because it does not suggest any clear causal role for M1.

Increasingly, the motor control field has shifted toward using the mathematical theory

of optimal control as a means of handling the complexities inherent in motor control

(Todorov and Jordan, 2002a; Todorov, 2004; Scott, 2012). This is by no means a

new trend in the biological sciences. Evolutionary biology saw a similar transition in

approach in the early 1990s (Parker and Smith, 1990). Such studies examined optima

in order to understand many features of animals and plant behaviour, and to determine

evolutionary stable strategies. To give just one example, they used control theory to

predict how plant species should split their energy between growth and seed production

over the course of a year (Alexander, 1996).
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Figure 1.1: (a) The general form of a control problem: a task, x∗, is specified to a
controller. To achieve the specified task, the controller passes control signals, u, to
the controlled system (often called the plant). The output of the plant, x, is fed back
to the controller and may also be recorded as behaviour. Behaviour is monitored to
see whether it accomplishes the task. (b) The CNS can be viewed as a control system
that produces movement to accomplish tasks. It sends command signals by way of
axons to muscles which generate forces and move the body. It also receives feedback
from a variety of sensors about the state of the body and world. In the example shown
here, the task is to move the upper limb quickly and accurately from a central target
to peripheral targets. Examples of hand-paths for this task are shown in the rightmost
panel.
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Under essentially the same paradigm, the CNS can be thought of and modelled as a

control system (Figure 1.1) that produces movement to accomplish goals in the world

(Stengel, 1994b). It sends command signals by way of axons to muscles which gener-

ate forces and move the body. It also receives feedback from a variety of sensors about

the state of the body and world. Predictions are made by formally describing the dy-

namics of the body, the goals of behaviour, and then computing the optimal commands

to achieve the goals. Many aspects of motor behaviour have already been explained

in this fashion, including muscle activity patterns (Fagg et al., 2002), noise compensa-

tion strategies (Harris and Wolpert, 1998), and speed-accuracy tradeoffs (Engelbrecht,

2001; Harris and Wolpert, 2006). It is sensible to apply this same approach to under-

standing neural activity. Existing optimal control techniques can be straightforwardly

applied to answer questions about behaviour and low dimensional muscle activity. But,

it has been difficult to build models which offer a mechanistic account of neural activ-

ity.

This dissertation develops models which allow explicit predictions about M1 neural data

by solving motor problems with neural network control laws. The next section begins

with a critical discussion of the historical approaches to understanding M1 function.

The sections which follow review the basics of optimal control, introduce neural network

models, and explain why it has been previously been difficult to take advantage of these

models to understand neural activity.
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1.1 Neural coding in primary motor cortex

How do we understand what some region of the brain does? A straightforward ap-

proach is to correlate the electrical activity of a particular structure with the actions of

the body and the states of the world. Then the function of the cells might be thought

of as ‘encoding’ or ‘coding for’ some state of the world or body. More formally the as-

sumption is that, if the activity of a set of neurons, here represented by a vector, z, is

some function σz(·) of the state of the body/world, x, i.e.,

z = σz(x) (1.1)

then, those neurons can be said to represent or code for x, and their function can

be recovered by discovering the relationship between z and x. This paradigm for un-

derstanding brain function has been widely applied and largely successful. It has led

to near-universally held ideas about which parts of the brain are grossly involved in

sensory, motor, emotional, and higher cognitive functions. Thus, application of this

approach to understanding how M1 controls the body has seemed altogether quite

natural.

However, the tendency to think of a particular set of neurons as simply ‘coding for’

the sorts of variables it correlates with, has become a deeply contentious issue in the

study of M1. In this section we will trace the history of ideas about neural coding in M1.

Then we will describe the crisis that emerged while trying to understand M1 function

using this straightforward approach. This crisis led to proposals for the adoption of

another paradigm based on ‘optimality principles’ – a sort of meta-theory which says
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that because brains are the products of optimization processes (i.e. learning, evolution,

and development), we can gain insight by formal examination of optima. This approach

calls for mechanistic models of control and asks fundamentally different questions in

trying to understand brain function. Instead of asking, ‘what do neurons correlate with?,

and what do they encode?’, optimality principles compel us to ask, ‘what is the brain

optimizing?, and how is it doing it?’. Of course, observed correlations are essential in

helping us evaluating a mechanistic model. But, if nothing else, the shift to optimality

principles has reminded us that the documentation of correlations is no explanation in

and of itself.

1.1.1 Neural coding in primary visual cortex

To help situate the study of M1 by investigating correlations with behaviour and task,

we begin with a brief discussion of parallel work in primary visual cortex (V1). At first

glance, the study of V1 appears to motivate the simple idea that function can be un-

derstood merely by correlating neural activity with aspects of the world (Van Essen

et al., 1992). For example, studies have demonstrated that neurons in V1 spike more

for bars presented at particular orientations and locations in the visual field of an an-

imal (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959). And, neurons in other visual regions respond to the

presence of particular colours or higher order features like movement or face-like ob-

jects (Maunsell and Newsome, 1987). In this sense, it is tempting to take the view that

these correlative studies allow us to understand what V1 and other visual layers are

doing — we would like to say that the correlations directly explain what a cell does, e.g.

“the cell codes for X”. But this simple view belies the fact that there are many possible

choices about how to represent the features of a visual scene. Later work has shown
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that the so called ‘simple-cells’ which respond to oriented bars have very specific sorts

of response fields which are well approximated by gabor patches (2-d sinusoidal func-

tions convolved with an Gaussian kernel) with particular frequency characteristics (van

Hateren and van der Schaaf, 1998). Why does the brain use these particular ways

of transforming visual information? Machine vision work has relied on a wide array of

different ways of transforming and encoding arrays of pixels. An understanding of why

particular kinds of features are coded for in the brain came from a long series of compu-

tational studies which showed that the particular filters developed in V1 are the optimal

way of compressing visual information using sparse codes, given that the images being

compressed are drawn from a distribution with the same statistics as those taken from

natural scenes (Olshausen and Field, 1996; Bell and Sejnowski, 1997). Further com-

putational work has shown that this kind of filter is roughly optimal for many kinds of

object recognition (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). More recent work has shown that ‘complex

cell’ features can be explained in a similar fashion (Karklin and Lewicki, 2008). Thus,

while visual cortex function is sometimes used to justify the notion that correlation tells

us function, a closer look shows that optimality principles have been crucial to guiding

a deep understanding of neural response properties in V1.

1.1.2 Muscles versus movements in M1

After early work had located primary motor cortex as a central player in motor be-

haviour, studies in the 1960s by E. Evarts sought to determine whether motor cortical

units coded for muscles or movements(Evarts, 1968). This work examined simple sin-

gle joint behaviours at the wrist in unanaesthetized non-human primates while record-

ing single-neuron activity in the contralateral arm region of M1. Monkeys were trained
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to carry out precisely timed flexion/extension movements while forces of varying mag-

nitude and direction were applied at the wrist. This setup allowed the experimenter to

dissociate the required muscle forces and movement directions. The studies found a

mixed representation, with many units behaving as if they specified the muscle forces

required for the movements, but some behaving as though they cared more about

movement direction. Follow-up studies by other groups using similar single-joint be-

havioural setups showed that M1 neurons correlated with other features of movement

including applied forces, and the intended direction of movement (Evarts and Tanji,

1976; Tanji and Evarts, 1976; Thach, 1978). Taken together, these studies give us a

concrete idea about the sorts of responses which existed in M1 during simple motor

behaviours, but they fall far short of explaining why particular responses were observed

and how those responses function to produce movement.

1.1.3 Servo-control

In the 1970s several studies moved towards a more mechanistic paradigm for under-

standing M1 function. These studies conceived of motor behaviours as being gener-

ated by the brain in much the same way as a servo-controller functions in formal control

theory (see Evarts (1972), and Porter and Lemon (1993) for a review). And they hy-

pothesized that M1 could be thought of as playing a central role in the computations of

a servo-control process. These controllers (which will be described in more detail later

in this document) work by using feedback about the position of the body or plant (the

controlled object is often referred to as the plant). They take the difference between

the current state of the plant and a desired state. Then they send command signals to

the plant which will move it closer to the desired state. This cycle is repeated over and
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over, using feedback to adjust the trajectory, until the desired state is obtained. Several

studies tried to understand the neural activity in M1 as active components in such a

feedback control mechanism (Thach, 1978; Marsden et al., 1983). However, simple

servo-control mechanisms have several key limitations which humans and animals do

not have. Straightforward servo-control mechanisms cannot solve many control tasks

which animals are capable of, especially when feedback from the plant is delayed, as

it is by neural afferents. The identification of these limitations, and the introduction of

compelling whole-arm (i.e. multi-joint) movement data drove the field away from these

control-theoretic accounts of M1 activity (for a review see Scott (2012)). We describe

some of this data in the following section and return to the idea of using control theory

to explain M1 function later in this chapter.

1.1.4 Coding of direction

A series of papers beginning in the mid 1980s used a new experimental setup in which

monkeys were trained to reach to targets in 3D space (Georgopoulos et al., 1986;

Schwartz et al., 1988; Georgopoulos et al., 1988), leading to a new hypothesis about

how M1 functions to control the body. The trained movements were much more com-

plex than those studied previously, using all of the joints in the arm and hand. Despite

these complexities, M1 neural activity integrated over a movement trial was found to

have a cosine tuning to the direction of movement. That is, for a given movement

direction vector, x, a given neuron, z, was found to respond according to:

z = cos(wz · x) (1.2)
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where, wz, is the ‘preferred direction’ (PD) vector for z. This powerful observation led

to the hypothesis that the population of M1 neurons may participate in control simply

by coding the direction of intended motion. Under an extreme version of this hypoth-

esis, often called the ‘population vector’ hypothesis, each neuron is associated with a

preferred hand direction which it “votes” for via the magnitude of its activation (Geor-

gopoulos, 1996); neurons in the spinal cord are assumed to decode the population

activity of M1 neurons (by taking a vector sum of the preferred directions weighted by

the neural activities) and generate the appropriate time varying muscle commands in

order to realize the high-level goal specified by M1. This work provided an intuitive

explanation for the function of M1. However, while the hypothesis was attractive for its

simplicity, several observations have problematized it.

1.1.5 Biases in population preferred directions

A key problem for the population vector hypothesis was that it cannot straightforwardly

explain systematic biases in the distribution of preferred directions in M1 (Scott et al.,

2001). By examining many neurons in M1 and determining their PD vectors, it is possi-

ble to build up a map of how many neurons in the population ‘preferred’ each direction.

Several groups have found that these distributions have systematic biases, so that

many more neurons have their largest activity in certain directions (Scott et al., 2001;

Mitsuda and Onorati, 2002; Naselaris et al., 2006). In fact, neurons in M1 tend to be

more active for movements towards and away from the body than left or right. This

observation is difficult to explain given the hypothesis that M1 generates movement

simply by coding for movement direction. And, it has been found that the biases in PD

distributions correlate well with muscle activity and biomechanical features of the limb
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(Kurtzer et al., 2006; Ajemian et al., 2008). Why would these biases exist, and what is

their function? Chapter 3 examines this question in detail.

1.1.6 Complex and dynamic correlations in M1

Recent studies have cast further doubt on the population vector hypothesis by examin-

ing the temporal aspects of neural activity in M1. They show that single neurons exhibit

complex, time-varying correlations to a variety of movement variables (Churchland and

Shenoy, 2007; Morrow et al., 2007; Hatsopoulos et al., 2007). These time-varying

correlations, which were found to be multi-phasic and vary in idiosyncratic ways with

instructed reach velocity, are simply not accounted for by the population vector hypoth-

esis.

One such study (Hatsopoulos et al., 2007) fit spatiotemporal ‘pathlet’ models to each

neuron recorded during a task in which a monkey continuously and fluidly moved from

one target to the next. In this work, a neurons probability of spiking is determined by

the generalized linear model (GLM; Nelder and Wedderburn (1972)):

P(spike(t)|x) = exp(w · x + γ) (1.3)

where, w, is the ‘pathlet’ vector, x is a vector containing the hand positions and ve-

locities leading up to and following time t, and γ is a constant offset parameter. They

fit variants of the model many times and used a held-aside test set to determine the

optimal temporal extent for the x vector. Doing so, they found that the activity of most

neurons correlated with hand-positions and velocities which occured both before and
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after the activity. This implies that M1 neural activity is both predictive (or generative)

of future movement, and caused by past movement.

This paper introduces a variant of the populations vector hypothesis. It postulates that,

rather than coding for an intended direction of movement, neurons instead encode spa-

tiotemporal pathlets. Each neuron “votes” for a particular movement trajectory for the

hand, again with the implicit assumption that structures downstream of M1 would de-

code these votes and generate the requisite muscle activity to produce the movement

specified by the population. Chapter 2 looks critically at this idea.

1.1.7 Endemic correlations and the ambiguity of empirical data

As we have seen, studies have found correlations between motor cortical activity and

almost every conceivable task and behavioural variable. These correlations are tempo-

rally complex and exhibit context dependence. Thus, a crisis of sorts arose in the study

of M1, posing two natural questions: why does this pattern of myriad correlations exist?

and, how should we proceed to understand M1 function given that correlations suggest

no clear direction for study? Several theoretical papers have addressed the issue of

correlations in M1, and suggested a paradigm for examining M1 function (Mussa-Ivaldi,

1988; Todorov and Jordan, 2002a; Todorov, 2004). Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (1985) noted that

the apparent coding of many variables in M1 may simply be due to the fact that many

movement and task variables are themselves highly correlated because of causal phys-

ical relationships. For example, the position of the hand is directly related to its velocity,

i.e. its position is just the integral of velocity. And, the position of the hand is also

correlated to the angles of the joints and lengths of muscles since these are related via
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their nonlinear geometric relationships. Thus, many of the variables which studies of

M1 have examined are hopelessly tied to other parameters of movement and task goal.

If correlational studies are doomed to ambiguity, then how should we study M1?

1.2 Optimality principles in motor control

A growing number of papers suggest that to make progress in understanding motor

function we need to employ formal mechanistic models based on so called ‘optimality

principles’ (Todorov, 2004). The essential idea behind this paradigm shift is as follows:

The motor system is shaped by evolution, development, and learning. Though they

operate at different timescales, all of these process act to optimize behaviours. So, to

understand motor behaviours and the neural circuits which support them, we should

understand what optimal behaviour looks like.

At this abstract level, optimality principles play the role of a meta-theory. In order to gen-

erate specific predictions based on these principles, formal models of optimal control

which take into account the relevant constraints must be implemented.

1.2.1 Formal elements of control

A control problem is often thought of as being composed of three basic elements (Sten-

gel, 1994a; Kirk, 2012):

(i) A plant equation which characterizes the physical properties of the controlled sys-

tem (e.g. the body) and the way that it moves when forces are applied to it:
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ẋ = f(x(t),u(t)) (1.4)

where x(t) is the state of the plant at time t, ẋ is the change of the plant state as a

function of time, u(t) is the command signal sent to the plant at time t, and f(·, ·) is the

function which describes how the current plant state and command signal give rise to

changes in the plant state. For a two-joint planar arm (e.g. in Figure 1.4a), the state is

the positions and velocities of the joints, and the lengths and velocities of the muscles.

The command signal is the pattern of activity arriving at the muscles.

Even for the two-joint arm the plant equation is complicated. It is nonlinear: i.e. the

command signal is not linearly related to resulting acceleration. It includes interseg-

mental dynamics: i.e. even if one were to activate just a single mono-articular muscle

at the elbow, movement at both joints would be induced. It includes redundancies:

e.g. there are an infinite number of patterns of muscle activation which will produce the

same acceleration at the shoulder joint.

(ii) A cost function, J(·), is a formal specification and performance criterion for the

control task of interest. The cost function takes a control policy as an argument and

evaluates how well the policy performs on a task by returning a scalar number. The

lower the number that it returns, the better the policy is at performing the task. The

general form of a cost function is given by:

J(π) = φ(x∗, x(t f )) +

t f∫
t0

l(x(t),u(t), t)dt (1.5)
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where π is the control policy, l(·, ·, ·) is the loss function which expresses the instanta-

neous cost incurred as a function of the current state, x(t), command u(t), and time,

t. The task runs from some initial time, t0, to a final time, t f . x∗ is the desired final

state and x(t f ) is the actual final state. This cost function is expressed as the sum

of two parts: a terminal cost φ(·, ·) which penalizes the state of the system at t f , and

an integral which tallies up cost throughout the duration of the task. An informal (but

easily formalized) statement of a cost function would be as follows: move the two-joint

planar arm quickly and accurately from some initial position, x(t0), to a target, x∗, while

minimizing the energy expended to execute the movement.

(iii) A control law or policy describes how time varying command signals, u(t), will be

produced given feedback from the plant:

u(t) = π(α, x(t), x∗, t) (1.6)

where u(t) is the command sent to the plant at time t, π is the control policy, α are the

parameters for the control policy which may be adjusted via learning to reduce the cost

of the policy, and x∗ is the task requirements. The brain may be viewed as a control

policy where x(t) is the afferent sensory information and the parameters, α, are the

synaptic connections between neurons.

We often distinguish between two fundamentally different types control law: open loop

and closed loop controllers. Closed loop controllers use feedback from the plant to

adjust their command signals online. Open loop controllers do not. Thus, an open

loop controller is a special case of closed loop control law, and can written formally as:

u(t) = π(α, x∗, t), where the plant state, x(t), is excluded from the command function. In
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the simplest case2, an open loop control law may have no parameters, α, and consist

of a sequence of command vectors, U = [u1,u2, . . . ,uT ], which are issued at the ap-

propriate times. This kind of control law we refer to as ‘non-parametric’ (see Chapter 4

for further discussion of this distinction).

1.2.2 How a simple feedback control law works

What does it mean to control something? In the most basic sense it means to ad-

just the configuration of a system from one state to another. Controlling my eyes just

means moving them from their current location to another. A straightforward way to

move things from an initial state to some desired one is to employ a proportional con-

trol law (Figure 1.2; a proportional controller is a simple form of proportional integral

derivative (PID) or servo controller which dispenses with the I and D components). The

proportional control law works by calculating an error which is the distance between

the current and desired states and then pushing on the system in a way which will de-

crease this error. The control policy then looks at what state the system takes on after

sending the control signal and repeats this process until the current state is the desired

state.

2Here, and throughout most of this dissertation, we make the assumption that time has been
discretized.
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Figure 1.2: (a) The proportional control law: the task is to move the plant to a desired
state, x∗. The control law works by computing the error, e(t), between the desired state
and the current plant state, x(t). The control signal, u(t), is taken to be the error signal
multiplied by some constant, α. (b) A problem that can’t be solved by a proportional
control law: the grid is the state space for the problem. The plant is currently at the
location marked x(t). The task is to move the plant to the location marked x∗ as quickly
as possible. At each time step it is possible to move to one of the 8 squares surround-
ing your current location. A proportional control law takes the difference between the
current location and goal and drive straight towards it (dashed arrow). It gets caught
on the obstacle (the solid black squares) and never finds its way around. The optimal
control law takes the route prescribed by the solid arrow. The numbers at each square
are the cost-to-go function for the problem - the cost-to-go for a given state specifies
how much cost will be incurred by following the optimal path from that state until the
goal state is reached. For this problem, the optimal control law works by choosing the
adjacent square with the lowest cost-to-go.
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Formally, this works like this: let x(t0) = 0 be the initial state of the system (say this is

the position of your hand along the x-axis in Cartesian space; 0 is straight ahead, > 0

is to the right, and < 0 is to the left). Now suppose that we desire to drive the position

of the hand to some target x∗ = 10 to the right. We will take the plant equation to be,

ẋ(t) = u(t), which just says that the change in the direction at some time t is exactly

equal to the command signal at that time. Then we employ the following proportional

control policy:

u(t) = π(α, x(t), x∗, t) = α · (x∗ − x(t)) (1.7)

where alpha here is some number in the range [0, 1], say 0.25. Now, let’s see what

happens when we apply our proportional control law to solving this problem:

At t0 = 0 we first calculate our command signal to be,

u(0) = α · (x∗ − x(0)) = 0.25 · (10 − 0) = 2.5 (1.8)

We then apply this command to the plant equation to see how our system moves,

ẋ(0) = u(0) = 2.5 (1.9)

Finally, we add the change we calculated to the current state of our system to find out

what state it takes on at the next time step,

x(1) = x(0) + ẋ(0) = 0 + 2.5 = 2.5 (1.10)
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From this we see that our control law has begun to drive the plant towards the desired

state, x∗ = 10. If we repeat this process and look at the plant state as it evolves through

time we get: x(0) = 0, x(1) = 2.5, x(2) = 4.37, x(3) = 5.77. So, our control law is happily

driving the plant towards the desired state. This simple strategy - choosing a command

signal at each time which is proportional to the distance between current and desired

states - is surprisingly effective. In fact, a huge number of control problems encountered

in real world applications can be tackled with a control policy not much different to

this one. Industrial robotics, for example, makes extensive use of proportional control

(Sciavicco and Siciliano, 1996).

Here we have different interests than the robotics community though - we are interested

in what control policies the brain might employ and how these might be learned via

practice. So we need to ask whether the sorts of behaviours we see generated by the

CNS could be generated by a proportional control law.

1.2.3 Problems you can’t solve with a proportional control law

Many of the control problems solved by animals have the following property: they re-

quire foresight in order to be completed successfully. Proportional control laws do not

possess foresight and are thus unable to solve this class of problems. To see this, we

will examine the simple problem depicted in Figure 1.2b. The problem is essentially

the same as we have thus far considered (move the plant to a desired state), but with

a twist: there is an obstacle intervening between the current state of the system, x(t),

and the desired state, x∗.

The proportional control law fails to solve problems of this kind because it can’t figure
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out how to go around the obstacle. Instead, it gets caught up on the obstacle and never

reaches the goal state x∗. Why does this happen? Remember that the proportional

control law works by calculating an error between the current state and desired state

and then producing a command signal u(t) which will drive the plant directly towards

the desired state. In order to solve the obstacle problem though, a control law must first

make an unintuitive move: it needs to execute commands which seem to be carrying

the plant away from the desired state before driving towards it. Only by moving out

around the edge of the obstacle can the problem be solved, and a proportional control

law will never find this solution.

Problems which require foresight are common. In fact, most of the motor tasks that

animals perform require some form of foresight to be solved. This foresight can be ge-

netically programmed into spinal circuitry, or learned by cortex, but it underlies virtually

all of the behaviours we study in animals. We’ve already mentioned the problem of

moving to a target which is obscured by an obstacle as an example of a problem which

requires foresight, but it is worth mentioning a few others: moving to an unobscured tar-

get when sensory feedback is delayed and noisy, jumping as high as you can, throwing

a baseball pitch, moving to a target while minimizing effort, moving quickly and accu-

rately to differently shaped targets, and countering an unknown load applied to a limb.

All of these tasks require a control law that is able to make predictions about future

events and tailor its command signals appropriately.
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1.2.4 Optimal control theory.

Optimal control theory can be thought of as a loose collection of mathematical tech-

niques/formalisms which help design control laws for problems requiring foresight. Since

optimal control theory is the accepted framework for treating control problems which re-

quire foresight, it is the natural starting point for building models of sensorimotor control

systems (Todorov and Jordan, 2002b; Scott, 2004). Optimal control techniques have

undergone rapid development since the early work of Bellman and Pontryagin (Pon-

trëiìagin, 1962; Bellman, 1986). However, it remains difficult to use optimal control

theory to build models which let us make specific predictions about most neural data.

There are two principle difficulties which keep us from doing so: (i) there are many

control problems which the CNS can solve that are not tractable using available optimal

control techniques; e.g. even for relatively restricted classes of cost function and plant,

finding good feedback control laws is not tractable using available techniques (Li and

Todorov, 2004). (ii) even for those problems that are tractable, it is not well understood

how a neural network might learn the same kinds of solution as those found using tra-

ditional techniques. These problems are interconnected. The problems which remain

difficult for control theory to solve in general are typically high dimensional, problems

which require robust nonlinear feedback solutions capable of generalizing and dealing

with noise, delays, and perturbations. In essence, they require solutions which looks

like, or have roughly the same form as a neural network model. The following section

and Chapter 4 discuss this in greater depth.
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1.3 Neural network models

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are functions built up of simple interconnected com-

putational units which act in concert to transform inputs to outputs (Rumelhart and

McClelland, 1986; Haykin, 1999). By changing the connection strengths (i.e., synaptic

weights) between the units it is possible to approximate many different functions. But,

finding a “good” set of synaptic weights for a network is a difficult problem that has

been the subject of intense research since the 1980s. To find good synaptic weights,

one typically starts with a random set of weights and adapts these to be better over time

using simple learning rules. The use and development of learning rules is thus central

to the study of neural networks. ANNs are loosely inspired by neural circuits in the

brain, but in practice can take a great number of forms and have been used for a vari-

ety of purposes. In particular, they have been used to help understand neural response

properties in the brain (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986; Moody and Zipser, 1998), but

are also employed in industrial applications for pattern recognition (e.g. sorting mail)

and control problems (e.g. landing aircraft, Haykin (1999)). Here we are interested in

building optimal feedback control laws using neural networks. This kind of model (i.e.

optimal control laws implemented by neural networks) has all of the features which we

want. Namely, such models offer a mechanistic account of how control is executed,

and are composed of neuron-like units which we can monitor and use to make explicit

predictions about neural activity in M1. In this section, we will begin with a brief intro-

duction to the fundamental ideas needed to understand neural network models. Then

we will discuss their use in the context of control theory, and how they can be used to

understand M1.
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1.4 The perceptron learning rule

The first widely used network was called the perceptron (Minsky and Seymour, 1969).

This kind of network performs simple binary pattern recognition on multidimensional

inputs. For example, it might be used to determine whether an image, typically repre-

sented as a vector x, contains a cat or not. The perceptron was notable for being the

first network for which a simple and powerful learning rule was devised. This kind of

network consists of two layers of units. Inputs are presented on the first layer, and the

second layer is composed of a single threshhold-linear unit. The function computed by

such a network is thus given by:

f (x) =


1, if

∑
i w · x ≥ 0

0, otherwise
(1.11)

where w is the vector of synaptic weights which gate the input. This simple network sig-

nals the presence of certain kinds of images, depending on the setting for the synaptic

weights. Given its simple form, it can only determine between two linearly-separable

classes of image. What was interesting about the invention of the perceptron was that

there is a simple iterative learning rule which can be used to adapt the weights to make

the network better at identifying images of a certain kind based on examples.
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a b

dc

Figure 1.3: (a) The perceptron network architecture. Inputs are linearly weighted by
a parameter vector w. The output y is 1 if the weighted sum of the inputs crosses
a threshhold and 0 otherwise. (b) A feedforward network architecture. (c) The same
network as in (b) but shown with the weights collapsed into matrix form for simplicity.
(d) A recurrent network. The hidden neurons in the network have recurrent connections
onto themselves (Whh in red).
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Suppose that one has a dataset, D = {(x1, y∗1), (x2, y∗2), . . . , (xN , y∗N)}, of images with

corresponding labels. Some of these contain a cat, in which case we use the label

y∗i = 1, and we use y∗i = 0 for those that do not.

To update the weights to make them better for the ith piece of data we use the following

steps:

1. Compute the output of the network given the input: yi = f (xi) = w · xi

2. Compute an error between the desired and actual outputs: e = y∗i − yi.

3. Change the synaptic weights according to:

∆wi = η(e ◦ x) (1.12)

where, ◦, denotes element-wise multiplication and η is a small positive learning rate.

By applying this recipe iteratively over the dataset, the network will gradually become

better at discriminating images with cats. It does so by altering the weights to produce

better outputs if an error is made (and leaving the weights alone if there was none)

and can be proven to converge to good weights under certain reasonable conditions

(Minsky and Seymour, 1969). This basic example is characteristic of learning with

neural networks. Essentially, a network is run on an example, some form of error is

computed, and the error is used to adapt the weights.
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1.5 Multilayer networks and the backpropagation learning rule

Perceptrons are remarkably simple to train and successful at solving many simple

learning tasks. But they cannot solve problems where the classes are linearly insep-

arable (e.g. the XOR problem, Haykin (1999)), i.e., problems for which the datapoints

in different classes cannot be separated by a plane. To solve these kinds of problems

with a perceptron, the user is required to intercede and recode the inputs x so that the

problem can be solved by a linear separation of the data. In 1986, a landmark paper

described a new learning rule, called ‘backpropagation of error’ (or just ‘backprop’),

which allowed users to train more powerful networks without the need for human in-

tervention (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . These networks have nonlinear “hidden” units

between the input and output layers which allow the network to detect specific features

in the input. This functional flexibility allows a network to compute many functions and

separate nonlinear classes. And, in theory, they can approximate any smooth, bounded

function (Cybenko, 1989), and thus can easily be used as the feedback function, π(),

in a control law. However, this additional complexity also makes them more difficult to

train.

Backprop can theoretically be used to train a network composed of an arbitrary number

of layers, with arbitrary numbers of units in each layer. Here, we will briefly describe how

to train a three-layer network using backprop. The principles transfer straightforwardly

to a network with an arbitrary number of layers. As with the perceptron, we assume

that we have a dataset of input/output pairs, D = {(x1, y∗1), (x2, y∗2), . . . , (xN , y∗N)}. In this

case though, both the inputs and outputs are vectors of real valued numbers.

To compute the ‘forward pass’ of the network on an input vector, we first compute the
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hidden unit activities via:

h = σh(Wxh · x + bh) (1.13)

where, Wxh is the matrix of synaptic weights from the inputs to the hidden units, bh is the

vector of hidden biases, and σh(·) is a nonlinear activation function which transforms

the input. Many activation functions are possible (as long as they are smooth), but the

logistic sigmoid is most commonly employed, so that a neurons output is determined

to be:

σ(x) =
1

1 − exp(−w · x + b)
(1.14)

where, w and b are the weights and bias for the single unit being considered. After

computing the hidden unit activities, the output neurons are computed in similar fash-

ion:

y = σy(Why · h + by) (1.15)

where, Why is the matrix of synaptic weights from the hidden to output units, by is the

vector of output biases, and σy(·) is a nonlinear activation function, possibly different

from that used for the hidden units.

Backprop uses steps similar to the perceptron to update the weights and biases. Again,

the key idea is that small steps can be taken for each parameter which improves the

network for the current input/output pair. To take such a step, backprop computes the
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gradient of the cost (or loss) function and moves a small amount in the direction down

the gradient. Training the output weights and biases is analogous to the perceptron

rule. But training the deeper synaptic weights is more difficult. Learning proceeds as

follows:

1. Compute the output of the network given the input: yi = f (xi) = σy(Why · σh(Wxh ·

xi + bh) + by)

2. Compute an error between the desired and actual outputs: ei = y∗i − yi.

3. Compute a single scalar cost from the error: Li = (1/2)eT
i ei.

4. Change the output weights and biases according to:

∆by = −η(∂L/∂by) = −ηei ◦ σ
′
y (1.16)

∆Why = −η(∂L/∂Why) = −η(ei ◦ σ
′
y)h

T (1.17)

And change the input weights and biases according to:

∆bh = −η(∂L/∂bh) (1.18)

= −η(∂L/∂h)(∂h/∂bh) (1.19)

= −η(WT
hy(ei ◦ σ

′
y)) ◦ σ

′
h (1.20)

∆Wxh = −η(∂L/∂Wxh) (1.21)

= −η(∂L/∂h)(∂h/∂Wxh) (1.22)

= −η((WT
hy(ei ◦ σ

′
y)) ◦ σ

′
h)xT (1.23)
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Thus, the weight changes are made by propagating errors backward through the net-

work according to the chain-rule. This is called the ‘backward pass’. By applying these

steps iteratively for each piece of data in D, and for a small enough learning rate, η,

backprop is guaranteed to reduce the error and converge to a local minimum (White,

1989).

1.6 Network architectures and Recurrent neural networks

Neural networks can be broadly separated into two distinct architectures: feedforward

and recurrent (see Figure 1.3; Haykin (1999)). All of the networks discussed thus far

have been ‘feedforward’. They compute the same output each time the same input is

given. This follows from the fact that they have no internal sense of time or history,

and thus every presentation of the same input vector is indistinguishable from any

other. Recurrent networks on the other hand (which we will describe below), have

their own internal dynamics. This distinction between network types is confused to

some extent in the context of control problems, since feedforward network control laws

can be connected in closed loop with a plant (Figure 1.4). In this case, the system as

a whole depends on the state history, even if the network state does not feedback onto

itself.

Even without their own internal dynamics, feedforward networks can be used to solve

many kinds of control task. For example, the simple reaching and postural tasks de-

scribed in Chapter 3 are solved with feedforward networks connected in closed loop

with the plant dynamics. But there are many other problems feedforward architectures

cannot solve. Many control problems require the maintenance of an internal record of
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the time, or some memory of a state which is not available via direct feedback.

A typical example is to listen to a sound which is played out over time and identify the

phoneme. A simple example in the context of control is reaching to a remembered

target after a fixed delay. The task is to maintain posture at a starting location and

observe the presentation of a target. The target then disappears from view, and the

controller must wait until the presentation of a ‘go’ cue before moving to the target. A

feedforward network cannot solve this task. It needs to know where to move when the

‘go’ cue arrives, but the target location is no longer in its input vector, x.

A second task which requires memory to be solved is quickly rejecting an unknown

perturbation when the controller receives delayed and noisy feedback about plant state.

During this task, the controller must infer the direction and magnitude and direction of

the perturbation from the feedback, and produce commands which will both guide the

arm back to the target and counter the ongoing perturbation. Inference in this case

requires integrating information over previous states of the system so that the nature of

the perturbation can be computed precisely.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have a hidden state which persists through time,

so that processing of inputs is different depending on past history. Their activation

state serves as a kind of generic ‘memory’, allowing them to solve problems which

feedforward networks cannot. A typical example of the forward dynamics for such a

network are given as3:

3There are many way of representing the dynamics of recurrent networks. Here we use a straightfor-
ward discrete time variant. For examples see Rumelhart and McClelland (1986); Bengio et al. (1994);
Haykin (1999).
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h(t) = σh(Whhh(t − 1) + Wxhx(t) + bh) (1.24)

where, h(t) and h(t − 1) are the vectors of neural activities at the current and previous

time steps, Whh is the matrix of recurrent weights which govern the internal dynamics

of the network, Wxh is the matrix of input weights, x(t) is the input to the network at

the current timestep, σh is the activation function for the recurrent units, and bh are the

biases to each neuron. Outputs from the network are then given by:

y(t) = σy(Whyh(t) + by) (1.25)

where, Why is the matrix of weights from the recurrent units to the output units, σy is the

activation function for the output units, and by are the biases to each neuron.

These dynamics can be run forward for T time steps, and memories can be maintained

and altered in the persistent state vector, h(t). The parameters in recurrent networks

can be optimized using an algorithm called backpropagation through-time (Rumelhart

and McClelland, 1986; Werbos, 1990). This algorithm is similar to backprop in that it

uses the derivatives of the loss with respect to the parameters to update the weights

in the network. Computing these derivative involves a similar process to the normal

backprop procedure. It applies the chain-rule iteratively backward over however many

time steps were used in the forward dynamics. To take advantage of the capabilities

provided by recurrent networks backprop-through-time (BPTT) requires datasets with

temporal structure. Each data point must consist of all of the input and output pairs for

the network at each time-step. We explored optimizing recurrent networks in Chapters
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4 and 5. With a basic understanding of artificial networks in hand, we now turn to

consider how such functions can be used as control laws.

1.7 Neural networks as control laws

Neural networks are flexible functions built from simple neuron-like units which can

be trained to act as control laws (Figure 1.4). The activity of their units can easily be

interrogated and related to neural activity in the brain. As such, they afford a natural way

to build mechanistic models of motor control. With these advantages, there has been

surprisingly little work on using neural networks as control laws, and virtually none on

using such models to understand control in the brain. The reasons for this, it appears, is

that neural network control laws have traditionally been very difficult to train to produce

good motor behaviour. Here we will briefly mention some of the literature which has

developed neural network control laws. Then we will examine an unsuccessful example

of training a network using a simple correlation based reinforcement algorithm. This

will lead to a discussion of why training networks to perform optimal control has been

difficult.
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Figure 1.4: (a) A feedforward network in closed loop with a plant model. The network
receives task goals as inputs. The network then outputs command signals which drive
muscles in the arm and receives feedback about the state of the limb as input. (b) A
recurrent network in closed loop with a plant model. Both the network and the plant
have their own set of internal dynamics.
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Beginning soon after the invention of the backprop algorithm, a number of studies de-

veloped neural networks which controlled nonlinear plant models . Most of these stud-

ies focused on control problems which required limited amounts of foresight (Pearlmut-

ter, 1989; Kawato et al., 1987; Narendra and Parthasarathy, 1990; Gorinevsky, 1993;

Ku and Lee, 1995; Stroeve, 1996, 1998). They train networks to follow ‘reference’ tra-

jectories which are computed offline. In these cases the difficult problem of discovering

optimal trajectories was solved beforehand offline and the networks are required only

to emulate the given trajectories. This simple approach has many advantages, but it

can essentially be viewed as a nonlinear extension to the servo-controller paradigm

discussed earlier in this chapter. A few others examined the more difficult problem

of learning optimal control laws with networks which require the network to compute

trajectories online. For example, Goh et al. (1993) trained feedforward networks to

compute minimum-time optimal controls for nonlinear plants. And, Bersini and Gorrini

(1997) trained recurrent networks with a modified version of backprop-through-time to

solve a simple ‘rendezvous’ problem, i.e. moving a single dimensional linear system

from some starting position to an end position with zero velocity at some set final time

t f while minimizing energy. They also discuss a nonlinear stabilization problem (i.e. a

standard ‘bioreactor’ problem), but report that BPTT has trouble finding good solutions

in the case that the controller is trained to operate throughout the possible workspace

of the system. None of these manuscripts examine the neural activity of the networks

that they train.

Moody and Zipser (1998) is the exception; this work makes a cursory examination of

the hidden state activity. However, the recurrent network in this study learned only

to output vectors (mx,my) which connect the current hand position to the target. These
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vectors were used to drive a simple 2D arm model which did not include any Newtonian

mechanics or muscle physics. And, it was assumed that some other set of unmodelled

neurons translate these direction vectors into command signals appropriate to drive a

limb (e.g. as in Georgopoulos (1996)). Thus, the model does not deal with any of hard

problems of optimal control, and provides only a very limited mechanistic account of

how neural activity in M1 might lead to movement.

An alternate approach, reminiscent of traditional approaches to control, is to solve mo-

tor problems with what might be termed a ‘non-parametric’ network (i.e. similar to non-

linear adaptations of the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) paradigm, e.g. Todorov

(2004)). Several studies have found open-loop solutions for ‘networks’ of many simple

units driving 2D revolute arm models and compared their responses to those observed

in M1 (Todorov, 2000; Trainin et al., 2007). The units in this kind of model do not receive

any input. The optimal activity is computed for each unit at each time step given the

static connection of the unit to the periphery. Thus, the unit activity essentially exists

in a look up table (i.e. their activities are not tied to any underlying parameters, e.g.

synaptic input/output weights). These approaches are powerful in their simplicity, and

it is easier to train such models. Several interesting observations and predictions are

evident in this work. Trainin et al. (2007) for instance shows that such models straight-

forwardly account for the average M1 neural responses for an isometric and reaching

task. However, these approaches sacrifice the ability to solve the many problems which

require feedback and memory. And, they are limited in their ability to tell us anything

about the input/output functions of neurons involved in motor control, since they have

no inputs and fix the output functions for each artificial unit.

In this dissertation we have focused on the possibility of building network models with
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underlying input, output, and recurrent parameters which allow for feedback responses

and memory (e.g. as in Figure 1.4). These models are necessarily more complex, and

they are more difficult to optimize. The following sections discuss this fact and introduce

the recent ideas which have made this problem more tractable.

1.7.1 An example of teaching a network optimal control

This section introduces the idea of using a neural network as a control law. It describes

simple simulations designed to train a network to solve a simple control task. The

approach described here fails - the end of this section explains what went wrong. Better

approaches exist, but the failure is symptomatic of a general problem with teaching

neural networks control.
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Figure 1.5: Training a neural network to be a control law: a recurrent network of neu-
rons (light grey) pass information among each other via weighted connections. A sub-
set of the neurons pass their activations as command signals to a physics model of a
two joint arm (blue). Other neurons receive information about the state of the plant,
and still others receive task information specifying the desired state of the plant, x∗.
Behaviour is recorded (rightmost panel in green) and used to evaluate the cost function
for the network given its current parameterization. The computed cost is used to drive
learning of the parameters in the network.
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The following steps were followed to set up the problem:

1. A simple cost function was chosen which specified the task the network was to

learn: point-to-point reaching in the workspace.

2. A physics model of the plant was built - a two joint planar arm (shown in Figure

1.5).

3. Finally, a simple recurrent neural network was constructed with dynamics based

on those described by equations 1.24 and 1.25. The network received afferent

feedback from the arm, information about the current task (i.e. the target to move

to), and also sent torque commands to move the arm (Figure 1.5).

Once these components were in place it was possible to run the network and plant

forward through time just like we did earlier with the proportional control law:

1. Compute the torque command produced by the network given its current inputs.

2. Send the command signal through the plant equation and update the plant state.

3. Feedback the state of the plant to the network.

4. Repeat 1-3 until the the allotted time, t f , is up.

The parameters (i.e. weights and biases) of the network, α, were initialized to small

random values. So, when the network/plant was run forward through time, the network

produced behavioural gibberish; thus, when the cost for the network, J(π), was evalu-

ated, it was initially very high. We would like J(π) to be as low as possible - to do this

we need to change the weights in our network. We need to do some learning.

A reinforcement learning algorithm called Alopex (see Unnikrishnan and Venugopal
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(1994)) was employed. Algorithms like alopex work by correlating changes in param-

eters with changes in the cost function and then keeping those changes which tend

to decrease the cost. The following describes a simplified version of this algorithm4:

The weights of the network were initialized to be α = [α1, . . . , αn], where α1, . . . , αn are

numbers drawn from the normal distribution N(0, 0.1). Then the network is given to the

cost function, J(·) for evaluation; let’s say for this example that it evaluated to J(π) = 10

for the initial setting of α. Now imagine that we update one of the elements of α, so

that e.g., α = [α1 + 0.01, α2, . . . , αn] and reevaluate the control law to find that J(π) = 9.

In this case, it is clear that our update to parameter α1 was a good thing since the cost

function has decreased. If an update turned out to be beneficial, the update was kept,

otherwise we reverted back and tried another update.

Learning using the Alopex learning rule failed to turn the network into a useful control

law for point-to-point reaching in the workspace. Although learning did improve the

network from its initial random setting, it consistently failed to find acceptably optimized

solutions. If the network was trained to perform only a single reach, learning produced

reasonable results (i.e. straight movements to the target). When the number of reaches

that it was asked to perform was increased above 8, learning found the same conser-

vative local minima: it discovered that by zeroing the weights on the network outputs,

the plant would remain at its starting location which was on average much better than

moving away from the target. This solution was very robust with this simple learning

paradigm - learning was run for 7-8 days without improving on the discovered solu-

tion.
4Ordinarily, alopex would make a small change to all the parameters on each learning step. This

tends to be a faster way to do learning and is the mode in which the experiments were carried out. We
present the simplified version for didactic purposes.
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In order to be useful for making predictions about neural data, it is necessary that a

model be able to produce behaviour that is at least qualitatively the same as the be-

haviour produced by the CNS. We don’t need learning to find the global optima. All

we require as a start is that learning find an optima that is deep enough to produce

behaviour similar to that observed in animals. In these simulations, it appears that

learning has simply found a unacceptably poor local minimum. Recent research has

shown that this is not the reason for unacceptable behaviour. Rather, current thinking

suggests that straightforward reinforcement and gradient descent methods do not man-

age to find any local minimum for problems of this form within practical running times

(Glorot and Bengio, 2010).

Training neural networks to perform optimal control is difficult

The above simulations used a simple correlation based learning rule and failed to find

good parameterizations for a network control law, even for a relatively simple task. Sig-

nificant improvements can be made by employing gradient based learning rules, such

as backpropagation-through-time modified for control problems. Several papers in the

late 1990s used gradient based methods to learn control (Stroeve, 1996, 1998). This

work trained a small network to perform point-to-point reaching with a two joint arm.

The problem was similar to that described above, but made significantly easier by the

provision of a ‘reference trajectory’ at each time-step. This method successfully trained

networks to move to targets, but they still produced relatively low quality behaviour and

required that a difficult part of the optimal control problem be solved ahead of time (i.e.

determining which path to follow to the target).
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Training recurrent neural networks has long been understood to be difficult. In theory,

following the gradient with backprop-through-time will always lead to a local minimum.

But experiments have demonstrated that even very simple recurrent neural network

problems, such as memorizing a single bit of information and reporting it a fixed time

later, are difficult with straightforward gradient descent methods like backprop-through-

time (Bengio et al., 1994; Hochreiter et al., 2001). And, similar problems arise when

attempting to train deep feedforward neural networks (i.e. those with more than 2-3

layers of hidden units) (Glorot and Bengio, 2010). Historically, the cause of these fail-

ures to find good parameterizations for networks was unclear. Failure to find good

solutions after many iterations of gradient descent might be due to a tendancy to find

poor local minima in weight space for these problems. But a series of papers in the

1990s demonstrated that stochastic gradient descent approaches to training recurrent

networks suffer from what has been termed the ‘vanishing (or exploding) gradient prob-

lem’ (Bengio et al., 1994; Hochreiter, 1998).

The essential problem is that, if a network has a recurrent matrix whose leading eigen-

value is less than 1, the errors delivered to parameters at times early in a sequence

tend to become exponentially small the further back in time (or layers in the case of

deep networks) the error is propagated. The result is that errors made at early stages

in a trajectory (or early layers in a deep network) tend to be all but ignored by gradient

descent5. These results suggested that learning was not stuck in poor local minima.

Rather, learning in important directions in parameter space merely became so slow

that even weeks of computer time was not enough to make significant progress.

5The opposite problem (i.e. the ‘exploding gradient’ problem) can sometimes occur. In this case,
gradients are magnified by a recurrent matrix with a large leading eigenvalue, often causing floating
point overflow or pathological saturation of hidden units
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This view has been confirmed by the development of learning rules which allow practi-

tioners to find better performance for many traditional recurrent network problems (Pas-

canu et al., 2012). Specifically, these use approximations or insights based on Newton’s

method for optimization (Martens, 2010; Martens and Sutskever, 2011), which uses

second derivatives to scale the steps suggested by straightforward gradient methods.

By using second order curvature information to modify learning updates, it is possible

to train recurrent networks on very long time sequences and deep networks with many

layers of neurons (Pascanu et al., 2012). Thus, these advances in learning rules have

demonstrated that solutions which had previously appeared to be local minima were

only apparent local minima. And, this realization affords an opportunity to begin to

develop new RNN models of M1.

1.8 Thesis Objectives

Chapter 2 of this thesis critically examines the recent pathlet coding hypothesis for M1

described in Section 1.1.6. In this paper, human subjects performed a similar task,

and EMG activity of upper-limb muscles was recorded. We constructed and fit ‘pathlet’

models to the muscle activities and used the same model selection procedure used

to choose neuron pathlet vectors. The results show that muscles also exhibit complex

spatiotemporal correlations to hand position and velocity. Importantly, the selection

procedure chose muscle pathlets which were extended in time both before and after

the activity in question.

Thus, muscles exhibit many of the same essential characteristics as M1 neurons, but

they certainly should not be interpreted as ‘coding for’ the pathlets they are associated
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with. The causal role of muscles is fairly well understood. Neural activity from motor

neurons drives contraction in muscles, which produce tension forces to move joints.

So, the spatiotemporal pathlets which come to be associated with muscles in our study

are derived from many complex factors, such as the anatomical action of the muscle,

the kinds of reaches made during the task, and the choice of model. This empirical

work concretely demonstrates that care must be taken when interpreting descriptive

correlation models in M1.

Chapter 3 of this manuscript uses optimal control principles to explain M1 neural data.

It shows how an optimal feedback control model can be developed to help disam-

biguate the function of M1 neural activity during movement and postural control (Sec-

tion 1.1.5 above). In Chapter 3 we use a nonlinear conjugate gradient descent algo-

rithm (Schmidt, 2005-2009) to take advantage of second order information and find

neural networks which can solve optimal control problems with RNNs. It shows that the

biases in these distributions can be explained by a mechanistic neural-network model

optimized to perform control. The network model is trained to perform a reaching task,

under the assumption that neural activity in M1 commands muscle activity via a simple

linear filter, and that neural and muscle activity should be kept small. The distribution

biases are shown to emerge as the optimal control solution, similar to how gabor filters

can be shown to be optimal for encoding natural images under certain parsimonious

assumptions.

Advances in learning rules for teaching deep networks (in layers or time) are crucial

to developing neural network control policies laws which successfully perform motor

tasks. It is then relatively straightforward to examine how the neurons in such networks

coordinate their activity to execute control. This tact can be used to understand neural
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activity in M1, as we have done in Chapter 3.

The development of better learning rules for networks with many layers or deep tempo-

ral dependencies is an expanding area of research. Chapter 4 uses a new Hessian-free

algorithm to find better solutions than are possible with the conjugate gradient descent

algorithm used throughout Chapter 3. To be able to use optimal feedback control prin-

ciples to understand and make predictions about neural tissue it is essential that we be

able to find good optima. Thus, creation of new learning rules for training neural net-

works to produce well optimized control laws is an ongoing and important endeavour in

computational neuroscience.
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Chapter 2 Complex Spatiotemporal Tuning in Human

Upper-Limb Muscles

2.1 Abstract

Correlations between neural activity in primary motor cortex (M1) and arm kinematics

have recently been shown to be temporally extensive and spatially complex. These

results provide a sophisticated account of M1 processing and suggest that M1 neu-

rons encode high-level movement trajectories, termed “pathlets.” However, interpreting

pathlets is difficult because the mapping between M1 activity and arm kinematics is in-

direct: M1 activity can generate movement only via spinal circuitry and the substantial

complexities of the musculoskeletal system. We hypothesized that filter-like complexi-

ties of the musculoskeletal system are sufficient to generate temporally extensive and

spatially complex correlations between motor commands and arm kinematics. To test

this hypothesis, we extended the computational and experimental method proposed

for extracting pathlets from M1 activity to extract pathlets from muscle activity. Unlike

M1 activity, it is clear that muscle activity does not encode arm kinematics. Accordingly,

any spatio-temporal correlations in muscle pathlets can be attributed to musculoskeletal

complexities rather than explicit higher-order representations. Our results demonstrate

58
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that extracting muscle pathlets is a robust and repeatable process. Pathlets extracted

from the same muscle but different subjects or from the same muscle on different days

were remarkably similar and roughly appropriate for that muscle’s mechanical action.

Critically, muscle pathlets included extensive spatiotemporal complexity, including kine-

matic features before and after the present muscle activity, similar to that reported for

M1 neurons. These results suggest the possibility that M1 pathlets at least partly reflect

the filter-like complexities of the periphery rather than high-level representations.

2.2 Introduction

Over a century of research has established that primary motor cortex (M1) plays a crit-

ical role in generating voluntary upper-limb movements, although considerable debate

remains about the details of how M1 activity causes movement. To address this is-

sue, many studies have examined how M1 activity is correlated to movement-related

parameters at a fixed time delay. Indeed, correlations have been found with various pa-

rameters including hand direction (Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Schwartz et al., 1988),

velocity (Moran and Schwartz, 1999), force (Cheney and Fetz, 1980; Evarts, 1968;

Hepp-Reymond et al., 1978; Sergio and Kalaska, 1998), joint motion/torque (Gribble

and Scott, 2002; Herter et al., 2007; Scott and Kalaska, 1997), and muscle activity

(Morrow and Miller, 2003). The observed correlations are sometimes taken as evi-

dence that a neuron’s activity contributes to cause a given movement parameter at a

fixed time delay.

An alternative link between M1 activity and movement, first proposed nearly 100 years
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ago (Leyton and Sherrington, 1917), is that M1 neurons cause specific movement frag-

ments. Indeed, electrical stimulation of M1 can result in complex, time-varying move-

ments that appear to be part of a coordinated action (Brecht et al., 2004; Graziano

et al., 2002). Recent work has highlighted this possibility by providing a sophisticated

correlation technique and experimental paradigm to extract the movement fragments

encoded by individual M1 neurons (Hatsopoulos et al., 2007). In that study, the au-

thors trained monkeys to reach to randomly appearing spatial targets while recording

activity from individual M1 neurons. The rich set of movements was then used to ex-

tract the kinematic trajectory (or “pathlet”) that was best correlated with the firing rate

of individual M1 neurons. Strikingly, this extraction consistently resulted in pathlets that

were spatially complex and temporally extensive. Extracted pathlets often spanned

400 ms and included dramatic changes in directional preference. More intriguingly, the

discharge of a neuron correlated not only with future kinematic patterns, but also with

kinematics that had already occurred.

Extracted pathlets provide a more sophisticated account of neural processing in M1.

On the other hand, it is unclear whether extracted pathlets reveal a causal relationship

between M1 activity and arm movement. Understanding the causal link is difficult be-

cause M1 activity can generate movement only via spinal processing (Perlmutter et al.,

1998; Pierrot-Deseilligny and Burke, 2005) and the substantial complexities of the mus-

culoskeletal system, such as the force–velocity dependence of muscle (Joyce et al.,

1969; Rack and Westbury, 1969; Scott et al., 1996) and the inertial properties of the

limb (Hogan, 1985). These filter-like complexities can lead to correlations between M1

activity and time-invariant features of movement even if no such causal relationships

are present (Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Todorov, 2000).
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We hypothesized that M1 pathlets at least partly reflect complexities of the muscu-

loskeletal system rather than high-level representations (Pruszynski et al., 2007). Al-

though this is difficult to test directly, we can gain insight by extracting pathlets relating

muscle activity and arm movement. It is clear that muscle activity does not encode

high-level representations of arm movement; muscle activity causes muscular force

that is then related to arm movement via Newtonian physics. Accordingly, if spatiotem-

poral features are present in muscle pathlets, they are likely the by-product of peripheral

complexities, not high-level representations. Moreover, if muscle pathlets are similar to

M1 pathlets, then M1 pathlets may also reflect peripheral complexities.

2.3 Methods

Subjects

Seven university-aged subjects (five males; two females) participated in the experi-

ment. One subject (#1) performed the same experiment on two separate days, for

a total of eight analyzed experimental sessions. The first and second sessions from

the same subject are referred to as “a” and “b,” respectively. All subjects were neu-

rologically unimpaired, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and gave informed

consent according to a protocol approved by the Queen’s University Research Ethics

Board.

Apparatus

Subjects performed the experiments with a robotic exoskeleton (Kinesiological Instru-

ment for Normal and Altered Reaching Movement [KINARM]; BKIN Technologies, Kingston,
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Ontario, Canada) that permits combined flexion and extension movements of the shoul-

der and elbow in the horizontal plane (Nozaki et al. 2006; Scott 1999). Target lights

and simulated hand feedback were presented to the subject in the horizontal plane

via a heads-up display composed of an overhead projector and semitransparent mir-

ror.

Behavioural task

We used a modified version of the random-target pursuit task (Hatsopoulos et al.,

2007). In brief, subjects reached to visual targets (radius = 1 cm) presented randomly

within the arms’ workspace (24 × 24-cm area centred on the hand when shoulder and

elbow angles were 45 and 90◦, respectively) (Figure 2.1, a and b). When subjects

reached the displayed target, it disappeared and another randomly placed target ap-

peared; this continued for 30 s per trial, with no constraints on how many targets could

be reached in a trial. Subjects were instructed to reach at a comfortable pace and not

encouraged to maximize the number of targets that they reached. A total of 60 such

trials made up the experiment, which lasted about 90 min including setup time and

breaks between trials.

Muscle activity

Surface electromyographic (EMG) recordings were obtained from up to seven upper-

limb muscles involved with flexion or extension at the elbow and/or shoulder: brachio-

radialis (Br, monoarticular elbow flexor, n = 7), biceps long (Bi, biarticular flexor, n = 8),

triceps lateral (TLat, monoarticular elbow extensor, n = 8), triceps long (TLo, biarticular
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Figure 2.1: Exemplar kinematics and muscle activity. a: subjects were presented
with visual targets (radius = 1 cm) located randomly within a 24 × 24 cm area (dotted)
centred at the tip of their index finger when shoulder (θs) and elbow angles (θe) were 45
and 90◦, respectively. When subjects reached the currently displayed target, it would
disappear and another target would be presented. Subjects were instructed to reach
at a comfortable pace and not encouraged to maximize reached targets. b: exemplar
hand trajectory for a single trial. The dotted gray line represents the extent of the target
area. c: section of hand velocity (toward/away axis = gray line; left/right = black line)
from a single trial. The red and blue filled areas show one section of hand velocity
of optimal duration and offset (before/after time = −100/ + 200 ms) associated with a
particular peak of muscle activity. d: empirical and model muscle activity from the same
trial. The vertical axis represents the magnitude of muscle activity and is presented in
arbitrary units. The gray line is muscle activity from a single muscle sample and the
black line is the model prediction of muscle activity with the optimal pathlet duration and
offset.
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extensor, n = 8), deltoid anterior (DA, monoarticular shoulder flexor, n = 4), deltoid pos-

terior (DP, monoarticular shoulder extensor, n = 8), and pectoralis major (PM, monoar-

ticular shoulder flexor, n = 8). Prior to electrode placement, the skin was cleaned and

abraded with rubbing alcohol and the electrode contacts were covered with conductive

gel. Electrodes (DE-2.1; Delsys, Boston, MA) were placed on the belly of the muscle

oriented along the muscle fiber and the reference electrode (Dermatrode; American

Imex, Irvine, CA) was attached to the ankle. Signals were amplified (gain = 103–104)

and band-pass filtered (20 – 450 Hz) by a commercially available system (Bagnoli;

Delsys) then digitally sampled at 1,000 Hz. More details are provided in our previous

publications (Pruszynski et al., 2008, 2009).

Encoding model

We used a modified version of the movement-fragment extraction technique originally

introduced by Hatsopoulos and colleagues (Hatsopoulos et al., 2007) for neural data,

in which a generalized linear model was used to determine the appropriate parameters

for maximizing the likelihood of observing a neural spike (or not) within a small sam-

pling window given a particular kinematic trajectory. In its simplest form this can be

formalized as P[spike(t)|~vt0] = exp(~k · ~vt0 + γ), which is maximized when the kinematic

trajectory (in terms of velocity, ~vt0) is equal to that neuron’s preferred velocity trajectory

(~k); γ is an offset parameter of the model.

We were interested in extracting preferred movement fragments for muscle activity as

measured via electromyography (EMG). Since EMG signals are real-valued, we used a

modified model that can be summarized as P[EMG(t)|~vt0] ∼ Normal[exp(~k ·~vt0 +γ), σ2],

where EMG(t) is the muscle activity, ~k is the muscle’s preferred trajectory, ~vt0 is a
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particular (not normalized) velocity trajectory, and γ is an offset term. The sampling

rate used for the modelling was 200 Hz. We maximized the probability of he data under

this model by optimizing ~k and γ using the fmincon function in Matlab (The MathWorks,

Natick, MA). That is, we minimized the sum of squared error between predicted and

actual EMG for each muscle sample. Integrated versions of these velocity trajectories

are used for visual representations of the empirical data and thus represent preferred

spatial paths, or “pathlets.”

The optimal pathlet duration and shift were calculated across all our collected muscle

samples by ranking the ability of 80 potential pathlets (ranging from 50 to 500 ms in

duration and −100 to 250 in shift) to predict EMG activity on a test set (last 30 of the

60 collected trials) of kinematic/EMG data not used for fitting the model. Specifically,

we ranked each pathlet for every individual muscle sample according to the sum of

squared error between its prediction of EMG and the actual EMG on the test set. The

optimal pathlet was then defined as that which, on average, yielded the best rank across

muscle samples.

Testing the encoding model

To confirm the functionality of the extraction technique we created a data set of syn-

thetic muscle activity. We used the encoding model to generate EMG output [EMG(t)]

given a particular preferred velocity trajectory (the “true” trajectory, ~k) and a set of hand

velocities taken from empirical data generated by Subject 1b; the offset parameter (γ)

was set to 0.

We chose a true preferred velocity trajectory that was spiral-shaped, had a duration

(temporal length of trajectory around time 0) of 300 ms, and a shift (temporal offset of
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trajectory centre) of +50 ms (Figure 2.2a). Such a trajectory incorporates kinematic

data from −100 ms before the current EMG to +200 ms after and thus we sometimes

refer to these trajectories with respect to their temporal extent before/after the cur-

rent EMG [−100/+200 ms, equivalent to lead/lag notation used in Hatsopoulos et al.

(2007)]. It is important to clarify the mapping between the duration/shift parameters

and before/after notation. The duration parameter refers to the overall length of the

pathlet that, by default, is centred at 0 ms. A pathlet with 300-ms duration and 0-ms

shift incorporates kinematic data from −150 ms before to +150 ms after the current

EMG. The shift term then determines the placement of the centre of the pathlet. Thus

a pathlet with 300-ms duration and +100-ms shift would incorporate kinematic data

from −50 ms before to +250 ms after the current EMG.

Given the synthetic EMG and a subset of the same kinematic data set (first 30 trials

from Subject 1b), we attempted to extract the preferred velocity trajectory using the

encoding model described earlier. That is, we estimated ~k and γ from the model for

80 potential preferred velocity shifts/durations (duration: ranging from 50 to 500 ms

in 50-ms intervals, 10 durations total; shift: ranging from −100 to +250 ms in 50-ms

intervals, 8 shifts total). We then ranked the 80 candidate preferred trajectories by their

ability to predict the synthetic EMG as measured by the sum of squared error between

predicted and synthetic EMG. Note that we compared EMG from only the second half of

the kinematic data set that was not used to extract the preferred velocity trajectories. If

the extraction technique is working well, the best-ranked preferred velocity trajectories

should have spatiotemporal properties similar to those of the true preferred velocity

trajectory. Ideally, our technique would choose the preferred velocity trajectory with a

spiral-like shape and duration and shift of 300 and +50 ms, respectively (before/after =
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Figure 2.2: Testing the encoding model. a: the “true” preferred velocity trajectory used
to generate synthetic muscle activity for testing pathlet extraction (duration: 300 ms;
offset: +50ms). The next 3 trajectories are those extracted from the synthetic muscle
activity (see METHODS). Dots are placed on each trajectory at 5-ms intervals. Num-
bers indicate trajectory rank (1st = best) in predicting the synthetic muscle activity on a
test set of kinematic data among 80 candidates. For each trajectory, blue and red por-
tions represent time before and after current muscle activity, respectively; before/after
are referred to as lead/lag time in Hatsopoulos et al. (2007). The white dot represents
the origin and all trajectories are on the same arbitrary scale. The black dot represents
time 0 relative to muscle activity. For the 80th ranked trajectory, which incorporates time
only before current muscle activity, the star indicates the beginning of the trajectory. b:
ranking of all candidate trajectories. The horizontal axis represents time before (blue)
and after (red) current muscle activity. The vertical axis represents trajectory ranking
for predicting muscle activity on a data set not used to fit the model. Each line repre-
sents one of the 80 tested trajectories. c: synthetic and extracted muscle activity from a
small portion of one test-set trial. The vertical axis represents the magnitude of muscle
activity in arbitrary units. The gray line is the synthetic muscle activity generated by
the true trajectory shown in A. The black, cyan, and purple are predictions of muscle
activity by the 1st, 40th, and 80th ranked trajectories, respectively.
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−100/+200 ms).

2.4 Results

Features of behaviour

Subjects had little difficulty learning the task and were able to move smoothly and accu-

rately between targets. On average, subjects reached 41 targets (SD = 12) per trial, al-

though there were significant differences between subjects [range = 23–52 targets; two-

way ANOVA, subjects × trial number, main effect of subject, F(6,209) = 303, P < 10−6].

Such differences are not surprising, given that subjects were instructed to reach at a

comfortable pace and were not encouraged to maximize the number of targets. No-

tably, there was no significant increase or decrease in the number of targets per trial

[main effect of trial number, F(29,209) = 0.7, P = 0.84], suggesting that the task did

not induce substantial learning or fatigue and that subjects maintained a similar strat-

egy throughout the experimental session. Robust behavioural stability was found in

one subject who completed the same experiment on two separate days and showed a

modest, though significant, decrease in the number of targets achieved per trial in the

second experimental session [day 1: 52 targets per trial (SD 8); day 2: 50 targets per

trial (SD 4); t-test, t118 = 2.2, P = 0.03].

Functionality of the extraction technique

We confirmed the functionality of the extraction technique by creating a synthetic data

set of muscle activity using a known preferred velocity trajectory (duration: 300 ms;

shift: 50 ms; spiral-like shape; Figure 2.2a, “true”) coupled with empirical hand-velocity
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kinematics (see Methods). The preferred trajectory best able to predict the synthetic

muscle activity (lowest sum of squared error on the test data set) from 80 candidates

had spatiotemporal features (duration/shift: 300/−100 ms; spiral-like shape; Figure

2.2a, labelled “1st”) that were very similar to those of the true trajectory and such sim-

ilarity clearly decreased for worse-ranked trajectories (Figure 2.2a, labelled “40th” and

“80th”). Furthermore, there was clear structure in the ranking whereby better trajecto-

ries tended to have a duration and shift similar to those of the true trajectory (Figure

2.2b). Although the spatiotemporal differences among candidate trajectories were sub-

stantial, even the worst-ranked trajectory captured the basic features of the synthetic

muscle activity (Figure 2.2c). We found no substantial difference between the synthetic

and predicted muscle activity for the best-ranked trajectory (correlation coefficient, r =

0.999) and even the 40th ranked trajectory generated good predictions (r = 0.993). The

correlation for the worst-ranked trajectory was substantially lower (r = 0.581).

Extracting pathlets from muscle activity

Muscle activity was collected via electromyography (EMG) from up to seven muscles

from each subject. Each arm muscle sample showed clear phasic activity associated

with reaching in both agonist and antagonist phases of movement (Figure 2.1, C and

D). The principal interests of the present study were 1) to extract pathlets from simulta-

neously collected muscle activity and kinematic data and 2) to determine the extent to

which muscle pathlets demonstrated spatiotemporal complexity. We first ranked each

of the 80 pathlets (ranging from 50 to 500 ms in duration and −100 to 250 in shift)

in order of their ability to predict the actual EMG on a test set of data not used to fit

the pathlets (i.e., the sum of squared error; see Figure 2.3a for an exemplar ranking

and Figure 2.1d for an exemplar EMG prediction). We then found the optimal pathlet
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duration and shift by ranking the ability of the 80 potential pathlets in terms of their

average rank across all muscle samples (Figure 2.3b). The optimal pathlet was 300

ms in duration and had a +50-ms offset and thus incorporated kinematics ranging from

−100 ms before to +200 ms after the current EMG activity (before/after referred to as

lead/lag in Hatsopoulos et al. 2007). Across all muscle samples, this optimal pathlet

had a mean rank of 10th (SD 13; median rank = 7th) and was ranked in the top 10%

of pathlets in 60% of all samples (Figure 2.3b). On average, the predictions made by

the optimal pathlet had a correlation of 0.277 (SD 0.123) with EMG from the test set,

compared with correlations of 0.097 (SD 0.065) and 0.280 (SD 0.127) for the worst-

and best-ranked pathlets on each sample, respectively.

As with M1 neurons (Hatsopoulos et al., 2007), there was a clear trend whereby the

best pathlets tended to be long in duration and incorporated kinematic information both

before and after current muscle activity. In fact, the average length of optimal pathlets

determined for each muscle sample was 297 ms (SD 84) and nearly all muscle sam-

ples (49/50, 98%) yielded optimal pathlets that included time both before and after the

current muscle activity.

Pathlet rankings were impressively stable across muscle samples, with no significant

difference in optimal pathlet duration as a function of muscle [two-way ANOVA; F(6,49) =

0.86, P = 0.53] or subject [F6,49) = 0.83, P = 0.57]. Such stability is demonstrated in

Figure 2.3c, which shows the ranking of three exemplar pathlets (that ranked 1st, 40th,

and 80th across the population) for every collected muscle sample; note the stability

in the pathlet ranking, with the best pathlet consistently performing well and the worst

pathlet performing almost universally poorly.
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Figure 2.3: Pathlet selection and ranking. a: ranking of pathlets for an exemplar muscle
(deltoid posterior, Subject 1a), same format as that in Figure 2.2b. b: same format as
that in A except that the vertical axis represents mean ranking across samples. The 3
symbols mark the pathlets shown in C. c: ranking of 3 exemplar pathlets (black, optimal
pathlet, ranked 1st ; cyan, 40th; purple, 80th) for each collected muscle sample. The
horizontal and vertical axes represent muscle sample and pathlet rank, respectively.
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After selecting the optimal pathlet duration and shift, we calculated the pathlet for each

collected muscle sample using the optimal duration/shift. The resultant pathlet shapes

can be broadly understood with respect to the mechanical action of the muscle from

which they were extracted. For example, deltoid posterior, a muscle that generates

shoulder extensor torque, resulted in pathlets that included slowing of movements to

the left and slightly away from the body followed by dramatic increases in velocity di-

rected to the right and slightly toward the body (Figure 2.4, a–c). The involvement of

deltoid posterior in rightward velocities can be understood from the muscles’ mechan-

ical action since generation of shoulder extension velocity results mostly in rightward

hand velocity throughout the workspace of the task. This is shown in Figure 2.4d, where

we plot the hand velocity that results from a unit shoulder extension velocity at various

locations in the workspace. Another principal feature of the trajectory—the presence of

a counter movement—where rightward movements are preceded by leftward ones (ap-

proximately −50 to 100 ms on Figure 2.4a), likely reflects the muscle activity required

to slow the inertial mass of the arm as it is moving leftward and reaccelerate it to the

right.

The extracted pathlets for other muscles could be similarly understood by their mechan-

ics and the task constraints (Figure 2.5). Pectoralis major, a shoulder flexor largely in-

volved in the generation of shoulder flexion velocity (Figures 2.4g and 2.5, PM) resulted

in pathlets that were essentially opposite to those for deltoid posterior (Figures 2.4, d–f

and 2.5, DP). Pathlets from deltoid anterior, a synergistic shoulder flexor, demonstrate

patterns similar to those of pectoralis major (Figure 2.5, DA). Elbow muscle pathlets

were oriented away from the body and to the right for extensors (Figure 2.5, TLat) and

toward the body and to the left for flexors (Figure 2.5, Br), which again closely mirrors
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Figure 2.4: Preferred velocity trajectory with respect to time. a: mean extracted pathlet
using the optimal duration and shift (−100 ms before to +200 ms after the current
electromyogram [EMG]) for deltoid posterior, a shoulder extensor. Format for pathlets
is the same as that in Figure 2.2a. b: preferred velocity trajectory along the left–right
axis (left = negative velocity; right = positive) in external space for deltoid posterior.
Each thin gray line is a trajectory generated from an individual subject and the thick line
represents the mean trajectory. Negative and positive times on the horizontal axis are
before and after the current muscle activity (blue and red, respectively, for the mean
trajectory). The vertical axis represents hand velocity. The white diamond (at +95
ms) represents the time of peak acceleration. c: same format as that in B except for
movement toward and away (toward = negative velocity; away = positive) from the body.
Note that the integral of this preferred velocity trajectory in both dimensions (b and c) is
a pathlet as shown in a. d: direction and relative magnitude of hand velocity caused by
the same shoulder extension velocity at different locations in the workspace. The base
of each vector represents the hand position at which the shoulder velocity is generated.
Note the similarity of the resultant hand velocity for all locations in the workspace. e–g:
same format as that in a–d except for pectoralis major, a shoulder flexor.
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Table 2.1: Correlation coefficients (r) of hand-based pathlets across subjects

Br Bi TLat TLo PM DA DP
Br 0.49
Bi 0.50 0.70
TLat -0.17 -0.53 0.72
TLo -0.59 -0.67 0.30 0.69
PM -0.02 0.37 -0.75 -0.08 0.83
DA -0.18 0.19 -0.59 0.10 0.76 0.65
DP -0.02 -0.44 0.78 0.15 -0.85 -0.71 0.85

Table 2.2: Correlation coefficients (r) of joint-based pathlets across subjects

Br Bi TLat TLo PM DA DP
Br 0.68
Bi 0.70 0.85
TLat -0.17 -0.58 0.73
TLo -0.79 -0.56 -0.03 0.93
PM -0.09 0.55 -0.82 -0.17 0.90
DA -0.20 0.60 -0.76 0.02 0.85 0.78
DP -0.007 -0.48 0.81 -0.27 -0.91 -0.82 0.92

their mechanical action at the elbow for the given arm orientation and the workspace of

the task. Last, pathlets from biarticular muscles (Figure 2.5, Bi and TLo) appear qual-

itatively intermediate to monoarticular shoulder flexor and elbow flexor muscle path-

lets.

These pathlets indicate that there is a complex relationship between EMG activity and

hand motion, whereby pathlets often change direction within the temporal extent of their

duration. Given their complex shape, pathlets were impressively robust with a striking

similarity in shape for the same muscle across subjects (columns in Figure 2.5), with

a mean pairwise correlation (r) between pathlets of 0.72 (SD 0.23). Such correla-

tions were moderate to high for all collected arm muscles: biceps (0.70, SD 0.18),

brachioradialis (0.49, SD 0.37), triceps lateral (0.72, SD 0.22), triceps long (0.69, SD
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0.20), pectoralis major (0.83, SD 0.09), deltoid anterior (0.65, SD 0.19), and deltoid

posterior (0.85, SD 0.09). When comparing correlations across muscles groups, we

found a systematic pattern for different muscle group combinations (Table 2.1). Mus-

cle samples from the same muscle group were highly correlated, muscles with similar

mechanical actions (i.e., synergists) were positively correlated, muscles with opposite

mechanical action were negatively correlated, and muscles that spanned different joints

demonstrated weak and/or inconsistent correlations. Last, we found that pathlets were

particularly consistent between muscle samples for the same subject collected in two

different sessions (labelled 1a and 1b on Figure 2.5), with a mean correlation coefficient

of 0.94 (SD 0.07).

We applied the same encoding model in a joint-velocity coordinate system to quantify

the preferred trajectory of upper-limb muscles relative to shoulder and elbow joint move-

ments. As with hand-based pathlets, we found that better joint-based pathlets (in terms

of predicting EMG on the test set) tended to be temporally extensive and incorporate

movements both before and after the current EMG (Figure 2.6a). The optimal pathlet

chosen was 150 ms in duration with a 0-ms shift [mean rank of 7th (SD 13); median

rank = 4th, in top 10%: 82% of samples] and thus included kinematics from −75 ms

before to +75 ms after the current EMG, substantially shorter than the optimal hand-

based pathlet that was 300 ms in duration. In fact, across all collected muscle samples,

the best-ranked pathlets in joint-space were significantly shorter than those extracted in

hand-space [joint: 104 ms (SD 87); hand: 297 ms (SD 84); t-test, t98 = −11.3; P < 10−3].

There was no significant difference in optimal pathlet duration as a function of muscle

[two-way ANOVA; F(6,49) = 0.36, P = 0.90] or subject [F(6,49) = 1.07, P = 0.39].

Joint-based pathlets were very robust, with a mean pairwise correlation across multiple
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Figure 2.5: Extracted pathlets from each muscle sample. Each panel represents the
extracted pathlet using the optimal duration and shift (−100 ms before to +200 ms after
the current EMG) as described in Figure 2.2a. The columns and rows represent muscle
and subjects, respectively. Subject 1a and 1b refer to data sets from the same subject
but different sessions. The last row represents the mean pathlet for each muscle.
Depicted pathlets represent integrated version of the optimal velocity trajectory and
thus can be thought to represent a spatial path, or pathlet. Empty cells reflect the fact
that we did not collect muscle activity for all candidate muscles from every subject.
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samples of the same muscle of 0.80 (SD 0.15) and a systematic pattern of correlations

for different muscle group combinations as seen for hand-based pathlets (Table 2.2). As

with hand-based pathlets, joint-based pathlets could be understood by the mechanical

action of the muscle from which it was extracted (Figure 2.6b). For example, deltoid

posterior, a muscle that generated shoulder extensor torque resulted in pathlets that

included slowing of shoulder flexor movements midway through the pathlet, followed

by increases in velocity in the shoulder extensor direction (see last few red data points

in Figure 2.6b). The opposite pattern was observed for deltoid anterior and pectoralis

major, consistent with their mechanical action as generators of shoulder flexion.

2.5 Discussion

In the present experiment, we investigated whether correlations between muscle activ-

ity and arm kinematics (i.e., pathlets) were temporally extensive and spatially complex.

We used a modified version of the computational and experimental approach applied

previously for determining spatiotemporal correlations between M1 neurons and arm

kinematics (Hatsopoulos et al., 2007). Subjects reached to randomly appearing targets

while we recorded arm kinematics and muscle activity from multiple muscles spanning

the shoulder and elbow, including mono- and biarticulars. Unlike standard centre-out

reaching tasks (Georgopoulos et al., 1982), where subjects make stereotyped move-

ments between a central target and a small number of peripheral targets, random-target

pursuit results in an extensive set of reaching profiles sampling a wide range of posi-

tions and velocities in the arm’s workspace. The extensive sampling of arm kinematics

allowed us to construct a general linear model to find the spatiotemporal hand-velocity
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(and joint-velocity) trajectory, which maximized our ability to predict muscle activity. In-

tegrated versions of optimal velocity trajectories represent optimal spatial paths and are

termed “pathlets.”

An impressive feature of the present results is the reproducibility of the pathlet extrac-

tion process. We first tested our ability to extract pathlets by creating a synthetic data

set of muscle activations based on known pathlet and kinematic profiles taken from the

empirical data. We successfully recovered the underlying pathlet (Figure 2.2), suggest-

ing that the technique, and our implementation of it, worked well. When pathlets were

extracted for the same muscle across subjects, the resulting pathlets were very similar

(Figures 2.5 and 2.6) and the correlation between pathlets was impressive (Tables 2.1

and 2.2). When the same subject repeated the experiment in two different experimen-

tal sessions, the extracted pathlets were extremely similar (compare Subject 1a with

1b in Figure 2.4). Taken together, these results suggest that extracting spatiotemporal

trajectories is a reliable and effective method of describing the relationship between

arm kinematics and muscle activity.

Our results demonstrate that muscle pathlets are temporally extensive and spatially

complex. Optimal muscle pathlets in hand-based coordinates included movements

from 100 ms before to 200 ms after the current EMG; optimal pathlets in joint coordi-

nates were substantially shorter, although the optimal pathlet still incorporated move-

ments from 75 ms before to 75 ms after the current EMG. In both coordinate systems,

there was a clear trend favouring pathlets that included time both before and after the

current EMG (Figures 2.3b and 2.6a). Extracted pathlets were also spatially complex,

often changing direction midway through their span, although such changes could be

readily understood from the mechanical action of a given muscle. For example, the
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optimal hand-based pathlet for posterior deltoid, a muscle that extends the shoulder,

starts moving toward the left and away from the body (before the current EMG), and

then shows an abrupt change in direction and ends moving to the right and toward

the body (after the current EMG), which is broadly consistent with the generation of

shoulder extension torque (the expected contribution of this muscle) to decelerate the

shoulder and then accelerate it in the opposite direction. A similar interpretation can be

made with the joint-based pathlet for deltoid posterior (Figure 2.6b).

Since muscles have no high-level representations of arm kinematics, muscle pathlets

are likely the by-product of the complexities of transforming muscle activity into muscle

force (Brown and Loeb, 1999; Brown et al., 1999; Brown and Loeb, 2000a,b; Zajac,

1989) and the Newtonian relationship between muscle forces and arm kinematics. For

example, muscles change their effectiveness at generating force as a function of mus-

cle length (Rack and Westbury, 1969) and velocity (Joyce et al., 1969; Scott et al.,

1996) and the conversion from muscle forces to arm kinematics is sensitive to the ge-

ometry of the limb and its inertial properties (Hogan, 1985). Furthermore, the temporal

relationship between muscle activity and muscle force and eventual arm kinematics is

not instantaneous. Muscle activity leads to muscle force only after a substantial delay,

with an activation time constant of about 50 ms, and the muscle continues to generate

force when muscle activity has ceased, with a deactivation time constant of about 65

ms (Bawa and Stein, 1976; Brown and Loeb, 2000b). Even after muscle force is gen-

erated it must integrate over time to cause changes in hand acceleration, velocity, and

position (resulting in autocorrelations in the kinematic signals). It is these complex-state

dependencies, temporal delays, and autocorrelations that preclude a simple mapping

between muscle activity and arm kinematics, resulting in pathlets that are spatially
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complex and temporally extensive when viewed relative to hand- or joint-based coordi-

nates.

Although extracted pathlets were complex in both hand and joint coordinates, we found

that joint-based pathlets were significantly shorter in duration than hand-based path-

lets. This reduced duration likely reflects the fact that a muscle’s force is more closely

related to the generation of velocity at its spanned joint(s) rather than the generation

of velocity in hand-based coordinates. Consider the action of a monoarticular elbow

flexor muscle at two different arm configurations: 1) shoulder angle of 0◦ and elbow an-

gle of 90◦; 2) shoulder angle of 90◦ and elbow angle of 90◦ (angles as defined in Figure

2.1a). With respect to joint coordinates, the action of the elbow flexor would result in

consistent elbow flexion movements for both configurations (this mapping is not perfect

because of the inertial properties of the limb). In contrast, there is a dramatic change

in the mapping between muscle action and hand coordinates across arm configura-

tion. The same elbow flexion muscle force would yield largely leftward movements in

the first configuration and largely downward movements in the second configuration. A

similar, though less dramatic, rotation would be present for shoulder muscles and can

be seen in Figure 2.4, D and G. It is important to stress that although muscle forces are

statistically related to joint motion (Graham et al., 2003), this relationship is not direct.

For example, muscle force at the shoulder will result in motion of both the shoulder

and elbow due to the mechanical interactions between limb segments (Hollerback and

Flash, 1982).

The present results cannot explicitly rule out the possibility that M1 neurons do encode

high-level movement trajectories; however, they do demonstrate that pathlets based on
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arm kinematics would look similar, irrespective of whether M1 neurons encoded high-

level movement trajectories or low-level muscle activity. In short, our results caution

against interpreting correlations between M1 activity and high-level movement features

as indicative of the causal relationship between M1 and movement (Churchland and

Shenoy, 2007; Fetz, 1992; Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Robinson, 1992; Todorov, 2000).

Although pathlets may not reveal causal links between motor commands and arm kine-

matics, they do provide a more sophisticated account of motor commands and their re-

lationship to arm movement than time-invariant representations. For example, pathlets

provide a natural description of changing preferred directions that have been observed

in several studies of M1 (Mason et al., 1998; Sergio and Kalaska, 1998). They could

also account for the known idiosyncratic sensitivity of M1 directional tuning to reach

velocity, distance, and time (Churchland and Shenoy, 2007). Furthermore, the obser-

vation that M1 activity is related to kinematics that have already occurred is consistent

with the robust presence of peripheral feedback in M1 (Conrad et al., 1975; Evarts,

1968; Herter et al., 2009), a well-established result that is overlooked by many recent

studies focusing on time-invariant representations. Most important, perhaps, decoding

hand trajectories from a population of M1 neurons is improved when assuming path-

let representations (Hatsopoulos et al., 2007), a result that will likely lead to improved

performance of neural prosthetics and brain-machine interfaces.
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Figure 2.6: Pathlet extraction in joint coordinates. a: average ranking of pathlets across
subjects and muscles. Same format as that in Figure 2.3b. b: mean pathlets for each
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Chapter 3 Preference distributions of primary motor cor-

tex neurons reflect control solutions optimized

for limb biomechanics

3.1 Abstract:

Neurons in monkey primary motor cortex (M1) tend to be most active for certain di-

rections of hand movement and joint-torque loads applied to the limb. The origin and

function of these biases in preference distribution are unclear, but may be key to under-

standing the causal role of M1 in limb control. We demonstrate that these distributions

arise naturally in a network model that commands muscle activity and is optimized

to control movements and counter applied forces. In the model, movement and load

preference distributions matching those observed empirically are only evident when

particular features of the musculoskeletal system were included: limb geometry, inter-

segmental dynamics and the force-length/velocity properties of muscle were dominant

factors in dictating movement preferences, and the presence of bi-articular muscles

dictated load preferences. Our results suggest a general principle: neural activity in M1

commands muscle activity and is optimized for the physics of the motor effector.

88
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3.2 Introduction

Two fundamental aspects of motor control which underlie the diverse set of behaviours

displayed by primates are: (1) the ability to make directed movements, and (2) the

ability to stabilize a limb against imposed forces, such as those induced by grasped

objects (Figure 3.1a-b). In experiments designed to probe the neural mechanisms un-

derlying these tasks, single neurons in monkey primary motor cortex (M1) were found to

be most active for (i.e., prefer) certain movement directions and applied forces. These

preferred movement directions were initially thought to be distributed uniformly in space

(Georgopoulos et al., 1988; Caminiti et al., 1990b). Subsequent studies have revealed

that these movement preferences have tendencies to cluster around particular direc-

tions (Mitsuda and Onorati, 2002; Naselaris et al., 2006), and that these biases are

markedly stronger when the arm is maintained in the horizontal plane (Figure 3.1c)

(Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Scott et al., 2001). Similarly, M1 neurons have been shown

to exhibit pronounced preference distribution biases for certain forces applied during

postural tasks (Figure 3.1d; see Experimental Procedures for details) (Cabel et al.,

2001; Herter et al., 2007; Ajemian et al., 2008). The origin and function of the observed

preference biases has remained unclear, but may be key to understanding the causal

role of M1 activity in the control of posture and movement.

It has been suggested that the nonuniform distribution of preferred movement directions

reflects directional hyperacuity and develops as a result of biases in spatial experience

(Naselaris et al., 2006), e.g. from having more experience reaching away from and

toward the body than left or right, perhaps akin to how orientation biases are thought

to emerge in primary visual cortex (Blakemore and Cooper, 1970; Li et al., 2008). A
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Figure 3.1: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 3.1: (Previous page.) M1 neurons tend to prefer particular movements and
loads. a, In the centre-out reaching task a monkey moves its hand from a central target
to peripheral targets evenly spaced around a circle (radius = 0.06m). b, In the loaded-
posture task the monkey maintains a fixed posture while nine different joint-based loads
are applied by the KINARM robot. c, Polar histogram of preferred movement directions
of M1 neurons (n = 395) recorded during the centre-out task performed by the con-
tralateral arm; the activity of each neuron was fit by a plane to determine its directional
preference and those with significant fits (p < 0.05) are included here. The length of
each line represents the number of neurons which fell into one of 16 equally spaced
bins. Neurons tend to prefer movements away from the body and a little to the left,
or movement towards the body and a little to the right. Red line denotes a significant
bimodal distribution at the given orientation (Bimodal Rayleigh r = 0.37, orientation
θ = 98.4◦, n = 396, p < 10−3 by bootstrap). d, Polar histogram of preferred torque
directions (plane fit, p < 0.05) of M1 neurons (n = 502) recorded during a postural-load
task. Line denotes a significant bimodal distribution. Neurons tend to prefer shoulder
flexor torques combined with elbow extensor torque, or else shoulder extensor torques
combined with elbow flexor torques (Bimodal Rayleigh r = 0.31, orientation θ = 132.4◦,
n = 502, p < 10−3 by bootstrap). e-f, Muscles recorded during reaching (e) and loaded-
posture (f) show similar bimodal distributions of preferred directions (Kurtzer et al.,
2006b) Grey circles (�) denote mono-articular shoulder muscles, black diamonds (_) :
mono-articular elbow muscles, empty triangles (4): bi-articular muscles.

number of studies support this idea, demonstrating that the cortical representation of

movements is use-dependent, such that more M1 neurons become involved in fre-

quently performed actions (Nudo and Milliken, 1996; Classen et al., 1998).

Alternatively, it has been proposed that the observed non-uniform distributions in pre-

ferred movement and torque directions (PMD and PTD, respectively) are dictated by

the mechanical and anatomical properties of the limb (Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Scott

et al., 2001; Herter et al., 2007). For example, if motor cortical units directly control

muscle activity (Evarts, 1968; Bennett and Lemon, 1996; Todorov, 2000; Holdefer and

Miller, 2002), then movements which require more muscle activity might require cor-

respondingly higher levels of neural activation. This hypothesis is supported indirectly
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by the fact that muscles recorded during reaching and loaded-posture show trends in

their distribution of preferences similar to those observed for neurons (Kurtzer et al.,

2006a,b) (Figure 3.1e-f).

This debate on the nature of preference distributions in M1 parallels the debate over

what motor cortex encodes or represents (Evarts, 1968; Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Kakei

et al., 1999). A long history of studies have documented correlations between neural

activity in M1 and both “intrinsic” (e.g. muscle activity and joint forces) (Phillips and

Porter, 1964; Evarts, 1968, 1969; Humphrey, 1972; Conrad et al., 1977; Cheney and

Fetz, 1980; Kalaska et al., 1989; Holdefer and Miller, 2002) and “extrinsic” (e.g. hand

position and movement in Cartesian space) (Kalaska et al., 1989; Georgopoulos et al.,

1988; Caminiti et al., 1990b,a; Kakei et al., 2001) variables. Implicit in the hyperacu-

ity hypothesis is that the direction of hand motion or other goal-related features are

explicitly encoded by M1. By contrast, the hypothesis that neural preferences have

their origin in the properties of the peripheral biophysics implies that M1 is intimately

involved in the development of low-level muscle activity. Under this view, correlations

observed with high level variables such as hand direction, velocity, or force are viewed

as incidental and are thought to occur because of causal links between muscle activity

and limb physics (Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Todorov, 2000).

Due to systemic correlations and the interconnected nature of limb physics and neural

control (Todorov, 2000; Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Kalaska, 2009; Reimer and Hatsopoulos,

2009), it has been difficult to experimentally address these hypotheses. How can we

separate the manner in which neural processing in M1 is influenced by factors such as

biased spatial experience, limb geometry, intersegmental dynamics, musculoskeletal

organization, and muscle mechanics? Optimal control theory, the field of mathematics
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concerned with finding the best way of acting (Stengel, 1994), is a natural way to for-

malize and understand the complex interplay inherent in biological motor control and

has proven a powerful tool for explaining why animals display particular behaviours

(Parker and Smith, 1990; Alexander, 1996; Todorov and Jordan, 2002; Todorov, 2004;

Scott, 2012). Here, by applying optimal control theory to a simple network model, we

systematically examine how the above-mentioned factors dictate neural processing in

simulated neural populations.

Our model is fundamentally different from many of the models which have previously

been used to examine M1 function (Todorov, 2000; Guigon et al., 2007; Shah et al.,

2004; Trainin et al., 2007, e.g.). The network we develop is capable of: generating opti-

mal movements online without the need for inputs specifying trajectory kinematics, per-

forming in the presence of noise, and responding to external perturbations. Thus, our

model is not simply a phenomenological (i.e., curve fitting) model of preferred direction

distributions. Instead the model is mechanistic and functions by generating movements

using peripheral feedback - the preference distributions we examine are merely a way

to statistically characterize this mechanism and compare it to experimental data.

Analysis of preference distributions in our network model favours the hypothesis that

biases are dictated by the biomechanics of the limb. Our results demonstrate that the

prominent biases in M1 preference distributions emerge robustly in artificial networks

optimized to control movements and counter loads under two crucial assumptions: (1)

network units command muscle activity via a simple linear filter and (2) that muscle

and neuron activity are kept small. In addition, we use our model to demonstrate how

variations in arm position and changes in the anatomical organization of bi-articular

muscles influence network preference distributions.
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3.3 Results

Dynamic network model.

We built a dynamic network model that controlled a model of the primate upper limb

(Figure 3.2). The model was optimized to make reaches and maintain postures un-

der static loads while keeping neural and muscle activities and synaptic weights small

(Fagg et al., 2002; Shah et al., 2004; Trainin et al., 2007). The inclusion of a penalty

term which encourages small synaptic weights is not strictly necessary – our results are

qualitatively the same without this penalty. However, we found that the generalization

capabilities of the network were improved by incorporation of this regularization term

(Krogh & Hertz 1993; Hinton & van Camp 1993). The network itself was feedforward,

but was connected in closed loop with the model of the limb, and consisted of a vector

of standard sigmoidal units, z(t), which sent their weighted activity to a vector of six

lumped muscle actuators, u(t). The units z(t) - which may be thought of as motor cor-

tical neurons - received limb state feedback, x(t), and goal information, y∗(t), passed

through a preceding layer of sigmoidal units acting as an input filter. The corresponding

muscle activity at time t is given by, u(t) = σu(Wout · z(t)), where σu(·) is a smooth ramp

function and Wout is a matrix of synaptic weights which dictate how activity in z(t) leads

to changes in muscle activity. In the simulations presented here, Wout, was random

and fixed, with elements of the matrix drawn from a Normal distribution (Todorov, 2000;

Shah et al., 2004; Trainin et al., 2007). Using a version of backpropagation through

time (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986; Werbos, 1990; Stroeve, 1998) modified for our

model, we computed the partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to the

adjustable parameters in the model and used a conjugate gradient descent algorithm
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to find a local minimum (see Experimental Procedures and Supplement Informa-

tion).

Following optimization, we instructed the network to perform the same centre-out reach-

ing and loaded-posture tasks performed by our monkeys, with the limb at a central po-

sition in the workspace (Scott et al., 2001) (Figure 3.2b). The activity of the network

units, z(t), were “recorded” as it performed each task and analyzed using planar re-

gression to determine each unit’s movement and load preferences (i.e. analogous to

the analysis of M1 neurons). The network produces relatively straight handpaths with

bell-shaped velocity profiles (Figure 3.2c-d). As well, the muscle activity and neural ac-

tivity profiles qualitatively agree with that reported in the literature (Figure 3.2e-f). Units

tended to be broadly tuned to hand movement direction and exhibited a mixture of pha-

sic and tonic responses (Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Scott et al., 2001; Cheney and Fetz,

1980; Georgopoulos et al., 1988). The behaviour during posture is not pictured but

is comparatively simple, and easy to describe: the network successfully stabilized the

hand against loads at the central target and neural and muscle activity were relatively

constant during these trials. As observed empirically during loaded-posture, modelled

units and muscles were broadly tuned to load combinations and were well fit by a linear

regression (Kurtzer et al., 2006b; Herter et al., 2007).

For each optimized network, the distribution of PMDs during the centre-out reaching

task was found to be strongly biased for movements forward and left, and backward

and right (Figure 3.3a; Rayleigh test for bimodality, see Supplementary Information:

dominant orientation θ = 109.9◦, distribution skew r = 0.30, p < 10−3 by bootstrap).

The distribution of PTDs for the loaded-posture task were also significantly bimodally

distributed for each network (Figure 3.3b; θ = 137.7◦, r = 0.24, p < 10−3). The muscle
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Figure 3.2: Caption next page.
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Figure 3.2: (Previous page.) The model performing centre-out reaching task. a,
schematic of the dynamic model. the network computes commands internally in a
feed-forward fashion, but receives on-line feedback from the plant. b, example reaches
made by the network over the trained workspace. thin arcs delimit the reachable
workspace, and the dashed box shows the area of the workspace over which the net-
work was trained. green circles denote start (no border) and end (black border) targets.
eight example reaches made by the network in the centre-out task are highlighted. cen-
tre target placed shoulder and elbow joints at 32.6◦ and 84.2◦, respectively. c, close-up
of centre-out reaches with direction of reaches labelled. d, velocity of hand (ẋ and ẏ) for
the rightward, 0◦, reach direction (reach is blue in panel c). e-f, modelled muscle (panel
e, 6 lumped muscles) and unit (panel f, 16 random examples out of total 1000 units)
activity during centre-out reaching movements in 64 equally spaced directions (eight of
the 64 shown above). Horizontal axis is time. Vertical axis is movement direction. Color
indicates activation level in arbitrary units (au): red high/blue low. Each lumped muscle
and unit have been normalized to their maximum and minimum activation levels.

PMD and PTD distributions show similar trends, also matching empirical observations

(Figure 3.3c-d). Figure 3.3e-f illustrate that the model exhibited bimodal preference

distributions which closely parallel those observed for monkeys.

The results shown in Figure 3.3 are robust to a variety of manipulations. We varied:

the size (e.g. 100-1000 neurons) and structure (e.g. the addition of recurrent connec-

tions) of the network, the unit activation function, the muscle activation function σu(·),

the regularization scalars α and β which weighted the importance of keeping neural

and muscle activity small, the distribution from which elements of Wout were drawn,

the movement duration and the integration timestep (see Variations on simulation

setup in Supplementary Information). As well, while the model whose behaviour is

shown in Figure 3.3a-f was optimized to make reaches of a pre-determined movement

duration chosen to coincide with the average reach duration of monkeys, this is not a

necessary assumption. If we instead use an instantaneous cost which penalizes both
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Figure 3.3: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 3.3: (Previous page.) Modelled unit and muscle preference distributions.
a, Polar histogram of PMDs of simulated units pooled across ten networks (units
n = 10 × 1000 = 10, 000) recorded during the centre-out task. The activity of each
unit was fit by a plane to determine its directional preference; only those which had
significant fits (p < 0.05) are shown here. The length of each line represents the num-
ber of units which fell into one of 16 equally spaced bins. As a population, most units
prefer hand movements away and a little left, or towards and a little right. Thin red line
denotes the orientation of a significant bimodal distribution for each network. Thick red
line denotes the average bimodal orientation (Bimodal Rayleigh averaged orientation
θ = 108.9◦, averaged skew r = 0.35, p < 10−3 by bootstrap). b, Polar histogram of PTDs
of units recorded during the loaded-posture task. Units tend to prefer shoulder flexor
torques combined with elbow extensor torque, or shoulder extensor torques combined
with elbow flexor torques (θ = 137.7◦, r = 0.24, p < 10−3); notation similar to panel b of
this figure. c-d, Polar histograms of PMDs (panel c) and PTDs (panel d) of modelled
muscles; 32 equally spaced bins. PMD distribution: θ = 102.2◦, r = 0.46, p < 10−3; PTD
distribution: θ = 135.4◦, r = 0.224, p < 10−3 (thin red lines suppressed; thick red lines
indicates mean bimodal orientation). Circles denote mono-articular shoulder muscles,
diamonds: mono-articular elbow muscles, triangles: bi-articular muscles. e, Empirical
and modelled neuron PMD distributions characterized by primary axis orientation and
skew. In this polar plot the primary axis orientation is represented by the polar coor-
dinate, and the skew by the radial coordinate, of a given point. Each monkey’s PMD
distribution is plotted as a white circle whose size indicates the number of neurons
which make up the distribution; bolded circle indicates the mean distribution (shown in
Figure 3.1; n = 395). Dashed red line indicates region into which 99% of 100,000 PMD
distributions fell when 395 PMDs are drawn randomly from a uniform distribution. Blue
crosshair indicates the PMD distribution found using the model, where the crosshairs
delimit the skew and orientation within which 99% of 100,000 random samples of 395
units from the larger collection of optimized units fell. f, Follows the same format as
panel e except that neuron PTD distributions are plotted and the mean empirical distri-
bution contained n = 502 units (all samples for 99% regions used n = 502 as well).

neural/muscle activity and distance-to-target at each time-step, optimization finds so-

lutions which trade off arriving at the target quickly with keeping neural/muscle activity

small. In all of these cases, as long as optimization successfully found a solution with

kinematic and gross muscle behaviour matching empirical data (i.e. relatively straight

hand paths, bell shaped velocity profiles, and engagement of all six lumped muscles),
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the optimal distribution of PMDs and PTDs exhibited significant bimodal skew with sim-

ilar orientations (within ±12◦). Importantly, the set of reach target directions and applied

loads which were trained on during optimization were roughly uniformly distributed in

Cartesian and joint-torque space, respectively. Therefore, in our model, the bimodal

distributions reflect optimization of neural activity for the biomechanical properties of

the limb, without the need to introduce a bias in spatial (or force) experience.

How do biomechanics influence optimal preference distributions?

How should we unravel these results and begin to understand which facets of the model

underlie the observed bimodal distributions? The dynamic model allowed us to study

a network that performs real-time control, permitting direct comparison to empirically

observed behaviour. To more easily link the various biomechanical features of the

modelled limb to optimal preference distributions we developed a simplified version of

the mechanistic model described above (Figure 3.4; see Experimental Procedures

for details).

Static network model.

The simplified model is temporally and spatially local. The model optimizes only a sin-

gle time-step for each reach or loaded-posture (i.e. the initiation of the movement in

the centre-out task, or the steady state performance in the loaded posture task), and

thus does not use feedback from the periphery. We optimized this model to gener-

ate instantaneous target hand velocities, ẏtarget, and target joint-torques, τtarget, equally

spaced around the unit circle in order to emulate the centre-out reaching (Figure 3.4a)

and loaded posture (Figure 3.4b) tasks, respectively.

We examined a highly simplified model of the limb constrained to the plane – a 2D
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a

b

Figure 3.4: Static approximation of the dynamic model. The static model optimizes
initiating hand velocity or steady state joint torques. The network computes output for
only a single time step and thus receives no feedback from the periphery. a, Schematic
of the pathway from unit activity, z, to hand velocity, ẏ. Optimal neural activity in our
model, z∗, is found by minimizing the error between target and actual hand velocity,
e = ẏtarget − ẏ, while keeping unit and muscle activity, u, small. Unit activity causes
muscle activity via, u = σu(Wout · z), where Wout is the matrix of connection strengths
between units and muscles and σu(·) is the standard sigmoid function which keeps
muscle activity positive, ensuring that muscles can only “pull”. Muscle tension forces,
t, are obtained by element-wise multiplication of muscle activity with F-L/V scaling fac-
tors appropriate for the movement direction, i.e. t = H • u. Finally, hand velocity is
determined by the linear transformation, ẏ = G · F · M · t, where M is a fixed moment
arm matrix and F and G are local linear approximations to limb dynamics and the map-
ping between joint and hand velocity, respectively. b, Schematic of the pathway from
unit activity, z, to joint torques, τ. To maintain posture while loads are applied to the
limb, equal and opposite forces must be generated by the nervous system. Thus, in the
posture task, optimal neural activity, z∗, is found by minimizing the error between target
and actual joint torques, e = τtarget − τ, while keeping unit and muscle activity small.
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point-mass model. We then reinitialized, reoptimized, and reanalyzed (see Static

model analysis in Supplementary Information) the static network model for a se-

ries of increasingly realistic abstractions of limb physics, allowing us to probe the re-

lationship between various features of the limb and optimal preference distributions.

Figure 3.5a-b illustrates the progressive change in optimal movement and torque re-

lated distributions as a function of limb abstraction. As one might expect, the predicted

distributions for the full static model were found to closely parallel those predicted by

the dynamic model (shown in Figure 3.3) for both units and muscles (unit PMD distri-

bution: θ = 99.7◦, r = 0.44; muscle PMD distribution: θ = 103.7◦, r = 0.67; unit PTD

distribution: θ = 137.0◦, r = 0.23; muscle PTD distribution: θ = 135.9◦, r = 0.23).
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Figure 3.5: (Caption next page.)

Key changes in the distribution for movement direction become evident when we added
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Figure 3.5: (Previous page.) In simulations, unit and muscle preference distributions
reflect the biomechanics of the limb. a, Mimicking the centre-out reach and loaded-
posture tasks, the static model was optimized to produce velocities and torques evenly
spaced around the unit circle. Rows one and two show unit PMD and PTD distributions
reflecting optimal solutions for a series of abstractions of the limb. Distributions repre-
sent averages across ten instantiations of the model, each with 1000 units, and each
with the connectivity matrix, Wout, initialized randomly. Red lines indicate a significant
bimodal distribution with the dominant axis given by the orientation of the line. Polar
histograms are coloured black to denote a bimodal distribution – those which failed to
pass significance are shown in grey. Note that the histograms show the real data from
our static model; each of these is composed of PDs from 10,000 units and thus will
tend to be a good approximation to the underlying distribution. Distribution statistics
[1] 2-D point-mass (PMD distribution: θ =n/a◦, r = 0.02, p > 0.5; PTD distribution:
θ =n/a◦, r = 0.002, p > 0.05), [2] addition of geometry (PMD distribution: θ = 108.8◦,
r = 0.61, p < 10−3; PTD distribution: θ =n/a◦, r = 0.03, p > 0.05), [3] addition of
inter-segmental dynamics (PMD distribution: θ = 131.4◦, r = 0.67, p < 10−3; PTD dis-
tribution: θ =n/a◦, r = 0.02, p > 0.05), [4] addition of mono-articular muscles (PMD dis-
tribution: θ = 131.4◦, r = 0.67, p < 10−3; PTD distribution: θ =n/a◦, r = 0.03, p > 0.05),
[5] addition of biarticular muscles (PMD distribution: θ = 127.9◦, r = 0.65, p < 10−3;
PTD distribution: θ = 136.4◦, r = 0.22, p < 10−3), [6] addition of F-L/V properties (PMD
distribution: θ = 99.7◦, r = 0.44, p < 10−3; PTD distribution: θ = 137.0◦, r = 0.22,
p < 10−3), b, Rows three and four show static model optimized muscle PMD and PTD
distributions for those limb models which included muscles. Distribution statistics: [4]
mono-articular muscles (PMD distribution: θ = 165.0◦, r = 0.27, p < 10−3; PTD distribu-
tion: θ =n/a◦, r = 0.001, p > 0.5), [5] additions of biarticular muscles (PMD distribution:
θ = 122.9◦, r = 0.58, p < 10−3; PTD distribution: θ = 135.9◦, r = 0.219, p < 10−3), [6]
addition of F-L/V properties (PMD distribution: θ = 103.8◦, r = 0.71, p < 10−3; PTD
distribution: θ = 135.9◦, r = 0.23, p < 10−3). Grey circles (�) denote mono-articular
shoulder muscles, black diamonds (_) : mono-articular elbow muscles, empty triangles
(4): bi-articular muscles.

limb geometry, intersegmental dynamics, and F-L/V muscle mechanics to the model.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, modelling the limb as a 2D point-mass (model [1]) resulted in

a uniform distribution of preferences. Addition of limb geometry (model [2]) creates a

large bias in preferences away from the body and slightly to the left, and toward the

body and slightly to the right. Inclusion of intersegmental dynamics (model [3]) rotates
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the distribution counter-clockwise, following the directions of movement corresponding

to maximum joint-torque (Graham et al., 2003). Finally, inclusion of F-L/V mechanics

(model [6]) shifts the distribution clockwise towards the direction of maximum peak joint

velocities (Graham et al., 2003). Thus, the orientation of the PMD distribution follows

the directions of movement which require the greatest amount of muscle (or torque

actuator) activity.

For the torque-related distributions (Figure 3.5a) there is only one major change evident

– the distribution becomes uniform when the bi-articular muscles are removed from the

the model. Removal of F-L/V mechanics had little or no effect due to the fact that the

arm is assumed to be at rest and so the force-velocity contribution is the same for every

direction of torque production.

The results of this systematic manipulation of limb physics seem to indicate that the

optimal PMD distribution is determined by multiple features of limb mechanics: limb

geometry, intersegmental dynamics, and F-L/V mechanics all appear to play a part in

determining the optimal distribution of PMDs observed empirically. The best fit between

model and empirical observations is seen when all of these features are included in the

biomechanics. On the other hand, the PTD distribution is determined entirely by the

presence/absence of biarticular muscles.

The static and dynamic model variants mutually reinforce these conclusions. The static

model is simpler, demonstrating that the central results are not dependent on various

design choices made for the dynamic model. For example, in the static model there

is no feedback and neuron activity is optimized in a non-parametric fashion (i.e. the

neurons are able to take on any real value) on a trial-to-trial basis. Since the results
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hold across models, this helps to mitigate concern that the choice of non-linearity for

the dynamic model is key to observing our results. The results from the dynamic model

demonstrate that peripheral feedback and full non-linear biomechanics do not substan-

tially alter the results observed in the static linearized case. As well, a parametric model

such as our dynamic variant is required to explore the question of biased experience

(as discussed below).

Optimal preference distributions change as a function of limb posture and mus-

culoskeletal organization.

Beyond determining the causes of the observed bimodal preference distributions, our

model also makes concrete predictions about how PMD and PTD distributions ought

to change as a function of limb posture and anatomy. Figure 3.6 shows two such pre-

dictions. If centre-out reaching is performed in the right half of the workspace, with the

shoulder and elbow joints placed at −5.7◦ and 74.5◦, respectively (Figure 3.2a shows 0◦

orientation for both joints), then the optimal PMD distribution is found to rotate substan-

tially in the clockwise direction (Figure 3.6a, θ = 54.3◦, r = 0.47). This result agrees, at

least qualitatively, with previous empirical work which has shown that M1 neural popu-

lations systematically rotate their preferred directions in different parts of the workspace

(Caminiti et al., 1990b,a; Sergio and Kalaska, 2003) and in different wrist orientations

(Kakei et al., 1999).

Figure 3.6b shows how the anatomical organization of the musculoskeletal system in-

fluences the distribution of PTDs in the loaded-posture task. If the biarticular muscles

were reattached so that each one had a flexion/extension or extension/flexion action

rather than flexion/flexion and extension/extension, then the optimal PTD distribution
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Figure 3.6: PMD and PTD distributions for various limb models and predicted changes
as a function of posture and anatomy. a, PMD distribution for full limb model plotted
as blue circle, whereas grey circles denote distributions for simplified limb models (See
Figure 5 legend for specific numbers). Shaded grey half circle indicates location of
PMDs distributions associated with the 2-dimensional point mass. Green circle indi-
cates the PMD distribution found using the full limb model but with the hand positioned
far to the right in the workspace (mean θ = 54.3◦, r = 0.47, p < 10−3). Small dark
gray circles connected with arrows illustrate the bimodal PMD distribution parameters
for the 4 distributions illustrated in Figure 7c. b, Follows the same format as panel a
except that PTD distributions are plotted and the mean empirical distribution contained
n = 502 units. Cyan circle is the predicted orientation/skew of the PTD distribution
if the moment arms of the biarticular muscles are altered so that each muscle simul-
taneously flexes one joint and extends the other, rather than having flexion/flexion &
extension/extension actions (mean θ = 44.3◦, r = 0.22, p < 10−3).
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would be mirrored into the first and third quadrants (θ = 44.3◦, r = 0.22). While this

prediction is not easily testable, it clearly demonstrates the role of musculoskeletal

structure in determining observed neural activity during a task.

How does biased spatial experience affect preference distributions in our model?

In our static model, since the optimal neural activity for a given target velocity or torque

is determined independently of other trials, the statistics of movements and loads have,

by definition, no effect on the optimized solutions. This is also true of any other model,

e.g. those of Shah et al. (2004); Guigon et al. (2007); Todorov (2000), where the

neural activity on one trial shares no underlying parameters with other trials. As such,

these models cannot be used to evaluate how biases in spatial experience might affect

preference distributions. This is not the case in our dynamic model where parameters

are shared across tasks and movements (see Experimental Procedures). Thus, at

least in principle, spatial biases may alter the optimal solutions found by our model and

thus influence preference distributions.

To examine the effect of biased experience in our network, we trained our dynamic

model to move the 2-D point-mass abstraction of the limb to targets distributed unevenly

in space. We used the 2-D point-mass because we know that a uniform distribution of

target directions leads to a uniform distribution of PMDs (see the shaded area #1 in

Figure 3.6a). It follows that if we see a change from uniform in the PMD distribution, we

know that this effect results from training on a biased set of reaching directions. In this

test, the network was trained to reach from a central location to targets placed around

a circle, but with many more targets presented forward and backward than left and right

(Figure 3.7a-b; see Biased experience in Supplementary Information).
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Figure 3.7: The effect of biased experience on preference distributions. a, The dy-
namic model is trained to move the 2-D pointmass from a central location to targets
distributed unevenly around a circle. Many more targets were presented forward and
backward than left or right; green circles show an example training batch of 100 targets.
b, The bimodal Vonmises distribution from which target directions were drawn (Von-
mises parameters were, µ = π

2 , κ = 1
2 , see Supplementary Information). c, Reaching

behaviour on 16 equally spaced targets was used to asses unit PMDs at 4 times during
learning (aligned by percent remaining cost). Top row: as optimization progressed, the
average PMD distribution became significantly bimodal (red lines indicates significant
skew orientations), and then returned to a uniform distribution during late stages of
learning (θ =n/a◦, r = 0.008 → θ = 87.8◦, r = 0.04 → θ = 8.4◦, r = 0.009 → θ =n/a◦,
r = 0.01). Middle/bottom rows: mean handpaths and speeds for 16 targets equally
spaced about a circle . Networks initially learn to move in the direction of targets which
are more prevalent during training.
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The progress of training is shown in Figure 3.7c. Behaviour during learning was quite

variable, in part because gradient updates depended on which targets were drawn on

a given optimization run. However, when aligned by cost (i.e. average performance),

clear trends emerged. The networks tended to learn to move more quickly to targets

forward and backward – the directions where targets appeared most often. As a con-

sequence, midterm evaluations of PMD distributions show significant bimodal trends.

This is because the network moves the pointmass further in some directions than oth-

ers and thus requires more “muscle” activation for these trials. This trend persists

even into later learning when kinematics in all directions look relatively similar, since

there are still differences at the level of neural/muscular activity. However, the opti-

mal PMD distributions found when optimization terminated were indistinguishable from

uniform (θ =n/a◦, r = 0.01). Thus, even though there were patterned deviations from

uniformity during optimization (the small grey circles connected with arrows in Figure

3.6a illustrate the bimodal PMD distribution parameters for the 4 distributions shown in

Figure 3.7c), the final distributions exhibit almost no bimodal trend. Even though our

model shares parameters between reaches, the optima show little trace of the biased

movement statistics in the distributions. This experiment suggests a complex interplay

between spatial experience and neural activity, an exploration of which is beyond the

scope of this work. The basic conclusion is clear though – for well practiced/optimized

movements, our model predicts that spatial biases are likely to have little effect on the

PMD distributions.
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3.4 Discussion

Biological motor control reflects a complex interplay between brain, behaviour, and

biomechanics that makes it difficult to experimentally examine the causal roles of the

constituent factors (Kalaska, 2009; Reimer and Hatsopoulos, 2009). The application of

optimization theory has been successfully applied to understand many biological phe-

nomena, including visual cortex receptive fields (Olshausen and Field, 1996; Karklin

and Lewicki, 2008), motor behaviours (Alexander, 1996; Todorov and Jordan, 2002;

Todorov, 2004), muscle activations (Kurtzer et al., 2006b; Fagg et al., 2002), and some

features of motor cortical neuron activity (Todorov, 2000; Trainin et al., 2007). We used

this approach to examine the characteristics of a simple network model trained to con-

trol mechanical plants with various abstractions of the primate musculoskeletal system.

Several key issues were demonstrated. First, our model illustrates that the patterns of

activity of its units tended to display preferences for certain movement and torque direc-

tions and that such biases depend critically on specific features of the musculoskeletal

system. Second, these distributions closely parallel those observed in M1 neurons of

non-human primates performing similar tasks. Third, biased experience had little effect

on optimized unit preferences in our network, though it does have some effect when

movements are still poorly practiced (i.e. when behavioural performance is unrefined).

Thus, our model motivates a shift back towards the view espoused by early work on pri-

mary motor cortex: that M1 is intimately involved in the generation of low level muscle

commands (Phillips and Porter, 1964; Evarts, 1968, 1969; Humphrey, 1972; Conrad

et al., 1977; Cheney and Fetz, 1980).

By varying the level of abstraction of the limb physics controlled by our network model,
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we were able to tease apart which factors dictate preference distributions. In the centre-

out reaching task we found that limb geometry, intersegmental dynamics, and muscle

F-L/V mechanics all play a role in determining the optimal distribution of PMDs. For

the loaded-posture task we found that the biarticular muscles are the dominant factor

in shaping the optimal distribution of PTDs.

Why is the PMD distribution dominated by limb geometry/dynamics and relatively in-

sensitive to the switch from mono- to bi-articular muscles, while the PTD distribution

exhibits the opposite trend? In the postural task, there is by definition little or no move-

ment at the optimal solution. Since loads are applied at the joints, any contributions

from geometry or intersegmental terms are virtually nonexistent. Thus, the postural dis-

tribution is unaffected by limb dynamics. In the reaching task, the strong contributions

from geometry and intersegmental terms simply limit the visible influence of muscle

configuration on the PMD distribution even though, when present, the bi-articulars are

substantially involved in generating movement torques (see Figure 3.2e). This second

observation warns that there may be significant information present in the M1 neural

population which cannot be read by merely characterizing neuron PDs and their distri-

butions.

In most cases, the directional preferences of neurons and muscles were similar for the

various models tested. This is not surprising due to the fact that muscle activation for

reaching or postural control depends on limb properties, and in turn, neural activity con-

trolled muscle activity. However, PMD and PTD distributions of muscles and neurons

are by no means mirror images of each other. For example, the addition of bi-articular

muscles resulted in substantive changes in the PMD distribution of muscles that were

not observed for the network units (Figure 3.5). Further, although the orientation of
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the distributions is relatively similar, the muscle distributions show clear clustering of

preferences for each muscle group, whereas the distributions for neurons are smooth

and continuous.

Some of our results are prefigured by the simulations described by Scott and Kalaska

(1997). They constructed populations of units which explicitly encoded either hand-

direction, angular direction of shoulder/elbow, or required torque at the shoulder/elbow.

Each model unit discharged according to the dot product of its random receptive field

with a given movement variable. Populations which encoded intrinsic variables (i.e.

joint angles and torques) showed bimodal distributions similar to those observed em-

pirically, while those which encoded extrinsic variables (i.e. hand-direction) did not. In

contrast, units in our model do not “encode” anything per se, they merely discharge

with activities optimized for the current task goal. In our model, even if feedback is

given in terms of hand position/direction, neurons will exhibit the same bimodal distri-

butions because optimized behaviour must still account for the biophysics of the limb

(see Supplemental Information: Variations on simulation setup). Though (Scott

and Kalaska, 1997) saw qualitatively similar trends in the population tuning of model

units neurons, these trends arise for fundamentally different reasons.

Several other models have studied M1 function by including biomechanics and solving

the associated optimal control problems (Guigon et al., 2007; Trainin et al., 2007). The

results of these models are firmly consistent with the idea that limb biomechanics plays

a role in shaping M1 neural activity. Our work moves beyond this fundamental notion,

offering a paradigm for teasing apart the specific contributions from different parts of

the periphery. Additionally, the fact that our model is parameterized by synaptic weights

which are shared across solutions, rather than non-parametric as in the case of Guigon
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et al. (2007); Trainin et al. (2007), has allowed us to begin to examine the contributions

of biased experience in determining M1 neural activity.

How should we understand and generalize these results?

Our static model clarifies precisely what determines the optimal preference distributions

in a general sense: the optimal unit activity is a function of all the components of the

controlled effector between network units, z(t), and the desired output, whether the

desired output is a force, position, or velocity. For example, if starget is a downstream

target state (e.g. velocity or torque) then optimal neural activity might be determined

by, z∗ = A+ · starget, where A is a matrix (playing the role of the controlled effector /

plant dynamics) which maps neural activity to states, s, and A+ is the pseudoinverse

of A. Solving for z∗ finds the smallest z (in terms of the standard vector norm) which

minimizes the squared difference, 1
2 ||A · z − starget||

2. This approach works nicely if the

motor effector downstream of z can be effectively approximated by a linear mapping

such as A. However, this cannot always be done effectively (e.g. the fact that muscle

can only “pull” is an important fact which does not admit a simple linear approximation),

and so it is often important to keep the general form.

What does this mean in straightforward terms? How can we explain the fact that both

M1 neurons and the units in our model develop prominent biases in their preferred di-

rections? To begin, we note simply that some movements require more force (Mussa-

Ivaldi et al., 1985; Graham et al., 2003), and thus more muscle activity than others.

Under the hypothesis that M1 activity leads directly to muscle activation via a rela-

tively simple linear filter, these movements require correspondingly more neural activity.

While there are theoretically an infinite number of ways that this neural activity might
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be chosen, with the simple assumption that redundancy is resolved by penalizing the

squared magnitude of z, the result is that more neurons have their largest response in

the directions of movement which require more muscle activity.

The view of M1 presented above is admittedly simplistic. While convenient for the pur-

poses of exposition, it must be acknowledged that there are many facets of M1 activity

which cannot be straightforwardly accounted for by this paradigm. For example, many

M1 neurons are known to correlate more strongly with features of movement kinemat-

ics (Kakei et al., 1999) than force or EMG, or exhibit complex or context-dependent

responses which cannot be easily accounted for by their connection to downstream

muscles (Fetz and Cheney, 1987; Bennett and Lemon, 1996; Churchland and Shenoy,

2007). These facts serve as a compelling reminder that we are a long way from a

synoptic view of M1 function. So, how should we begin to think about the multitude of

correlations observed in M1? Our approach takes a fundamentally neutral stance on

the debates surrounding correlations in M1. Though many of the neurons in our model

exhibit relatively simple “muscle-like” responses, we do not explicitly require them to

do so, and we expect that, as the complexity of the modelled spinal cord, physics,

and task increase, the predicted optimal activity will show a corresponding increase in

complexity.

Implications for spinal cord.

The vertebrate spinal cord supports a range of sophisticated computational processes

to control body and limb movements. In our model, z(t), is connected directly to mo-

toneurons via a simple linear filter, Wout, and thus ignores any unique computational

processes provided by the spinal cord. In monkeys, some pyramidal tract neurons
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in M1 project directly to motor neurons (Bennett and Lemon, 1996; Cheney and Fetz,

1980; Rathelot and Strick, 2009) but many more project indirectly via interneurons in the

spinal cord (Porter and Lemon, 1993). It would be more accurate to include a mapping

between M1 units and spinal interneurons and some rudimentary feedback process at

the spinal level. Implementation of these features was beyond the scope of the present

study. Nonetheless, the similarity in the distributions between modelled units and M1

neurons suggests that the influence of spinal computations on the observed distribu-

tions of PMDs and PTDs is relatively modest for the voluntary behaviours examined in

the present study.

How does spatial experience affect preference distributions?

Our work also addressed the hypothesis that the bimodal distribution of PMDs ob-

served in M1 reflects directional hyperacuity and is caused by biases in experience

(Naselaris et al., 2006). Although some work has examined the statistics of primate

limb movement experience (Graziano et al., 2004; Howard et al., 2009), these stud-

ies do not quantitatively address whether fore/aft movements are more common than

side-to-side movements. However, we showed that bimodal preference distributions

emerge in a straightforward mechanistic model without the introduction of biases in

spatial experience. We also demonstrated that biases in spatial training do not cause

any significant non-uniformity in the optimal distribution of PMDs for practiced move-

ments (Figure 3.7). Taken together, these observations motivate the conclusion that the

bimodal preference distributions seen in M1 are predominantly the product of the struc-

ture of the downstream biomechanics. This is not to say that the statistics of training

does not have effects on motor processing. There are almost certainly combinations

of movements of the limb or body that are not extensively experienced, and our model
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points to a subtle interplay between training, behavioural performance, and preference

distributions.

Contrast with neural coding in primary visual cortex.

At first glance, it appears our results are at odds with computational models of primary

visual cortex (V1), which demonstrate that the tuning properties of units are determined

by: a cost function (e.g. find a coding which minimizes information loss while maximiz-

ing sparseness), the upstream sensory processing (i.e. filtering done by the retina and

LGN) and the statistics of natural images (Blakemore and Cooper, 1970; Li et al., 2008;

Olshausen and Field, 1996; Karklin and Lewicki, 2008). These models have tended to

emphasize the importance of the statistics of natural scenes in determining the tuning

properties of neurons. Our work with artificial neural networks for control places the

emphasis elsewhere. We found that the biomechanics of the downstream controlled

system, rather than the statistics of environmental experience, appears to be the dom-

inant factor determining unit direction preferences for our planar movement task. In

general, both factors – the statistics of images (or behaviour) and the properties of the

interceding sensory or motor plant – influence neural processing to varying degrees.

The contrasts between these two systems may hinge on this fact: in our model of the

motor system the number of neurons far exceeds the number of degrees-of-freedom

of the effector and thus we face an over-determined problem where redundancy must

be resolved, whereas models of visual processing must deal with data compression

problems since the visual world presents much more data than it is possible to store in

visual cortex synapses.

Experimental Procedures
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Empirical results. While the focus of this study is on modelled results, we also present

neural data which augments findings from previous studies (Scott et al., 2001; Herter

et al., 2007) by the inclusion of additional data of the same form. The tasks, neural

recording procedures, and analyses are identical to those previously published. Briefly,

we used the KINARM robotic system to monitor planar limb movements involving flex-

ion and extension movements of the shoulder and elbow joints and apply joint-based

loads (BKIN Technologies, Kingston, Canada). An augmented reality system using

a semi-transparent mirror coplanar with the limb allowed presentation of spatial tar-

gets in the workspace while permitting the monkeys to view their entire limb. Four

monkeys (Macaca Mulatta) were trained to perform centre-out reaching and loaded-

posture tasks. All experiments were approved by the Queen’s University Research

Ethics Board. In the reaching task, the monkey was required to move its hand from a

central target to either 8 or 16 peripheral targets located uniformly around a circle with

radius 6 cm (Figure 3.1a). In the posture task, the monkey was required to maintain

its hand at the central target while 9 static torque load combinations were applied to

the shoulder and elbow joints (flexor, extensor and null at each joint; Figure 3.1b). See

Figure 3.1 and Supplemental Information for further details.

Dynamic model specification. We constructed a simple network model which was

optimized to make reaches and maintain postures under static loads while keeping neu-

ral and muscular activities small. The network controlled a 2-degree of freedom (shoul-

der and elbow) arm model which was constrained to move in a plane and included

arm geometry (Cheng and Scott, 2000; Trainin et al., 2007), intersegmental dynam-

ics (Cheng and Scott, 2000), mono and bi articular muscle groups with fixed moment

arms (Graham and Scott, 2003; Trainin et al., 2007), and force-length and force-velocity
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curves (Brown et al., 1999a) (see Musculoskeletal model specification in Supple-

mentary Information). The 4 dimensional arm state at time t, x(t), is a column vector

of joint angles and velocities and evolved according to, ∆x(t + 1) = f (x(t), τ(t)), where

f (·, ·) are the system dynamics and τ(t) was a 2 dimensional column vector contain-

ing the torque applied at the shoulder and elbow joints. The current state of the hand

is given by y(t) = g(x(t)), where g(·) is the mapping from arm state to hand state in

Cartesian coordinates. The arm dynamics were integrated forward with simple Euler

integration and the time step, ∆t, was set to 20 ms.

The network was feedforward, and consisted of two layers of standard sigmoidal units

(i.e. σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x)). The output layer of neurons, z(t), sent their weighted activity to

a vector of 6 lumped muscle actuators, u(t). The corresponding muscle activity at time

t is given by, u(t) = σu(Wout · z(t)), where σu(·) is smooth ramp function and Wout is a

matrix of synaptic weights which dictate how activity in z(t) leads to changes in muscle

activity. For muscle activation in our dynamic model, σu(·), we used a smooth version

of a ramp function which is 0 for values less than or equal to zero and linear for values

greater than zero (see Muscle activation in Supplementary Information).

In simulations, Wout, was random and fixed, with elements of the matrix drawn from a

Normal distribution (Todorov, 2000; Shah et al., 2004; Trainin et al., 2007) (we exam-

ined several variations; see Discussion and Variations on simulation setup in Sup-

plementary Information). The two joint torques were given by, τ(t) = M · h(x(t),u(t)),

where M is the matrix of muscle moment arms, and h(·, ·) is the force-length/velocity

(F-L/V) function which computes the tension force produced by each muscle given its

activity, u(t), and the length and velocity of the muscle (computed from the joint angles

and velocities, x(t)).
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The units z(t) received a version of state feedback, x(t), goal information, y∗(t), and

load context information, c(t), filtered by the first layer of neurons, v(t) (see Sensory

feedback filtering in Supplementary Information). The goal information was speci-

fied in Cartesian coordinates and the load context information was described in terms

of the loads applied at the shoulder and elbow joints. The network was optimized to

perform both reaching and loaded-postures over a central portion of the workspace

(Figure 3.2a). For an individual trial, i, of reaching or posture, the network is optimized

to minimize the cost function,

Ji =
1
2

t=t f∑
t=0

`i
(
x(t),u(t), z(t), y∗i (t), t

)
(3.1)

where, `i(·, ·, ·, ·, ·) is the instantaneous cost, y∗i (t) is the desired hand state for trial i,

and t f is the final time. This is the general form of the total cost for either a posture or

reach trial; it sums the cost from the limb state (x(t)) and muscle and neural activities

(u(t) and z(t) respectively) at each time step, t. During posture and at the beginning

and end of reaches the instantaneous cost was,

`i
(
x(t),u(t), z(t), y∗i (t), t

)
= ||g(x(t)) − y∗i (t)||2 + α||u(t)||2 + β||z(t)||2 (3.2)

where, || · ||, is the standard vector norm, α and β, are constants specifying the impor-

tance of keeping neural and muscle activity small. The kinematic error term, ||g(x(t)) −

y∗i (t)||2, penalized the deviation of the hand from the desired state. The instantaneous

cost was similar for reaching except that during the reach the kinematic error term was

dropped from all but the final time-step, t f , and a term which penalized deviations from
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a straight hand path was introduced in its place (i.e. no explicit reference trajectory

was provided to the network as input, but hand paths were encouraged to be roughly

straight). Equations (1) and (2) mean that: in the reaching task the network is required

to minimize the distance between the hand and target at the final time and move along

a roughly straight path to get there; in the posture task these equations require that

the network minimize the distance between hand and target at every time step; in both

tasks the network must keep muscle and neural activities small at all times.

Each network had 1000 units in z(t), and the synaptic weights of each network, Wout,

were initialized randomly (from a Normal distribution with a mean of 0 and variance

0.001) prior to the optimization. Network activity was computed as,

z(t) = σz

(
Wfilt · σv

(
W in ·

[
x(t); c(t); y∗(t)

]
+ bv

)
+ bz

)
(3.3)

where, σz(·) and σv(·), are the M1 and filter activation functions which were standard

sigmoids, Wfilt, bz and W in, bv, are the weight matrices and bias vectors for the M1 and

filters respectively, and ; is the vertical concatenation operation. In most of our simula-

tions Wout is fixed and the aggregate parameter vector, w = [vec(Wfilt); bz; vec(W in); bv],

is optimized (here, vec(·) returns a vector version of the matrix given as input). In the

simulations where w = [vec(Wout); vec(Wfilt); bz; vec(W in); bv] is also optimized then . In

either case, we adjoined to the total cost function with the regularization term, 1
2γ||w||

2

(γ was a scalar and was set to 10−5 in our simulations). This term is often referred to

as a weight decay term and is a principled choice for regularization, tending to confer

good generalization properties; note that in the static model there are no weight decay

terms since there are no upstream parameters – neural activity is optimized directly. w
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was initialized randomly using a Normal distribution centred on 0 with variance 0.001.

We computed the derivatives of the total cost function with respect to the aggregate

parameter vector, ∂Jtotal/∂w, and used this to perform gradient descent.

To optimize the network to perform reaches and loaded-postures over the central workspace,

we optimized an aggregate cost function, Jtotal =
∑

i Ji, composed of the sum of the

costs for many random reach and loaded-posture trials (i.e. the Ji’s). Using a version

of backpropagation through time (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986; Werbos, 1990;

Stroeve, 1998) modified for our model, we found the partial derivatives of with respect

to the adjustable parameters in the model and used a conjugate gradient descent algo-

rithm to find a minimum (see Optimization and analysis and Computational details

in Supplementary Information).

Static model specification. For the centre-out reaching task, we optimized this model

to generate 16 target initial hand velocities equally spaced around the unit circle. These

targets are here specified in the 2 × 16 matrix, ẏtarget. Similarly, to emulate the loaded-

posture task, we optimized the model to generate 16 joint torque combinations equally

spaced around the unit circle and specified in a 2 × 16 matrix, τtarget.

As before we used a network with 1000 units and neural activity for the 16 targets was

thus specified by the matrix, z. To ensure that muscles could only “pull”, we employed

the standard sigmoidal function for the muscle activation, u = σu(Wout · z), and Wout was

again the matrix of connectivity strengths between units and muscles. The elements of

Wout were drawn from a Normal distribution with a mean of 0 and variance 0.001.

To approximate the effect of muscle F-L/V mechanics, we multiplied each muscle’s

activity by the scaling factor found by averaging (from movement onset to 100ms after
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peak velocity) the F-L/V effects associated with the optimal solution found with the

dynamic model for a given movement direction. Thus, muscle tensions were found via,

t = H •u, where, H, is the 6× 16 matrix of F-L/V scaling factors appropriate for each of

the movement directions and • is the element-wise product. Joint torques were found

via the linear mapping, τ = M · t, where M is the 2×6 matrix of fixed moment arms. We

employed a linear approximation, the 2 × 2 matrix F, of the mapping from joint torques

to joint velocities, ẋ, so that, ẋ = F · τ. Similarly, we used a linear approximation,

the 2 × 2 matrix G, of the mapping from joint velocities to hand velocities in Cartesian

coordinates, so, ẏ = G · ẋ.

For the centre-out task we optimized the cost function given by,

J(z) =
1
2
||G · F · M · (H • σu(Wout · z)) − ẏtarget||

2
F +

1
2
α||u||2F +

1
2
β||z||2F (3.4)

where, || · ||F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix and is equal to the square root of the

sum of the squared elements of the matrix, and α and β are scalars which weight the

importance of keeping muscle and neural activity small. In practice, α and β, were

both set to 10−5, though any value low enough to allow the optimization to find solutions

where the summed target errors were small (e.g., 1
2 ||ẏ− ẏtarget||

2
F < 10−1) produced results

similar to those reported here. Under this model, the optimal unit activity is given by,

z∗ = arg min
z

J(z). We computed the partials of J with respect to the elements of z,

used conjugate gradient descent to find z∗ and then fit a plane to the activity of each

unit to find its PMD. Thus, in the static model the neural activities are sought directly

– in this sense the optimal activities are non-parametric, which has the added benefit
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that the solutions sought in the static case are not the result of choosing a specific non-

linear activation function. Optimizations were terminated when cost changes remained

negligible for 1000 consecutive updates. For the loaded-posture task we optimized the

cost function given by,

J(z) =
1
2
||M · (H • σu(Wout z)) − τtarget||

2
F +

1
2
α||u||2F +

1
2
β||z||2F (3.5)

and found PTDs for each unit. Equations (4) and (5) require the network to minimize the

squared distance between appropriate initiating velocities and torques for the reaching

and postural tasks respectively, while simultaneously minimizing the neural and muscle

activities. As with the dynamic model, we repeated these optimizations 10 times with

Wout initialized randomly each time. See Supplementary Information for details.

3.5 Supplemental Information

Supplemental Experimental Procedures:

Here we present the experimental, mathematical, and computational details which are

necessary to allow replication of our results. We also briefly explain the statistics used

to access bimodality in circular distributions.

Empirical results. Single neurons were recorded in primary motor cortex (M1) con-

tralateral to the arm used to perform the task. In all four monkeys, neurons were

recorded in the left hemisphere. In the fourth monkey, neurons were also recorded

in the right hemisphere while the monkey performed the tasks with its left arm. For
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the reaching task, the average spike rate was averaged from 100 ms before move-

ment onset (determined as 10% of peak hand velocity) through to peak hand velocity.

The tuning of each neuron was assessed using planar regression, with the targets as

the independent variable and the average spike rate of the neuron as the dependent

variable. The orientation of the fitted plane defined the Preferred Movement Direction

(PMD) of the neuron. The PMDs of the neurons recorded in the right hemisphere of

the fourth monkey were mirror flipped about the vertical axis. In the posture task, the

spike rate was averaged over a two second interval after the monkey had stabilized its

hand over the target. Neural tuning was again assessed using planar regression, with

the loads as the independent variables and the spike rate as the dependent variable.

Muscle data was analyzed in a similar fashion and was taken from a previous study

(Kurtzer et al., 2006a).

Muscle activation. For muscle activation in our dynamic model, σu, we used a smooth

version of a ramp function which is 0 for values less than or equal to zero and linear for

values greater than zero. We used a smoothed version of the ramp function because

gradient descent worked better if nonzero derivatives exist over the range of the func-

tion (i.e. tended to get caught in bad local minima less often). The particular function

used was σu(x) = exp(2x − 5) for values less than 1
10 , and σu(x) = 2x exp( 2

10 − 5) for

values greater than or equal to 1
10 . The particular form of this function was chosen to

be simple and to hasten optimization. Note that another means of keeping muscle ac-

tivity positive would be to use a linear function for u(t) and then optimize subject to the

inequality constraint, u(t) ≥ 0, see for example (Shah et al., 2004; Trainin et al., 2007).

We expect that this approach would produce qualitatively similar results.

Sensory feedback filtering. In our dynamic network model, the units z(t) received
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a filtered version of sensory feedback and goal/load information. The bank of sen-

sory/goal/load filters we call, v(t), and in practice we used 50 filters. An interpretation

of these filters is beyond the scope of this paper. We think of them simply as providing

our M1 units, z(t), with a distributed and flexible form of the sensory/goal/load informa-

tion required to produce good control. Note that we explored two other basic network

architectures: one in which the bank of filters - or first layer of the network - was sim-

ply removed, and one in which the bank of filters was removed and the layer z(t) was

allowed recurrent connections amongst its units. Both of these produced qualitatively

similar results but the former had difficulty learning good control solutions with the same

number of neurons (due to a relative lack of flexibility), and the latter took longer to train

due to the number of parameters added by recurrent connections.

Optimization and analysis. We tuned three scalar parameters by hand to ensure a

good fit between real and simulated arm kinematics: α and β, which specify the rel-

ative importance of keeping the muscle activity and neural activity small, and a third

scalar, γ, which specifies the relative importance of keeping network parameters small.

In practice all three were set to 10−5, though a wide range of values gave similar re-

sults as long as optimization produced realistic kinematics. With the exception of the

smooth ramp muscle activation function, σu(·), which was chosen to keep muscle activ-

ity positive and be differentiable and give fast optimization, all other model parameters

(i.e. those related to arm and muscle mechanics, see below) were either taken from

literature or else optimized using gradient descent.

The training sets for the network consist of random batches of 100 reaches in the ac-

cessible workspace of the limb. The network is trained in a minibatch mode where
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updates for 100 random reaches are calculated and applied for a set number of itera-

tions of conjugate gradient descent, and then another 100 random reaches are drawn

and the process is repeated. We also checked after each optimization that learning

produced behaviour which looked similar to that executed by the monkeys (i.e. the net-

work performed reaches with bell shaped velocity profiles which were roughly straight

in handspace, and qualitatively resemble those produced by monkeys, and maintained

posture within 0.25cm of the target in the loaded-posture task).

Then, we examined the distribution of preferences of the network using the Rayleigh

test for bimodality (Batschelet, 1981) (see Bimodal statistics below). We repeated

this procedure, both optimization and analysis, for 10 networks. Each network had

1000 units in z(t), and the synaptic weights of each network, Wout, were initialized

randomly (from a Normal distribution with a mean of 0 and variance 0.001) prior to the

optimization.

Variations on simulation setup. In the Experimental Procedures we have detailed

the basic architecture and details of the network model we employed. We tried varying:

[1] the size and structure of the network (e.g. from 100 to 1000 units in , and allowing

sparse recurrent connections between units in z(t)), [2] the unit activation function (e.g.

using smooth ramp and tanh(·) functions instead of the standard sigmoid function), [3]

the muscle activation function σu(·) (e.g. using the standard sigmoid instead of the

ramp function employed), [4] the regularization scalars α and β which weighted the im-

portance of keeping neural and muscle activity small (e.g. combinations of values be-

tween 10−4 and 10−7), [5] the distribution from which elements of Wout were drawn (e.g.

the Uniform distribution centred on 0 and the Normal distribution with different levels

of variance), [6] the movement duration (between 300-450ms), [7] integration timestep
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(between 10-40ms), [8] the form of the peripheral feedback (e.g. giving feedback in

hand-based coordinates instead of joint-based coordinates), and [9] the requirement

of having a terminal-time cost by instead using an instantaneous cost which penalized

both neural/muscle activity and distance to target at each time step, thus converting

the cost function to that of an infinite-horizon type problem; in this case, the network

was required to find a tradeoff between arriving at the target quickly and keeping neu-

ral/muscle activity small.

In all of these cases, as long as the optimization was successful, we observed re-

sults qualitatively similar to those reported in the main text. There do of course exist

extreme parameterizations of the cost function, and network structures that produce re-

sults qualitatively different from those reported. Trivially, if the regularization constants

are set too high (e.g. α > 0.1) then optimization will fail to find kinematic behaviour

resembling empirical data – in these cases, the optimal solution is to simply produce

little or no movement, and the usual pattern of unit preferences is correspondingly dis-

rupted.

As well, we found that if the network structure is such that there is not enough flexi-

bility (in terms of the muscle activation patterns achievable), then the unit preferences

reported in our results may also be disrupted. We insured flexibility of the unit layer

activations, z(t), via either an input filter layer, or else via recurrent connections among

the units in z(t). It is likely that simple inclusion of additional units in the z(t) vector

would also suffice.

Static model analysis. In the static model, nearly all units (>90%) in both the centre-

out and loaded-posture were significantly tuned (p < 0.05) to target velocity and target
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load. Thus, each preference distribution consisted of approximately 10,000 unit prefer-

ences. As well, the optima found for each of the 10 repeats for a given condition tended

to be qualitatively consistent. For example, if the mean PMD or PTD distribution was

found to be significantly bimodal for a condition then all 10 repeats exhibited roughly the

same bimodal distribution: within a given condition the standard deviation for distribu-

tion orientation, θ, was never greater that 5◦ and for distribution skews, r, the standard

deviation was never greater than 0.01. Finally, it was also found that for every repeat

and condition, if the distribution was found to be bimodal, then a bootstrap determined

it to be highly significant, with p < 10−3 in every case. Thus, we here report only the

mean orientation and skew for each condition.

For all the conditions examined using the static model, the dynamic model made quali-

tatively similar predictions. Thus, at least for the conditions examined here (e.g. where

reaches were over a distance short enough that our local approximations roughly hold)

our static model appears to be a good approximation to the full dynamic model.

Computational details. All of the simulations were run in Matlab. Gradient descent

was accomplished via a Matlab optimization package called minFunc:

(Mark Schmidt 2005; http://www.cs.ubc.ca/ schmidtm/Software/minFunc.html),

similar to the popular minimize.m:

(Carl Rasmussen 2006; http://www.mit.edu/ rsalakhu/code_DBM/minimize.m),

but found to be faster and able to find deeper minima for our application. From minFunc,

we used a preconditioned non-linear conjugate gradient (PCG) descent algorithm.

Other second order gradient descent algorithms were tried (e.g. quasi-Newton with

limited-memory BFGS updating and a preconditioned Hessian-free Newton rule) and

gave similar results but were slower than PCG. Standard stochastic gradient descent
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was also tried and provided similar results but was found to be prohibitively slow to be

used for the bulk of our simulations.

All of the gradient descent algorithms tried required user supplied partial derivatives to

be compute backward in time via backpropagation through-time modified for our model.

This was the most computationally expensive facet of our model and was accomplished

via a handcrafted Mex function written in C. Numeric and automatic computation of

gradients were tried but found to be extremely slow for a network of even moderate

size (i.e. > 10 units). The static model was optimized in the same way as the dynamic

model, i.e. using PCG, except that no gradients through time were required.

Musculoskeletal model specification. In our dynamic model, the mapping from mus-

cle state and neural command to joint torques is given by: τ(t) = M · h(x(t),u(t)), where

h(·, ·) is the function which computes the force generated by each muscle (taking into

account the force-length-velocity function detailed below). Recall that we have de-

scribed above how the muscle activities, u(t), are computed from neural activities. We

used a moment arm matrix, M, which is a rough average of empirical values (Graham

and Scott, 2003; Trainin et al., 2007):

 2 −2 0 0 1.5 −2

0 0 2 −2 2 −1.5

 (3.6)

We included the dependency of force production on muscle length and velocity. Through-

out this section, the state of the arm, i.e. the shoulder and elbow angles and velocities,

are written for convenience in a couple different ways, x(t) = [θ, θ̇] = [θ1, θ2, θ̇1, θ̇2]; as
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well, we use θ̈ for the joint accelerations. We assume a linear and 1-to-1 mapping be-

tween arm state and muscle state. The length and velocity of each muscle, i.e. li and

l̇i, are determined by:

li = 1 +
M1,i · (θ0

1,i − θ1)

L0
i

+
M2,i · (θ0

2,i − θ2)

L0
i

(3.7)

l̇i =
M1,i · θ̇1

L0
i

+
M2,i · θ̇2

L0
i

(3.8)

where the subscripts index into the relevant matrix or vector and L0 and θ0 are the

optimal length matrix and joint angle vector given by:

θ0 = 2π

 15.0 4.88 n/a n/a 4.5 2.12

n/a n/a 80.86 109.32 92.96 91.52

 /360 (3.9)

and,

L0 =

(
7.32 3.26 6.4 4.26 5.95 4.04

)
(3.10)

In all of these matrices, the column indicates the muscle group and the row (if there is

more than one) indicates the joint. Note that in some cases the optimal angle is given

as n/a - indicating that there is no optimal angle for that muscle about that joint. In

these equations for length and velocity, n/a is simply treated as 0. We used averages,

weighted by the normalized physiological cross sectional area (PCSA) of each muscle,

for the optimal muscle length, and optimal joint angles (given as, θ0, and L0) (Cheng
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and Scott, 2000). The normalized PCSA of each muscle was calculated as the PSCA of

the muscle divided by the total PCSA of the relevant muscle group (Graham and Scott,

2003) (monoarticular shoulder flexors: Pectoralis major (clavicular and sternocostal

head), Deltoid anterior, monoarticular shoulder extensors: Deltoid posterior, Del-

toid middle, monoarticular elbow flexors: Brachialis, Brachioradialis, Extensor carpi

radialis longus, monoarticular elbow extensors: Triceps lateral, Triceps long, biartic-

ular flexors: Biceps long, Biceps short, biarticular extensors: Dorsoepitrochlearis,

Triceps long).

The dependence of force on the length and velocity (this function is often referred to as

the force-length and force-velocity curves) of the muscle (in normalized units of L0 and

L0 / second respectively) is here given by a modified version of the equation proposed

by Brown et al. (1999b):

fl(l) = exp
(
abs

(
lβ − 1
ω

))
(3.11)

f f v(l, l̇) =


Vmax − l̇

Vmax + (cV0 + cV1)l̇
, l̇ ≤ 0

bV − (aV0 + aV1l + aV2l2)l̇
bV + l̇

l̇ > 0
(3.12)

These functions are poorly behaved, both at zero velocity (e.g. the force-velocity func-

tion has a jump discontinuities in its first derivative), and outside of the physiological

range over which they were fit (e.g. they grow very large very quickly). In order to make

sure that learning with conjugate gradient descent (which depends on the cost function
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and its derivatives being smooth) worked properly, we consider the combined force-

length and force-velocity function, which we will call the force-length-velocity curve.

This function, given as f f lv = fl(l) · f f v(l, l̇), scales muscle force multiplicatively.

This function has all of the undesired qualities mentioned above: jump discontinuities

in its derivatives, and exponential growth outside of the physiological ranges for muscle

length and velocity. Thus, we replaced this function in our model with a simple, feed-

forward sigmoidal neural network with 5 hidden nodes. We will designate this network

function by, f̂ f lv(·, ·). The network was trained to approximate the f f lv(·, ·) function. The

network closely approximates the force-length-velocity curve over the range of interest

(an error of <0.0001 for all points in the range of physiological interest), has smooth

derivatives everywhere, and is nicely bounded (between 0 and 2). The parameters for

the force-length and force-velocity curves are given by (Brown et al., 1999b): β = 1.55,

ω = 0.81, ρ = 2.12, Vmax = −7.39, cV0 = −3.21, cV1 = 4.17, bV = 0.62, aV0 = −3.12,

aV1 = 4.21, aV2 = −2.67. Thus, since the force-length-velocity curve scales force multi-

plicatively, the joint torques are given by: τ(t) = M · h(x(t),u(t)) = M · [u(t) • f̂ f lv(l, l̇)],

if f̂ f lv(l, l̇) is a vector version of the force-length-velocity network function and • is the

element-wise product.

Next, in our model the mapping from arm state and joint torques to arm state change

given by: ∆x(t + 1) = f (x(t), τ(t)). In particular, we used the forward dynamics of the

two joint limb given by (Li and Todorov, 2004):

θ̈ =M (θ)−1
(
τ − C

(
θ, θ̇

)
− Bθ̇

)
(3.13)
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M(θ) =

 a1 + 2a2 cos (θ2) I2 + cos (θ2)

I2 + cos (θ2) I2

 (3.14)

C
(
θ, θ̇

)
= a2 cos (θ2)

 −θ̇
(
2θ̇1 + θ̇2

)
θ̇2

2

 (3.15)

B =

 b11 b12

b21 b22

 (3.16)

where, a1 = I1 + I2 + m2l2
1 and a2 = m2l1c1. The length, mass, moment of inertia and

distance from proximal end to the centre of mass of the two segments are: l1 = 0.145

and l2 = 0.284 metres; m1 = 0.2108 and m2 = 0.1938 kilograms; I1 = 0.025 and

I2 = 0.045 kilograms · metres2; c1 = 0.0749 and c2 = 0.0757 metres, respectively

(Cheng and Scott, 2000).

Finally, the mapping from joint coordinates and velocities to the hand position and ve-

locity in Cartesian space, y(t), is accomplished via the mapping:

y(t) = g(x(t)) =



x

y

ẋ

ẏ


=



l1 cos (θ1) + l2 cos (θ1 + θ2)

l1 sin (θ1) + l2 sin (θ1 + θ2)

−θ̇1 (l1 sin (θ1) + l2 sin (θ1 + θ2)) + θ̇2 (−l2 sin (θ1 + θ2))

θ̇1 (l1 cos (θ1) + l2 cos (θ1 + θ2)) + θ̇2 (−l2 cos (θ1 + θ2))


(3.17)

Note that in this context l1 and l2 refer to segment lengths.
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Static model plant approximation. For the static model we approximated the dynamic

mappings, f (·, ·), g(·), h(·, ·), and M by linearizing their time averaged effect across the

first half of the movement in the case of the reaching task (in the posture task the time

average and momentary values for these mappings are the same near the optima and

so no time averaging was required). These time averaged linearization of the dynamic

mappings are respectively called, F, G, H, and M.

To examine the effect that various abstractions of the muskuloskeletal model had on

preference distributions, these four matrices were appropriately modified. Muscle F-L/V

properties were removed from the model by setting all the elements of the scaling ma-

trix, H, to 1. To remove biarticular muscles from the model the corresponding columns

of the moment arm matrix M were removed so that the network could only control the

limb via the 4 remaining monoarticular muscles. To remove “muscles” from the model

entirely, so that the network effectively controlled the limb via a torque actuator at each

joint, we removed the non-linear muscle activation function and set the moment arm

matrix M to be the 2 × 2 identity matrix; i.e. u = Wout · z. To remove intersegmental

terms from the arm dynamics so that the network controlled each joint independently

we set the off diagonal terms of F to be zero. Finally, we dropped the geometry of the

limb by setting G to be the 2 × 2 identity matrix, simplifying the limb to a point-mass

controlled by forces.

Bimodal statistics. We characterized the distributions of preferred movement and

preferred torque directions (given as angles φi for i ∈ {1, ...,N} where N is the number

of neuron preferred directions) using the Rayleigh r statistic (Batschelet, 1981). In the

unimodal case the statistic captures the skew of the distribution and is given by:
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r =
1
N


 N∑

i=1

cos (φi)

2

+

 N∑
i=1

sin (φi)

2 (3.18)

which implies that r ∈ [0, 1] . An r of 0 implies that the distribution of angles is perfectly

uniformly distributed around the circle. An r of 1 implies that the angles are all oriented

in the same direction. In the paper we have focused primarily on whether a given

simulation produced a bimodal distribution in preferred directions since the empirical

distributions of interest were bimodally distributed. In order to assess the bimodality of

a set of angles we use a version of the Rayleigh designed for this purpose where the

angles in the distribution are simply doubled:

r =
1
N


 N∑

i=1

cos (2φi)

2

+

 N∑
i=1

sin (2φi)

2 (3.19)

Note that this statistic is designed to look for bimodal distributions where the two modes

are oriented at 180 degrees from each other. It is not designed to deal with bimodal

distributions where the modes are otherwise oriented.

To assess the significance of these scores we used a simple bootstrap technique

wherein we drew N samples 100,000 times from a uniform distribution on the interval

[0, 2π]. For each draw of N samples, we computed the unimodal and bimodal Rayleigh

r scores. We then examined the likelihood that a particular r observed in an empirical

or simulated distribution with N samples happened by chance by computing where in

the bootstrapped distribution it fell.

If a distribution of angles is determined to be significantly skewed, we find the dominant

axis of the skew, θ, using the following formula (Batschelet, 1981):
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θ = arctan
( ∑N

i=1 sin (φi)∑N
i=1 cos (φi)

)
(3.20)

In the bimodal case we use the modified version:

θ = mod
(
1
2

arctan
( ∑N

i=1 sin (φi)∑N
i=1 cos (φi)

))
(3.21)

which gives an angle in the range [0, π].

Biased experience. For these simulations, the plant dynamics were simplified to be

a 2D pointmass. To simulate learning with biased spatial experience in artificial net-

works, we had them learn to make reaches where the distribution over movement

directions was skewed. Target directions for training reaches were drawn randomly

from a bimodal von Mises distribution with the two modes oriented straight forward and

backwards. The standard von Mises distribution is roughly equivalent to a Gaussian

distribution over the range [−π, π] and is given by:

f (x|µ, κ) =
exp(κ cos(x − µ))

2πI0(κ)
(3.22)

and the bimodal version of this distribution is given by:

f (x|µ, κ) =
exp(κ cos(2(x − µ)))

2πI0(κ)
(3.23)

where, I0(·), is the modified Bessel function of order 0. In the simulations we parameter-

ized the distribution using µ = π/2, κ = 1/2, for a skewed distribution with most reaches
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oriented away from the body or towards it, and very few reaches to the side. Because

this distribution is highly skewed, we included the standard centre out reaches in the

training set in order to ensure that the network would eventually be able to execute

these reaches.

For the 2D point-mass the network outputs and plant dynamics were given as follows:

the output from the network is is converted to the two forces applied to the mass via

u(t), where σu(·) was the standard network sigmoid function, so that the elements of

u(t) lie in the interval [−10, 10]. The point-mass state evolves according to,

∆x(t) = Ax(t − 1) + Bu(t) (3.24)

where,

A =



1 0 ∆t 0

0 1 0 ∆t

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1


(3.25)

and,

B =



(∆t)2

2m 0

0 (∆t)2

2m

∆t
m 0

0 ∆t
m


(3.26)
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where, m, is the mass of the point (taken to be 1 in simulations) and ∆t is the time step

for Euler integration (which, as mentioned above, was taken to be 20 ms). In the case

of the point-mass we compute the observed state, y(t), operated on by the cost function

via the identity, y(t) = g(x(t)) = I · x(t), where I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix.
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Chapter 4 Optimal feedback control via Hessian-free op-

timization

4.1 Abstract

We show how Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) can learn optimal control laws via a

new variant of Hessian-Free (HF) optimization. Our control laws are optimized for the

the presence of noise, systematic disturbances, and delayed feedback, which make

the control problem nontrivial. We explore several other second-order optimization

techniques and find them to be generally unable to find solutions as nice as those

discovered with our variant of HF. We test our method on three tasks with increasing

levels of difficulty.

4.2 Introduction

Control is the problem of computing motor commands that produce a desired motion.

A controller that can rapidly generate a desired motion subject to realistic constraints

is useful, so designing such controllers is an important problem. In this paper we

show how to use Hessian-Free optimization (Martens, 2010) to learn Recurrent Neural

146
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Networks (RNNs) that can control simulated arms in conditions of delayed feedback,

disturbances, and actuator noise. To successfully reach a target under these condi-

tions, the RNN controller needs to estimate the ongoing disturbance and look into the

future to account for the delayed feedback. Learning RNN controllers is also interesting

from a neuroscience perspective (Todorov, 2004a; Scott, 2004) — how neural circuits

compute optimized sensorimotor control is not well-understood, and it is not clear how

other promising engineering approaches to control (such as online trajectory optimiza-

tion) might be implemented neurally.

A simple way to control noiseless plants1 that are easy to simulate and differentiate is

to directly optimize the command sequence, which is stored in a table, to produce a

satisfactory motion (also known as “trajectory optimization”). Such methods, for exam-

ple the iterative Linear Quadratic Regulator (iLQR — Todorov, 2004b), are effective in

theory, but generally difficult to apply for two reasons. First, plants often have contact

forces and that makes them non-differentiable. Second, realistic plants cannot be opti-

mally controlled with a precomputed sequence of commands due to the unpredictable

events that occur during the motion. For example, a plant may have actuator and/or

sensor noise, unpredictable disturbances (e.g., one of the arm’s joints develops friction

due to an unexpected temperature change; the arm picks up an object, thus altering

the movement dynamics; or an opponent pushes on the arm), and delayed feedback

(i.e., if the system is to operate very quickly, it may observe the plant’s state after it

has already occurred). In these situations, the controller must use feedback, memory,

and foresight to identify and then counteract the unpredictable disturbance. The de-

layed feedback in particular complicates planning because a controller cannot rely on

1A plant is a general term denoting any system that can be influenced via control commands.
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the current observation alone when choosing an action: such a controller would realize

that it missed the target only after the fact. To be accurate the controller needs to infer

that the target has been reached ahead of time.

The above issues can be partially addressed by online trajectory optimization (OTO),

which recomputes all future commands at every timestep. As a result, OTO can react

to a disturbance by replanning at each timestep. It is highly effective and can operate

well in all regions of the state space for which a detailed model of the plant exists. How-

ever, the method has several weaknesses. For example, it ignores disturbances when

it recomputes trajectories, which causes it to under-compensate. If an OTO method

needs to use a robotic arm to lift a heavy object, OTO will use too little force unless it

explicitly models the forces created by the object.

In this paper we describe a method that, for a given known differentiable plant, produces

a Recurrent Neural Network controller (Bengio et al., 1994; Martens and Sutskever,

2011) that uses feedback to bring the plant to any state despite the presence of the

obstacles mentioned above. The strength of our method is based on the RNN’s ability

to represent a controller that estimates and counteracts a disturbance, and takes the

delayed feedback into account. Like iLQR, we rely on second order nonlinear opti-

mization, but we aim to learn a globally applicable policy. Although optimizing global

policies is considerably more challenging than optimizing individual trajectories, RNNs

have several advantages over trajectory-optimization methods. Key advantages are

flexibility and the ability to specify more general notions of optimality. For example,

it is trivial to formulate an RNN control objective that includes delayed feedback and

disturbances spanning long periods of time, allowing the RNN (at least in principle) to

compute optimal trajectories in these situations; in contrast, there is no obvious way to
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use such objectives in a trajectory optimization setting. Another aspect of the RNN’s

flexibility is the ease of incorporating complicated sensory information. For example, it

is straightforward to connect an RNN controller to the output of a neural network that

performs visual perception and to adapt the control based on visual cues.

RNN controllers are extremely difficult to optimize because at their heart lies a difficult

RNN optimization problem (Bengio et al., 1994), which is reflected by the absence of

successful RNN controllers in the literature. We have chosen to engage this difficult

problem because of the recent advance in RNN training methods: a variant of the

Hessian-Free optimizer (HF) successfully trains RNNs in regimes that were considered

to be completely hopeless (Martens and Sutskever, 2011). So while previous work

on RNN controllers was not particularly successful, we hypothesized that HF would

be powerful enough to optimize RNN controllers, and this work attempts to verify this

hypothesis. We found the HF optimizer of Martens and Sutskever (2011) to be capable

of learning controllers that work in the presence of unknown disturbances and delays.

We relied on a new variant of HF called Augmented-HF (or AHF) which was found to

be more robust and had a significantly lower rate of optimization failure.

4.2.1 Relevance to Neuroscience

Neuroscientists have long been interested in characterizing and understanding how

the brain generates the versatile motions of humans and other animals. Local methods

such as iLQR give insight into what good control should look like, but they do not

help understand how that control is generated by a neural circuit. In local models,

such as LQG (Stengel, 1994) or iLQR, a solution is derived specifically for a single
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movement. This solution may include a feedback function, but this feedback function

is still inherently meant to function locally around the trajectory of interest. In contrast,

the RNN controller’s feedback function is valid across the entire motion-space. This

distinction is important in neuroscientific applications since the networks in the brain

are thought to operate in essentially this manner.

Many neuroscience papers have used local optimal feedback control methods or else

classical simple PID control law methods to help understand overt kinematic and mus-

cular behaviours in animals (see Todorov (2004a); Scott (2004) for reviews of optimality

principles in neuroscience). However, few papers have examined the very natural ques-

tion of how networks of neurons might give rise to these optimized solutions. In part

this is because such models are hard to train effectively. In this paper we demonstrate

that it is possible to overcome this difficulty, and thus expand the kinds of formal models

available to the sensorimotor neuroscientist.

4.3 Hessian-Free optimization

This work applies Hessian-Free optimization to the problem of learning Recurrent Neu-

ral Networks that are robust controllers (see section 4.6 for the loss function), so we

briefly review Hessian-Free optimization (Martens, 2010). HF is fundamentally based

on the repeated optimization of rich local quadratic approximations to the nonlinear

objective. It is distinct from other second order methods, such as L-BFGS, because

it uses a very high-rank curvature matrix which is accessible only via a function that

multiplies it by vectors. HF then optimizes this quadratic using linear conjugate gradi-

ent (CG), which is a powerful method for minimizing quadratics that exploits directions
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of low curvature. This is useful, because low-curvature directions contribute to the

global optimization of our problems, and not only to local convergence as was previ-

ously thought. Overall, the effectiveness of CG and the use of a rich curvature matrix

make HF an extremely powerful optimization technique.

We begin by giving the notation and concepts required to apply Hessian-Free optimiza-

tion. HF is typically of interest in cases where we wish to optimize a non-linear function

f (θ) which takes a high-dimensional vector input. In our application this f (·) is a loss

function composed of both RNN and plant dynamics and its learnable parameters,

θ ∈ R, are the weights and biases in the network. For many kinds of problems, includ-

ing deep and recurrent networks, gradient descent can be impractically slow. Newton’s

method provides a means of speeding up gradient descent. It corrects the gradient

by multiplying by the inverse of the Hessian matrix. The method can be thought of as

a means of intelligently normalizing the gradient by the inverse of the curvature. For

example, learning steps in directions with small gradients and small curvature will still

be large. Updates to the parameters are done via:

θi+1 = θi − αH[ f (θ)]−1∆ f (θ) (4.1)

where, H[ f (θ)] is the Hessian matrix of f (·) computed at θ, ∆ f (θ) is the gradient of f (·)

computed at θ, and α is a learning rate constant. Unfortunately, for neural networks of

even moderate size, Newton’s method is impractical. The Hessian is typically difficult

to store in memory, and computing the inverse of large matrices is prohibitively expen-

sive for an operation which must be performed at each learning step. Thus, there has
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been a growing interest in so called “Hessian-Free” techniques which attempt to main-

tain the benefits of Newton’s method while remaining practical to run for large network

models.

Central to the idea behind Hessian-Free optimization is idea that the loss function f (·)

can be approximated to second-order by a quadratic function, q, at the current location

in weight space, i.e., f (θ+ p) ≈ qθ(p) = pTH[ f (θ)]p + pT∆ f (θ) + f (θ), where p is a small

step in some particular direction in parameter space.

If this approximation is reasonable and the Hessian of f is positive semi-definite then

CG can be used to make quick progress on q(·) and thus on f (·). A discussion of

CG is beyond the scope of the current work; for a very nice introduction to CG see

Shewchuk (1994). The key idea is that CG can make progress on quadratic functions

much more quickly than gradient descent methods. In particular, it can make quick

progress in directions with very small gradients by taking into account the global cur-

vature information. If the Hessian of our function F(·) is not positive semi-definite, then

as long as f (·) is composed of a sum of squared errors, then the Gauss-Newton (GN)

approximation of the true Hessian can be used. In this case, f is approximated via,

f (θ + p) ≈ q(p) = pTGN[ f (θ)]p + pT∆ f (θ) + f (θ), where GN[ f (θ)] is the Gauss-Newton

matrix computed at θ. The Gauss-Newton matrix is guaranteed to be positive semi-

definite so that CG can be applied.

Of course, it is not possible to compute or hold in memory the Hessian or Gauss-

Newton matrix for a large network. For example, with a network with 2 fully con-

nected layers of 1000 units each there are at least 10002 parameters and thus the
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Hessian/Gauss-Newton matrix is 10004 elements. Quite often there is not enough sys-

tem RAM to hold this many floating point numbers simultaneously. So, Hessian-Free

approaches take advantage of a technique which allows one to perform a fast and exact

multiplication of a vector by the Hessian of a function - this is a differential operator, de-

noted Rv{·} which is often referred to as the R-operator (Pearlmutter, 1994). Given the

gradient of our function f at a specific point in parameter space, the R-operator gives

the follow, Rv{∆ f (θ)} = H[ f (θ)]v. CG does not need to compute using the full curvature

matrix. Rather, it only needs what is provided by the R-operator - to be able to multiply

vectors by the Hessian or GN (Shewchuk, 1994). The R-operator can be performed

at approximately the speed of a single gradient calculation and thus makes it possible

to perform CG quickly for the quadratic approximation of our function f (·). And finally,

though the R-operator was originally defined for the Hessian, it is straightforward to use

it to multiply a vector by the GN matrix instead (Pearlmutter, 1994).

HF is a particular flavor of truncated Newton optimization which uses these essential

pieces along with damping strategies in order to achieve practical performance for the

large-scale optimizations that appear in machine learning. Here, “damping" refers to

various modifications of the quadratic approximation q, or the optimization of it, with the

intent to produce smaller and less aggressive update proposals that are more likely to

lie in regions of the parameter space where q remains a reasonable approximation to

f . Martens (2010) used the well-known approach of adding λI to the curvature ma-

trix (sometimes referred to as Tihkonov regularization) which encourages updates to

have a small magnitude (measure in the default parameter space), with λ being dy-

namically adapted according to standard heuristics, along early truncations of the CG

optimization. That is, CG was used to approximately compute the search direction,
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d = −(GN[ f (θ)] +λI)−1∆ f (θ). Later, Martens and Sutskever (2011) introduced an addi-

tional “structural damping" technique which added terms to the curvature matrix, which

encouraged updates to have a low magnitude of predicted change in the hidden unit

activations by penalizing a quadratic approximation of this quantity. With AHF, instead

of relying on explicit modifications of the quadratic, a similar approach to Krylov Sub-

space Descent (KSD; Vinyals and Povey, 2011) is taken, and direct optimization of

the objective function is performed over the Krylov subspace which contains all of the

solutions that would be found by CG for any choice of λ and any level of CG trunca-

tion. But while KSD optimizes the coefficient over an orthonormal basis (using CG) of

a fixed-dimension subspace, and optimizes this with a standard non-linear optimizer

like BFGS, AHF performs greedy sequential optimization of the coefficients αi over an

expanding conjugate basis {c1, c2, ...} of CG’s Krylov subspace. To justify this, we note

that in terms of the optimization of q(·), the optimal choices for the coefficients of the

conjugate vectors do not depend on the values of the coefficients for the other vectors,

and so since q locally approximates the objective, greedy independent optimization of

these coefficients ought to be a reasonably effective for the true objective, and we have

found this to be true in practice. To see that the coefficients can be independently

optimized in the quadratic setting, note that:
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where we have used the defining property of a conjugate basis, that c>i Ac j = 0 for i , j,
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b is the negative of the gradient vector (e.g. −∆ f (θ)) and A is the curvature matrix (e.g.

GN[ f (θ)]).

The type of damping achieved by AHF via directly searching over Krylov subspaces

generalizes and subsumes both Tihkonov regularization and CG truncation (although

not structural damping) used in the original HF formulation, and we have found it to be

more robust than these approaches in general.

Previous work with HF uses CG to optimize the quadratic objective and uses the

steps proposed by CG directly (Martens, 2010). CG performs the optimization of the

quadratic by computing a sequence of conjugate directions (c1, c2, ...) which span a

Krylov subspace and thus parameter updates computed by CG resides in this sub-

space. But, the conjugate directions have no interactions and can therefore be op-

timized independently to minimize the quadratic model. So, Augmented-HF instead

relies on line-searches along each of the conjugate directions using evaluations of the

function f (·), which is related to an idea of Vinyals and Povey (2011). The line-searches

are motivated by the inaccuracy of the quadratic approximation on difficult RNN objec-

tives, which causes their optima to be poor parameter updates. Martens and Sutskever

(2011) addressed this inaccuracy by introducing structural damping, which modifies

the quadratic so that its optimum is no longer a bad update for the special case of

RNNs. The line-searches achieve a similar effect more robustly, by considering only

those conjugate directions that improve the objective. And unlike structural damping,

the line-searches are a generic technique that does not rely on knowledge of the un-

derlying problem (i.e., that it is an RNN).
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Table 4.1

Augmented Hessian-Free optimization algorithm:

0. Initialize parameters θ0
1. for i in 0, 1, 2, . . . do
2. gi ← ∆ f (θi) (computed over a minibatch)
3. Construct the function Bi(d) = GN[ f (θi)]d (using the R-operator)
4. Iterate CG with Bi(d) and −gi to build search directions (c1, c2, ..., cm)
5. Line-search along (c1, c2, ..., cm) to find corresponding coefficients (α1, α2, ..., αm)
6. θi+1 ← θi +

∑m
j=1 α jc j

7. end for

The algorithm is outlined in pseudocode in the Table 4.1. The line-searches in the

algorithm are performed using evaluations of the real function of interest f (·). There

are several procedures which might be applied to do this, e.g. a simple backtracking

line-search (Nocedal and Yuan, 1992). Each line-search attempts to find the coefficient

α j which minimizes f (θi + α jc j) for a minibatch of data. If a particular search direction

is poor (e.g. leads to exploding network dynamics) then the line-searches will select a

small α in this direction, but still search far in other promising directions in the Krylov

subspace generated by CG. And, because the line-searches are in conjugate direc-

tions and done independently, they can be parallelized when convenient. One question

which remains is how many conjugate directions, m, to search down. We found that

m can be chosen simply by stopping when the search directions are unproductive for

several consecutive iterations. In practice we found that an m of approximately 30 was

most useful for the RNN control problems examined here. These innovations make

AHF an efficient and robust algorithm that can optimize both deep and recurrent neural

networks with minimal parameter tuning.
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Figure 4.1: The figure displays the artificial limb with its joint angles, and the centre-
out task with the iLQR trajectories in correct scale relative to the limb. The figure also
presents the trajectories of two RNNs trained on the centre-out task. The four top
panels show the trajectories and the command torques of RNNs trained by AHF and
the bottom by L-BFGS. Although AHF’s energy expenditure is only slightly lower than
L-BFGS’s, the trajectories and the command torques (that correspond to the trajec-
tory colored red) found by AHF are much nicer and closer to iLQR’s. Where appli-
cable, blue traces denote the shoulder joint torque/velocity, and black denotes elbow
torque/velocity.

4.4 Experiments: tasks

In this paper we have examined three tasks requiring control of a two-joint limb in 2D-

space. The first (Figure 4.1) is a straightforward reaching task where the controller is

required to move the limb from initial configuration, x to some desired configuration

x∗ at some final time T while minimizing energy expenditure. Here we examined the

solution to a series of reaches arranged in a circle around a central starting point;

variants of this task are well known in the neuroscience motor control literature (e.g.,

Scott et al., 2001), and we will call it the centre-out task.

For the second task (inspired by a similar task used in monkey neurophysiology; Sergio

and Kalaska, 2003), we looked at a postural task where the controller is perturbed away

from one of 9 desired postures, x∗1−9, by one of 8 constant forces applied to the limb.
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The controller is required to resist the ongoing perturbation and remain close to the

original starting position. Importantly, the perturbation on any given trial is unknown

to the controller and must be inferred from the observations of the trajectory of the

plant which the controller acquires via feedback. In this task, the network receives

delayed feedback about the state of the limb – in this case the information is received

100ms (10 time steps in our simulations) after it had occurred. This renders the task

substantially more difficult because the network is required to “plan” for the future: i.e.,

even if the network manages to infer the force which is being applied to the hand in a

given trial, it must then resist and push back just enough to bring the hand back to the

target without overshooting. Controllers which are less “intelligent” will tend to oscillate

(or “ring”) around the desired position since they only become aware that they have

overshot the mark when the delayed feedback instructs them so – with a delay – and

this may happen repeatedly and often leads to instability.

For the third and most difficult task, the controller was required to move the limb from

a random starting position in the human/monkey workspace to an random target in the

workspace. This task was further complicated in the following ways: (a) The network

received sensory feedback delayed by 70ms (7 time steps), (b) Constant perturbations

beginning at random times in the first half of each reach were applied to the shoulder

and elbow joints. The perturbations were drawn i.i.d. from a Gaussian distribution, (c)

Signal dependent Gaussian noise (i.e., noise whose magnitude grows with the magni-

tude of the signal as in real neurons and muscles) was applied to the torque commands

issued by the network. We call it the disturbance-delays-noise (DDN) task. In order to

successfully reach and remain at the target the network must determine online the
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perturbation applied to the limb from delayed sensory feedback. As well, it must in-

tegrate sensory information over time to tease apart whether the perturbations from

an expected trajectory are due to an external perturbation or merely caused by motor

noise.

As far as we are aware, our work is the first that successfully incorporates disturbances

and delayed feedback into the control objective. Indeed, while approaches like online

trajectory optimization can deal with disturbances, their trajectories will likely not be op-

timal, because their objective does not take the disturbances and the delayed feedback

into account. As a result, they may use excessive force when recovering from a distur-

bance, and oscillate around the target because of the delayed feedback. In contrast,

by incorporating the delayed feedback and the disturbances into the control objective,

our approach implicitly approximate the best possible trajectories subject to delayed

feedback and disturbances.

Our plant is based on continuous time physics model which we discretize with ∆t =

0.01s steps and integrate with simple Euler integration. The centre-out task is given

400ms, and the DDN task 600ms, while the postural task is given 1000ms. Thus the

motions were all fairly brief. The objective for the centre-out task measures the the

squared difference between the target and final state plus α=1e-2·∆t times the sum

of the squares of the command torques. The objective for the DDN task is identical

centre-out’s objective, except that α=1e-4·∆t. The objective for the postural task is

to minimize the squared distance between the actual and target joint angles at each

timestep, and for the second half of each trial, to zero the joint velocities as well (i.e., to

quench oscillation); in this task we used an energy cost on the squared commands of:

α=1e-6·∆t.
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4.5 Experiments: network details

We tried many configurations of network structure and nonlinearity and found a single

network type which we found had enough capacity to perform reasonably well for all

the tasks described. We used a 2 layer network of fully connected tanh(·) units. There

were 100 units in each layer and each layer was fully recurrently connected within itself,

though not to the other layer. In addition to the usual connections between the network

inputs and the first layer, there were “skip” connections from the inputs to the second

layer. The second layer of the network was fully connected to two linear output units

which were interpreted as the commanded joint torques at the shoulder and elbow

joints, i.e., ut =
[
τθ, τφ

]
. The network was chosen to have this size and architecture

in order to enable it to represent solutions with low energy expenditure. We found

that smaller and simpler nets had little trouble reaching the targets, but their energy

expenditure was noticeably greater than of iLQR.

At each timestep the network received a (possibly delayed, depending on the task)

copy of the state of the arm coded as the shoulder (θ) and elbow (φ) joint angles and

velocities, i.e., xt−τ =
[
θ, φ, θ̇, φ̇

]
. As well, the network received a goal or desired final

state, x∗, also coded in shoulder and elbow joint angles/velocities. Thus, for example,

in the reaching experiments presented here the final desired velocity was 0. This is not

necessary, and we could in principle examine problems where the desired velocity at

some time point is specifically non-zero (as in the problem of swinging a bat to hit a

baseball). While we have not examined tasks such as this, in principle our approach

should have no trouble dealing with this extension.
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4.6 Formal problem statement

We now formally define the optimal control and estimation problems and the recurrent

neural networks which are the focus of this work. The general form of the control

problems studied here is given by the equation

xt+1 = f (xt,ut � (1 + ξu) + dt, t) + ξ f

where f is the deterministic differentiable function that describes the discrete time-

evolution of the plant, xt is the the state of the plant, ut is a control command, dt is a dis-

turbance, ξu is the command noise, and ξ f is plant noise. Also, � denotes coordinate-

wise multiplication to indicate that the command noise is multiplicative.

Next we describe a one-layer RNN controller, although we use a two-layered controller

in our experiments. In the equations below, ct is a context vector representing the

RNN’s target, so qt is the external information available to the RNN at time t:

qt = [xt; ct]

zt = σz(Wqzqt + Wzz zt−1 + bz)

ut = σu(Wzu zt + bu) + ξu

The controller parameters is the concatenation of the RNN’s parameters, θ = [Wqz; Wzz; Wzu; bz; bu],

and the loss for a single trajectory initialized at x0 is given by

Lx∗,x0(θ) =

T∑
t=0

`x∗(xt,ut, t)
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In our setting, the loss function `x∗(xt,ut, t) measures the distance to the target x∗ and

the energy expenditure:

`x∗(xt,ut, t) = ‖xt − x∗‖2/2 · δt,T + α‖ut‖
2/2

The objective is an average of losses with a range of starting positions, disturbances,

and targets:

L(θ) = Ex0,x∗
[
Lx∗,x0(θ)

]

4.7 Details of the plant

Throughout this work we have employed a 2-joint revolute arm for the plant model which

is intended to resemble the human or monkey upper limb constrained to move in the

horizontal plane (Figure 4.1). We used length, mass and inertial parameters based on

those found empirically for the monkey upper limb (Cheng and Scott, 2000). This plant

has the advantage of being well known in the literature (e.g., Stroeve, 1998; Todorov,

2004b) and is a sensible plant on which we test our RNN controllers.

In modelling the limb dynamics, we initially attempted to use the widely known physics

formulation given by Todorov (2004b). However, this implementation of the physics

equations appears to be prone to a known issue (see, Agrawal, 1991) where the iner-

tia matrix becomes singular in some configurations of the limb, which was especially

problematic when we used monkey-like limb parameters. Thus we instead derived our

own equations of motion for the limb physics.
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Figure 4.2: The performance of several different optimization methods on the centre-
out task versus the number of function calls is shown. The dashed line at the bottom
displays iLQR’s performance which is our gold standard. The figure shows that L-
BFGS reduces the objective much faster than AHF. However, it quickly reaches a point
beyond which it cannot improve. AHF takes longer, but it comes considerably closer to
the best possible performance, which is also reflected in Figure 4.1. In addition, AHF
is the only method that does not slow down (get a “kink”) at error of 10−2, indicating
additional robustness. Note also that stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is inapplicable
since there are 64 possible training cases for this task.

4.8 Experiments: description of results

4.8.1 The Centre-Out Task

Our results on the first task (Figures 4.1,4.2) demonstrate several important things.

First and foremost, it shows that while the problem of finding a good setting of the pa-

rameters for the network such that it can make all of the 64 reaches around the circle

is much more difficult than the problem of finding purely local solutions, our approach

(AHF) is able to find a solution which almost identically matches the local solutions

produced by the iterative Local Quadratic Regulator (iLQR) approach. Secondly, ex-

amining the performance of a variety of optimization approaches, we found substantial

variance their ability to solve this problem. We looked at the mean loss across the 64
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reach and we treat the local solutions produced by iLQR as the gold standard (dashed

black line in Figure 4.2).

We implemented a variant of the iLQR algorithm (Todorov, 2004b) in Theano/Python

and used it to solve each of the 64 reaches separately. iLQR is a local second-order al-

gorithm designed in the LQG framework to find deterministic optimal control sequences

for quadratic cost functions in the case that the plant is non-linear.

We looked at the performance of standard gradient descent (GD) with a fixed learn-

ing rate tuned by hand, and three of the 2nd order methods provided by the minFunc

package: the Nonlinear Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (NPCG; pcg), the Precon-

ditioned Hessian-Free optimizer (PHF0; pnewton0, and the Limited-Memory Broyden-

Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS; lbfgs) optimizer. We also examined the perfor-

mance of the minimize.m implementation of NPCG (results not shown as we found its

performance inferior to those produced by the minFunc variant). Finally, we used an

Augmented Hessian-Free (AHF) approach, a variant of which works particularly well

on RNNs with long range temporal dependencies. In all of the presented experiments,

we used the identical network structure and network parameter initializations.

Our simulations were written using the symbolic library Theano (Bergstra et al., 2010)

in Python. This approach allowed us to obtain automatic gradient and R{·} operators.

While not strictly necessary for solution of the problems we study, Theano is prac-

tically essential because manual computation of the derivatives for control problems

is effort-intensive and error prone, and as such scales poorly with complexity of the

problem studied. In order to effectively make use of the well known minFunc pack-

age (Schmidt, 2005-2009) we wrote a wrapper interface for our Python functions using
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Matlab’s Mex functionality. In this fashion, we were able to insure that our simulations

were identical with respect to the loss and gradient functions called by the optimizers.

As well, the results for the centre-out task demonstrate that we achieved very good

results with at least one of the minFunc optimizers, allowing us to be confident that our

Matlab/Mex/Python interface code was working properly and that minimize.m and the

minFunc.m optimizers were not disadvantaged in our setup.

Several previous works have looked at teaching simulated limbs to make reaches (Ku

and Lee, 1995; Stroeve, 1998; Huh and Todorov, 2009; Shimansky et al., 2004). How-

ever, in all of the cases we are aware of, the authors used either a gradient descent

variant (e.g., Stroeve, 1998) or a variant of NPCG (e.g. Huh and Todorov (2009) used

minimize.m), and made no attempt to compare the solutions discovered to those at-

tainable via local methods such as iLQR. Our results show that the choice of the op-

timization algorithm is extremely important when learning control tasks with an RNN.

Only L-BFGS and AHF find solutions which are comparable to the solution discovered

by iLQR, and only AHF was ever able to find a solution with near identical loss. No-

tably, though the differences in loss for L-BFGS and AHF are small in this task, the

solution shown for L-BFGS in Figure 4.1 is the best of many runs with different seeds

for the random initialization. AHF was always able to find an optima comparable to that

discovered by iLQR.

A robust finding was that using any of the other optimizers, i.e., GD, NPCG, PHF0, led

to much worse behavioural performance even when the differences in the loss were not

large. These optimizers may produce a network which will grossly move to the target,

but the trajectories are obviously degraded from the optimal trajectories found by iLQR

and our method. Thus, while previous research has claimed to produce good control
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for reaching with RNNs, these claims have simply not been evaluated with quantitative

metrics as we have done here. As such, previous research has ignored the large gap

between the solutions possible via GD/NPCG and those possible via local methods

such as iLQR.

Why should this be the case? At first glance, the centre out task appears easy, perhaps

even trivial to optimize. It seems at first that all that is needed is to push on the two

torque commands (for shoulder and elbow) until the arm arrives at the desired location.

Perhaps, all that is required is to push harder to start and then less as one gets near to

the target? E.g., one might imagine pushing in a manner proportional to the distance

remaining to the target. What makes the problem difficult is to arrive at the target with

near-zero velocity and to do so while using as little energy as possible. In order to be

successful in this regard a controller must be smart and plan for the future. In particular

the problem requires that the controller begins with small velocities in the direction of

the target, smoothly and slowly increase the velocity until approximately the middle

of the movement (depending on the plant dynamics) and then smoothly and slowly

decrease the velocity in just such a fashion that the target is arrived at the moment

your velocity hits 0. Thus, from the very first time step of the movement a control law

must make the counter intuitive decision to push less hard earlier on.

The results of the centre-out experiment are summarized in the following table (we

show only those results which are competitive).

Method Loss

iLQR 8.95e-5

AHF 8.96e-5

L-BFGS 9.29e-5
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Figure 4.3: The figure shows the trajectories of an RNN trained on the postural task
from a single starting position. First the limb is pushed from its starting point due to
the force of the disturbance, but it quickly returns to the target and stays still, perfectly
counteracting the disturbance.

4.8.2 The Postural task

The postural task (Figure 4.3) differs from the centre-out task in its delayed feedback,

and in that the loss is the total deviation from the target (which is equal to the starting

point), accumulated over the 100 timestep of the trajectory. Thus the goal is to identify

the disturbance and to counteract it as quickly as possible. As discussed earlier, the

real objective is to avoid oscillations and “ringing” around the target. On this task,

both AHF (whose final loss is 2.2e-2) and L-BFGS (whose final loss is 2.3e-2) learned

very high-quality solutions that quickly identify the disturbance and correct for it with

no oscillations nor ringing. In our experiments, the postural task appears to be easier

than centre-out, because the RNN is given a target at every timestep, rather than at

only the last one, which greatly diminishes the importance of the long range temporal
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correlations.

To solve the postural task we used batches of 72 sequences (which is the total number

of starting point/disturbance combinations). AHF required 75,000 function evaluations,

while L-BFGS needed a 15,000 evaluations to solve the problem.

4.8.3 The DDN task

The Delay-Disturbance-Noise (DDN) is the hardest of our tasks. The RNN has to start

at any position and reach any target within a fairly large radius (roughly the typical

workspace of a human or monkey). In addition, the disturbance is continuous, so the

RNN needs to estimate and represent the continuous disturbance through time in its

hidden units. The actuator noise makes it harder for the RNN to estimate the distur-

bance because an apparent disturbance could be due to the noise. The task’s difficulty

is reflected by the relative difficulty of learning good solutions to this problem.

We ran experiments in several settings. We trained an RNN on delays alone, on delays

and disturbances, and on delays, disturbances, and noise. The delay consist of 7 time

steps, and the disturbances were set to Normal(0,0.2) for each joint torque. We gen-

erally found that longer delays and larger disturbances made the optimization problem

more difficult.

Figure 4.4 shows the trajectories of an RNN trained with delays and disturbances (the

robust RNN) superimposed on the trajectories of an RNN trained with delays but with-

out disturbances (the non-robust RNN). The figure shows how disturbances make it

impossible for the non-robust RNN to complete the motion. It also shows how dis-

turbance affects the trajectory of the robust RNN for about 7 timesteps (due to the
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delayed feedback), after which the robust RNN identifies the disturbance and counter-

acts it to successfully complete the motion. The delay is essential for the disturbance

to be effective, since the trajectory delay-less controllers are essentially unaffected by

the disturbance, which they instantly detect and counteract before it has a noticeable

effect.

We also found that training RNNs with delays, disturbances, and noise makes them

more robust: RNNs trained with noise achieve a target error of 2e-2 on tasks with

actuator noise, while RNNs trained without noise achieve a target error of 6e-2 on the

same reaching tasks.

We also found that networks trained without disturbances were extremely robust to

noise, and were able to complete the task even when the actuator noise was close to

100%, which is not the case for the networks trained on disturbances whose perfor-

mance degraded quickly as the noise level increases. This difference is likely due to

the fundamentally different behaviours of the networks trained with disturbances and

without disturbances. The former actively tries to estimate and counteract the distur-

bance, which causes it to misinterpret the noise as a disturbance and even introduce

oscillations to the trajectories, so it is essential to train the RNNs on both disturbances

and noise.

We compared our solutions to L-BFGS. On the full DDN task AHF was able to get an

error of 9e-3, while L-BFGS’s error was 2e-2. For this task, we used batches of 400

starting points and targets for both optimizers, and refreshed L-BFGS’s batch ever 25

parameter updates. But just like with the centre-out problem, L-BFGS’s solutions are

also qualitatively less good. Figure 4.5 shows the trajectories of the two RNN’s on the
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0.1 metre

Figure 4.4: The figure shows the trajectories produced by an RNN trained with delays
and disturbances (the robust RNN) superimposed on top of the trajectories of an RNN
trained without disturbances (but with delays). The colours of the trajectory indicate
the state of the disturbance: the disturbance is inactive when the trajectory is blue,
and is active when the trajectory is red. The figure also shows the trajectories of the
robust RNN on the same reaching tasks with no disturbance whatsoever (the grey
trajectories), allowing us to see the precise effect of the disturbance on the robust
RNN’s trajectory. We can see that the robust RNN takes about 7 timestep to detect and
correct for the disturbance.

centre-out task, where the difference in the solution quality is seen clearly. To reach this

performance, AHF used 100,000 function calls, while L-BFGS required 25,000 function

calls, at which point it stopped making progress.
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4.8.4 Benefits of Low Curvature Directions

The experimental results reveal a consistent pattern: AHF finds solutions whose loss

is only slightly better than L-BFGS’s, yet AHF’s solutions appear to be qualitatively

better.

It is easy to see that AHF’s solutions are “nicer” in a global sense. Figure 4.5 shows the

trajectories on the centerout task of two RNNs that were trained on the DDN task with

AHF and L-BFGS. While AHF’s solution has a lower error in this particular instance,

it is easy to imagine an RNN whose trajectories are similar to L-BFGS’s solution that

perfectly reach the targets. At the same time, such a solution would clearly be inferior

to AHF’s solution from a “global” point of view, even if it perfectly reached targets. The

figure suggests that L-BFGS succeeds at shaping the final portion of the trajectory, but

has a difficulty shaping its early portion. In contrast, AHF is more adept at shaping the

early stages of the trajectories as well.

The particular difference on the DDN task can be explained by the conjunction of AHF’s

emphasis of low-curvature directions throughout all stages of the optimization and by

the very slight energy penalty (with α=1e-8) on the RNN’s controls. The energy penalty

clearly prefers solutions that are more like AHF’s and less like L-BFGS’s. However,

its small scale makes its contributions to both the curvature and the gradient tiny in

comparison to target loss, causing curvature-insensitive methods to ignore the energy

cost until the much larger target loss is not completely optimized. However, it makes

the solution have the defects that we observe in L-BFGS’s solution. In contrast, AHF’s

pursuit of low curvature directions makes minimize both the target and the much energy

objective simultaneously, even though the latter has a much smaller scale.
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AHFL-BFGS

Figure 4.5: The figure shows two RNNs, trained AHF and with LBFGS on the the
DDN task. Their trajectories are shown on the center-out task. These solutions exhibit
a qualitative difference that goes beyond the numerical values of their objectives. The
figure also shows that the value of the objective does not reveal the whole story, and
that AHF consistently finds solutions that are “globally” better. We predict that it is a
direct consequence of its aggressive pursuit of low-curvature directions.

It is also explained by the observation (Martens and Sutskever, 2011) that directions

accounting for improvement on the long-range aspects of an RNN task tend to have low

curvature, suggesting that it is harder to optimize the early part of the trajectory. AHF

had an easier time shaping all parts of the trajectory, unlike L-BFGS, which over-used

the easily available high-curvature directions that are near the sequence’s end.
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4.9 Discussion and Future Directions

Our results show that the AHF algorithm is capable of learning RNNs that can robustly

control a simple plant subject to delayed feedback, disturbances, and noise. By match-

ing iLQR’s results on the centre-out task, we demonstrated that the proposed method

is capable of implementing near-optimal trajectories in an RNN. As well, we expect that

our method may work on more challenging plants since it is, in a sense, equivalent to

iLQR: if we optimize a fixed command sequence using HF, we recover precisely the

same trajectories as found with iLQR. This is because both iLQR and HF second order

methods that divide by the exact Gauss-Newton matrix. However, unlike iLQR, which

is only applicable to a fixed command sequence for a single reach (it strongly relies

on this fact to be able to exactly divide by the Gauss-Newton matrix), HF can be used

to optimize arbitrary functions, including RNN controllers. And while optimizing RNN

controllers with HF is substantially more challenging than applying iLQR, both methods

are based on the same principle — except that our RNN controllers are optimized over

a distribution of trajectories simultaneously.

The most straightforward future direction consists of applying our technique to more

complex plants. For example, we could easily apply it to 3-dimensional limbs and to

arms actuated with nonlinear realistic muscles that can contract but not expand. In

addition, we could train our plant to rely on a visual context rather than on a precise

coordinate representation of the target.

In addition, we can also extend our method so that it works on unknown plants. We

could learn a neural network approximation of the plant’s forward dynamics, and use it
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to compute the approximate plant derivatives while using the correct forward trajecto-

ries. In principle, this technique allows us to apply our method to unknown and non-

differentiable plants because of the differentiability of the approximating neural network.

We have preliminary success with this approach and we hope to apply this technique

to the control of a human body.
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Chapter 5 Discussion

Animals solve many motor control problems which require them to foresee the con-

sequences of their actions. This flexibility is supported by a network of brain regions

(Porter and Lemon, 1993; Kandel et al., 2000). Using feedback from the periphery,

these regions work together to give rise to fluid and robust control, and in mammals

the primary motor cortex is a key contributor to the computations which underlie this

process (Leyton and Sherrington, 1917; Porter and Lemon, 1993; Kandel et al., 2000;

Evarts, 1968). This dissertation has critically examined the idea that M1 participates

in this process by ‘coding for’ one or more relevant state variables. To make de-

tailed predictions about neural data we have developed and analyzed network models

which combine feedback and foresight to solve the sort of control problems the CNS

solves.

5.1 Future directions

Potential applications of the models developed in this thesis abound. Since successful

techniques for training network models to execute optimal control have only recently

been developed, the basic properties of these techniques are poorly understood. And,
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the predictive capabilities arising from models trained with these techniques have yet

to be exploited in motor control. Here we discuss just a few of the potential paths which

follow-up projects might take.

5.1.1 Spatiotemporal pathlets in network models?

The analyses of neural data in Chapter 3 used integrals of neural activity over time,

effectively ignoring the dynamic elements of this activity. A straightforward extension

of the results of this dissertation would be to investigate spatiotemporal correlations in

the neural units of the network models developed in Chapters 3 and 4. The models

can be trained to perform the same RTP reaching task as used by Hatsopoulos et al.

(2007) and in Chapter 2. And, the same pathlet model variant developed in Chapter 2

for continuous muscle signals can be applied to derive pathlets for each modelled unit.

Given that model selection chooses similarly temporally extended pathlets for upper-

limb muscles — which have relatively simple causal relationships with force productions

and movement — it seems likely that a similar result will be discovered for modelled

units. The neural units in our models have a similarly straightforward causal relationship

with the periphery; they synapse directly onto muscle units which drive force production

at a joint. If this result holds, that is, if modelled neural units have spatiotemporal

pathlets similar to those found in M1, then the hypothesis that M1 might be ‘encoding’

such pathlets is tenuous. Indeed, the causal pathway invoked by our model should,

by Occam’s razor, be preferred over coding models which need to postulate complex

spinal processing to explain how simple instructions from M1 would be decoded and

transformed into the requisite set of dynamic muscle activities.
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This dissertation has been concerned with the idea that descriptive correlation models

should not be mistaken for explanations of how M1 functions. But it is still important that

rich correlation based models are developed to allow us to coherently characterize M1

activity. Rather than viewing these descriptive models as explanatory in a straightfor-

ward coding sense, we should instead view such analyses as bounding and informing

the development of causal models. If the causal model we’ve constructed produces

wildly different kinds of pathlets from those discovered empirically, this may force an

examination of the mechanistic assumptions which underlie our formal models.

On a related front, recent studies of the dynamic tuning properties of M1 neurons during

reaching have highlighted the complexity of observed M1 responses (Churchland and

Shenoy, 2007; Merchant et al., 2008). Subsequent studies have posited that the com-

plexity of these responses may come from the recurrent nature of M1 activity (Church-

land et al., 2010, 2012). The neural network models used in Chapter 3 were feedfor-

ward, and the complexities of responses therefore derived straightforwardly from the

control problem. Chapter 4 develops techniques for finding good optima for recurrent

network models on reaching tasks. With these tools in place, it will be easy to inves-

tigate whether the complexity of responses during reaching are indeed a product of

recurrent connections, or merely a product of the control solution required to solve the

reaching task with a given nonlinear plant.
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5.1.2 Network models can explain between-task effects

In Chapter 3 we optimized networks to perform both postural and reaching tasks. While

the same network could perform both tasks, all of the analysis in this chapter was per-

formed task independently. That is, we looked at the distribution of preferred movement

directions (PMDs) and preferred torque directions (PTDs) separately. But, each artifi-

cial neuron has both a PMD and PTD, and it is quite reasonable to ask whether there is

a relationship between the them. My analysis of this data found that there was a strong

relationship between the two, so that neurons with a particular PMD were almost cer-

tain to have a PTD within a certain range, and vice versa. This trend was mirrored

in an analysis of neurophysiological data (Figure 5.1; data unpublished). Many neu-

rons recorded in M1 under both reaching and posture tasks had significant direction

and torque tunings, both expressed as an angle from 0 − 2π. As discussed in detail

in Chapter 3, the PMD and PTD distributions were found to be strongly bimodal. For

these cells, we looked at the joint distribution of PMD / PTD together. Since both of

these distributions were strongly bimodal, if the PMD was not related to the PTD, the

joint distribution would be expected to have four distinct modes. I found instead that the

distribution had two modes where almost all of the data fell.

The implications of these results are twofold. First, they mean that even though the

postural and reaching tasks are very different, a neuron’s participation in one deter-

mines how it will participate in the other. Second, our neural network model captures

this relationship with no additional assumptions. Why does this take place, and how

can the model help us better understand what is taking place in M1? In the model, the

powerful relationship between a neuron’s activity across tasks is derived directly from
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Figure 5.1: Empirical and modelled responses for posture movement tasks. (a) Each
point represents the PMD/PTD of a single neuron recorded in M1. (b) Each point
represents the PMD/PTD of a single neuron recorded in a model that learned to perform
both reaching and posture tasks.

its connectivity pattern out to the periphery. This pattern of how a neuron contributes

to commands at a muscle is fixed across tasks. So, even though an individual neuron

may have very different patterns of activity between tasks, there will tend to be a strict

relationship between how it contributes across tasks because of its fixed relationship

to the periphery (under the assumption of a simple regularizer applied to the neural

activity, e.g. an L2-norm or sparsity).

5.1.3 Separation of estimation and control in the brain?

In most formal treatments of optimal control theory, one distinguishes between two

parts of a controller: the control law and the state estimator (Stengel, 1994; Todorov

and Jordan, 2002; Scott, 2004). An optimal state estimator uses feedback from the

plant and efferent copies of command signals to try to figure out what the current state
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of the controlled system is (or a distribution over the possible states). Estimators can

range in complexity and can be designed to take into account feedback delays, plant

noise, and external disturbances. This estimate is then given to the control law which

decides which actions to take based on the state estimate. For best performance, a

state estimator and control law must in some sense be built with each other in mind

(Stengel, 1994; Todorov, 2005). In industrial applications, they are usually constructed

so that there is only a very small amount of information flow directly from one to the

other. Though there is some empirical data supporting a similar separation of these

functions in the brain (Scott, 2012), we are far from understanding to what extent this

separation is complete in neural circuits. A more agnostic approach is to consider the

possibility that some pieces of tissue may be involved in both computations. In this

case, it may be impossible to point to specific neurons and say “these are performing

state estimation, and these others are executing a control law.” The two vital functions

may be intrinsically linked and computed in parallel by the same activity in the same

neurons. This idea is similar to the important neuroscientific insight that in a neural

network, memory and processing are deeply entangled, i.e. synaptic weights are used

both to store memories and also to compute.

The approaches developed in Chapter 4 will allow me to pose questions about the

separation of estimation and control. By building models using the automatic differen-

tiation afforded by the Theano library (Bergstra et al., 2010), it is possible to quickly

construct and optimize multiple model variants with differing separations between the

networks that compute estimation and command signals. In Chapter 4 we optimized

a single recurrent network to perform control; this network has no explicit separation

between estimation and control. All of its neurons can participate in: compensation for
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delays, denoising, construction of priors for a task (e.g. remembering which kinds of

perturbations might be encountered), and computation of the final command to send

to the muscles. Does this kind of network exhibit neural responses similar to M1? Or,

is it the case that M1 is primarily involved in computing outputs, with little involvement

in estimation processes? The network control law models developed here allow me to

begin to ask these questions by generating explicit predictions about the kinds of neural

activity expected under different levels of controller/estimator separation.

5.1.4 Can network models explain fast feedback responses?

The volitional motor system is known to use information about the musculoskeletal sys-

tem when making movements (Hogan, 1985; models for motor control and trajectory

planning, 1999; Prediction, 2001). More recently, several studies have highlighted the

fact that even the fast feedback responses of the motor system have knowledge of the

physics of the upper-limb (Kurtzer et al., 2008, 2009). Further, studies of M1 responses

during perturbations have demonstrated that the population of M1 neurons quickly in-

tegrates information about kinematics with knowledge of intersegmental dynamics to

decide how to compensate for applied forces (Pruszynski et al., 2011). A project of fu-

ture interest is to examine this kind of mechanism in network control law models.

In Chapter 3, the feedforward network model used explicit information about applied

perturbations to solve the postural task (i.e. the perturbation direction was artificially

delivered to the network on its input units). The responses of this model proved to

be successful for predicting the steady state activity of neurons in M1 during posture.
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But, this tact cannot reasonably be used to make predictions about the fast perturba-

tion responses which immediately follow application of a force. The recurrent network

models developed in Chapter 4 can solve the perturbation tasks without any direct

information about the type of perturbation being applied. They integrate information

about previous kinematic states and learned knowledge about limb dynamics to infer

the ongoing perturbation, allowing them to return to the target quickly and accurately.

This is, at least abstractly, how a monkey solves this task. We can very simply examine

network responses in the recurrent network model to determine whether the solutions

evolved during training are similar at the population level. For example, we can exam-

ine whether, as in the neural data (Pruszynski et al., 2011), the steady state responses

of a neuron are predictive of its initial responses to the onset of a perturbation.

5.2 Toward a coherent approach to understanding M1

On the surface, the idea that M1 encodes desired state variables – rather than comput-

ing details of muscle activity – appears attractive for its simplicity. Hypotheses based

on this idea appeal to our intuitions, and can easily be understood and communicated.

Insofar as they are simple, they also seem to fit with Occam’s razor. However, beneath

the apparent simplicity of M1 models that centre on coding, there lies a problematic

assumption. Namely, they assume that structures downstream of M1 (i.e. the spinal

cord) solve the difficult problem of transforming population codes for a state variable

into useful muscle activity.

The directional tuning of M1 neurons has been viewed as important to understanding

how M1 contributes to motor control (Georgopoulos et al., 1982, 1986; Merchant et al.,
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2008). Early work demonstrating the correlation of M1 neuron activity to arm move-

ments hypothesized that these neurons collectively encode high-level variables such

as hand direction (Georgopoulos et al., 1986, 1988). Under an extreme version of this

hypothesis, each neuron is associated with a preferred hand direction which it ‘votes’

for via the magnitude of its activation (Georgopoulos, 1996). Neurons in the spinal cord

are assumed to decode the population activity of M1 neurons and generate the appro-

priate time varying muscle commands in order to realize the high-level goal specified

by M1. As such, these models shift the hard work from M1 to downstream structure,

without specifying how downstream mechanisms actually solve the control problems

performed by animals. And, studies have failed to find any deep divide between M1 re-

sponses and those in the spinal cord (Perlmutter et al., 1998; Prut and Fetz, 1999; Prut

et al., 2001; Prut and Perlmutter, 2003a,b). Instead, empirical work points to a steady

progression of responses from premotor cortex PMd → M1 → spinal cord without the

kind of sudden discontinuity in responses which would suggest a qualitatively different

computation.

Many papers since the seminal work by the Georgopolous group in the 1980s have

challenged the view that M1 codes specific high-level variables which are decoded

by spinal cord circuitry into muscle commands (Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Mussa-Ivaldi,

1988; Todorov, 2000; Scott et al., 2001; Sergio and Kalaska, 2003; Krouchev and Drew,

2013). On a theoretical front, Todorov (2000) demonstrated that M1 neurons do not

necessarily control the high-level variables they are seen to correlate with. This work
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shows that if one assumes that M1 exerts direct control of muscle activity, the corre-

lations observed in motor cortex to high-level variables could be indirect via the corre-

lations among musculoskeletal movement variables. And, Scott et al. (2001) demon-

strated empirically that neurons in M1 tend to be tuned to certain directions in hand

space and that the directional tuning biases are well correlated with particular features

of musculoskeletal physics – a fact that is difficult to account for under the high-level

encoding hypothesis. Georgopolous’ group has now also reported similar biases in the

distribution of M1 hand direction preferences (Naselaris et al., 2006). But, they believe

that the biases can be made to fit within the high-level encoding theory of M1. The ex-

planation they favour is that the biases in neuron PMDs are aligned with higher degrees

of experience moving in these directions (Naselaris et al., 2006; Georgopoulos et al.,

2007). The idea, in short, is that this allows for a more refined population encoding

of the movements which occur at elevated frequencies during an animal’s day-to-day

activity.

Chapter 3 of this thesis helps to resolve this debate by providing decisive theoretical

evidence. Working from the meta-theory of optimality principles, we instantiate formal

mathematical models which allowed us to make explicit predictions about M1 activ-

ity. We showed that the prominent biases in preference movement distributions are a

straightforward prediction of the supposition that cortical control is direct (that is, M1

activity leads to muscle commands through a relatively simple linear filter) and that

M1 neuron activity is optimized for the task at hand while taking into account muscu-

loskeletal physics. We began with simple assumptions about network structure (i.e.

feedforward, with sigmoidal units), task optimization criteria (move the hand to targets

in the same amount of time taken by the monkeys), and regularization terms (minimize
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the size of command signals and network parameters). With nothing more than these

assumptions, the optimal solutions demonstrate powerful agreement with the empirical

data. Taken together, this work presents a path toward a coherent mechanistic view of

M1 function. And, it develops new ways of solving optimal control problems with net-

work models, ensuring that this path remains open for increasingly complex problems

in motor control.
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Appendix A Abbreviations and Symbols

Table A.1: List of Abbreviations. Abbreviations appear here in order of their first ap-
pearance in the body of the thesis.

Abbreviation Meaning
CNS central nervous system
M1 primary motor cortex
V1 primary visual cortex
PD preferred direction
PID proportional integral derivative (controller)
ANN artificial neural network
XOR exclusive or
RNN recurrent neural network
BPTT backprop-through-time
LQG Linear Quadratic Gaussian
EMG electromyography
Br brachioradialis
Bi biceps long
TLat triceps lateral
TLo triceps long
DA deltoid anterior
DP deltoid posterior
PM pectoralis major
PMD preferred movement direction
PTD preferred torque direction
F-L/V force-length/velocity
LGN lateral geniculate nucleus
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Table A.2: List of Abbreviations (Continued).

Abbreviation Meaning
CG conjugate gradient
PCG preconditioned conjugate gradient
NPCG nonlinear preconditioned conjugate gradient
L-BFGS limited memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
HF Hessian Free
AHF Augmented Hessian Free
KSD Krylov Subspace Descent
iLQR iterative Linear Quadratic Regulator
PCSA physiological cross sectional area
OTO online trajectory optimization
DDN disturbance-delays-noise
GD gradient descent
SGD stochastic gradient descent
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Table A.3: List of Symbols for the Introduction and Discussion. As a rule this dis-
sertation uses the following conventions for mathematical notation: lower case bolded
characters are used to denote vectors (e.g. x), uppercase characters are used to de-
note matrices (e.g. W), and scalars are represented by lower case letters or Greek
characters (e.g. t, α). Symbols are given in order of appearance.

Symbol Meaning
x, x state variable(s)
x∗, x∗ desired state variable(s)
u,u command signal variable(s)
z, z neural activity variable(s)
e, e error variable(s)
t current time step
σz(·) neural activity function
wz preferred direction vector for a neuron z
w pathlet or synaptic weight vector
P(spike(t)|x) probability of a spike at time t given state x
γ constant offset parameter
ẋ, ẋ change of state(s) over time
f (·, ·) plant dynamics function
J(·) cost function
l(·, ·, ·) instantaneous cost function
t0 initial time
t f ,T final time
π(·, ·, ·, ·) control law function
α vectorized control law parameters
U control law command sequence
h,h neural network hidden unit variable(s)
y, y neural network output(s)
y∗, y∗ desired neural network output(s)
Why hidden to output synaptic weights matrix
Wxh input to hidden synaptic weights matrix
Whh recurrent hidden to hidden synaptic weights matrix
η learning rate
◦ element-wise multiplication
D dataset of input/output pairs
σh(·),σh(·) scalar and vector hidden transfer function
σy(·),σy(·) scalar and vector output transfer function
σ′(·),σ′(·) transfer function derivative
bh,by hidden and output biases
L network loss
∂ partial derivative


